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Execution of a sound Integrated Logistics Support OLS) Program is no accident.
It requires hours of research, planning, and understanding of the critical issues and
acquisition risks inherent in any acquisition undertaking.

This ILS educational guide is designed to acquaint the newcomer with ILS
concepts and techniques, identify specific directives and references, and assist in the
understanding of the overall acquisition system. It is not directive in nature and
cannot be cited as authority for official actions. The concepts in this guide, when
combined with common sense and technical expertise, will constitute the basis of a
sound ILS program.

This first edition reflects feedback resulting from the circulation of a-. October
1985 draft. Recognizing that ILS is an extremely dynamic discipline, this book is
planned for periodic updating. Ongoing research and experience may identify areas
where addition, modification, or deletion might enhance the usefulness of the guide.
Your comments and recommendations are solicited. Please use the tear-out sheet
provided at the end of the book or add, ess your comments to:
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Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060-5426
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FOREWORD

This document is one of a family of constitute a modern system. This is achieved
educational guides written from a Department through a process that begins with communi-
of Defense perspective; i.e., non-service pe- cation and continues with a careful trade-off
culiar. These books are intended primarily for process throughout the system life cycle.
ue In the courses at the Defense Systems
>!.anagemznt College (DSMC) and secondarily Each of the books will have a common
as a desk reference for program and project foreword designed to assist managers in sharp-
management personnel. The books are written ening their judgement and forusing their
for current and potential Department of De- thinking. These books are not to be used as an
fense (DoD) Acquisition Managers, who have all Inclusive checklist or godel of the single
some familiarity with the basic terms and correct approach to system acquisition man-
definitions employed in program offices. They agement because all programs are unique and
are designed to assist both Government and in- must be executed with professional judgement
dustry personnel in executing their manage-, and common sense.
ment responsibilities relative to the acquisi-
tion and support of Defense systems. This This - .,k was developed by Information
family includes: Spectrum, Incarporated under contract MDA

903-84-C-0369, directed by DSMC. Special
o Integrated Logistics Support Guide; thanks are due members of the DSMC faculty,

First Editiom May 1986 students, alumni, and members of the acqui-
sition community at large, whose comments,

o Embedded Computer Resource suggestions, and materials were helpful In
(ECR) Guide, estimated publication completing this project. The DSMC is the
date: 1986. controlling agency for this guide. Comments

and recommendations for improvement are
o Systems Engineering Management solicited. You are encouraged to place them

Guide; October 3, 1983. Update in on one of the pre-addressed tear sheets lo-
process - estimated publication cated at the back of the book and mall them
date of second edition: 1986. to us.

o Test & Evaluation (T&E) Guide; es- This foreword offers a system perspec-
timated publication date- 1987. tive for technical management over the sys-

tem life cycle. Subsequent material in this
o Department of Defense Manufac- book provides information on managing a spec-

turing Management Handbook for If ic discipline within this broad scope of t-.h-
Program Managers; Second Edition; nical activities. The past several decades
July 1984. :stimated publication have seen the rise of large, highly interactive
date of Thin dlltion: °88. Defense systems that are often on the forward

edge of technology. These systems have a
This famil :, of books is espeially needed natural process of evolution, or life cycle, in

at this time. We ,all d .s!re cApable, pro- which actions taken or avoided in the very
ducible, supportable, testable -ystems de- early stages can mean the difference between
livered within cost and schedul%. However, success and failure downstream.
the increasing cost and technical complexity
of Defense systems has forced greater special- The system life cycle consists of the
ization of functions and the rise of many interval from program initiation to system
specific (and very eften 1vocal) disciplines, disposal. All activity in the acquisition pro-
Public attention to the Defense Acquisition cess centers around the system. Thus, the
Process has also intensified. A key element to state of definition of the system configuration
a successful program is intelligent integration at any time in the system life cycle is an area
and balance among the many disciplines that of common interest among all disciplines.



Phases In a Defense system's life cycle are Manufacturing and integrated lo-
Concept Exploration, Demcnstration/Valid-- gistics support influence the design
tion, Full Scale Development, Production, and and Then proceed in a disciplined
Operation and Support. fashion to Implement selected

strategies.
The division of technical activities into

functiona; areas of design, test, manufac- Test results provide feedback for
turing, and logistic support is convenient and analysis of performance progress.,
usually results in a corresponding division of
labor in a program office. As can be seen Acquisition of a s.stem is a process that
from Figure F-I1, each of these functional begins with the identification of a need. The
areas is active in the earliest phase of the life goal of a system acquisition is to deploy (in a
cycle and continues through most of the pro- timely manner) and susta[l an effective sys-
gram. The genera: trust of technical manage- tem that satisfies the reed at an affordable
ment goes like this: cost.

o Define what it takes to support, ';thus, the effort involved in the acquisi-
produce, nd test the system util- tion process can be modeled as an input,
izing analyses. Then see if we can process, and output, The output is the system.
afford it. The input is the need and other appropriate

constraints. The process consists of managing
o Influence the design through pro- the technical activ!ties by establishing and

ducibility engineering, logistics an- maintaining a b;,:ance among cost (the re-
alysis, testability design, and de- sourceG required to acquire, produce, operate
sign to cost. Develop specifica- and support, and dispose of a system), system
tions and translate requirements to effectiveness ithe degree to which a system
contract language. can be expecv,.d to achieve a set or specific

mission requirements), and schedule. Much of
o Prepare to execute by arranging the u'iticisrn leveled at Defense programs

for the test facilities, acquiring results frorn a perception of imbalance among
and setting up the production line, these factors.
and designing and acquiring the lo-
gistic support. To summarize, management of the ac-

quisition process can be defined as the logical
o Execute by testing, manufacturing, and systematic conduct of the effort required

and supporting. to transferm a military need into an opera-
tional system.

Figure F-1 is a rigorous endeavor to
show all the technical management activities A system life cycle car, span 30 years or
that should be accomplished and integrated in more, as is the case with examples like the M-
the various program phases. 60 tank, USS NEW 3ERSEY, or B-52 aircraft.

Technical activities over the life cycle are not
- Phases are shown with nominal discrete events. !ach activity is present in

times, purpose, decision points, and some f rm throughout a system's life cycle.
general contract flow.

Successful acquisition and support of a
- Systems engineering and related system require a cooperative effort on the

interdisciplinary Integration tie to- part of Government and industry, since the
gether the progress of product de- capability of the indusetrial base to econom-
finition through the phases-system ically produce Defense systems on a timely
level configuration Item leve!, de- basis is a key element of the acquisition
tailed level, deficiency ctrection, process.
and modifications/product im-
provements. The System Life Cycle Technical Activi-

Ii



ties Chart (Figure F-1) provides a detailed activities and integration.
description of activites. This is the common
framework which we will use as a point of Whenever in the publication, "man", or
departure. Delving into the details of Figure "men", or their related pronouns appe;ar, either
F-I will soon confirm that hard work at the as words or parts of words (other 'chan with
beginning will pay off later. Early technical obvious reference to named niale individuals),
decisions have a profound effect on total sys- they have been used for literary purposes and
tem dost and schedule, but there are con- are meant in their generic sense.
tinuing requirements for important technical

:4M
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MODULE I

INTRODUCTION TO" ILS

CHAPTER PAGE

I ILS FUNDAMENTALS 1-1

2 ILS PLANNING 2-1

3 READINESS AND SUPPORTABILITY 3-I

All acquisition programs require an ILS effort that begins prior to formal program

initiation and continues for the life of the system. This module introduces the ILS process

and its objectives, ILS planning requirements and development of readiness and

supportability objectives and design parameters. Subsequent modules will describe the

deveb.pment of an ILS program, funding and contracting, testing and evaluating, and

providing the support. Finally, ILS requirements for international, joint, and non-major

programs are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1

ILS FUNDAMENTALS

1.1 INTRODUCTION o Establishment of readiness objec-
tives for each materiel development

1.1.1 Purpose program.

To provide an introductory overview of o Enhanced visibility of logistics and
Integrated Logistic Support (ILS), including support resources by mandating
its historical background, conceptual basis, identification of resources by
guidelines for application, and elements. materiel system in each Service's

Program Objectives Memorandum
1.1.2 Definition (POM).

DoDD 5000.39, "Acquisition and o Design incorporation of reliability
Management of Integrated Logistic Support and maintainability objectives.
for Systems and Equipment", defines ILS as
a "disciplined, unified, and iterative ap- o Development of contractor incen-
proach to the management and technical tives for reliability and support
activities necessary to: enhaneement.

o Integrate support considerations ILS policy initially emphasized the
into system and equipment design. integrated development of & total logistic

support structure in lieu of developing
o Develop sul'port requirements that individual ILS elements in isolation. White

are related consistently to readiness this aspect remains important, the current
objectives, to design, and to each thrust is on the introduction of readiness
other. implications in the "front end" of system

development as a prime objective of the
o Acquire the required support, acquisition process. The Program Manager is

assigned responsibility to establish and
o Provide the required support during manage an adequately funded ILS program.

the operational phase at minimum The early identification of Readine.s and
cost." Supportability (R&S) objectives and their

translation into explicit supportability
These can be more simply expressed in design parameters are necessary mecha-

chronological order ass nisms to achieve system readiness objec-
tives at an affordable Life Cycle Cost

o Define the support (LCC).

o Design for support 1.3 GUIDELINES

o Acquire the support Major guidelines foe the development of
R&S objectives are listed in Figure 1-1 and

o Provide the support discussed in the following paragraphs.

1.2 BACKGROUND 1.3.1 Mission Need

The 1980s have brought about an The need for a new or modified system
Increased emphasis on readiness. The and its specific ap6ratilerl requirements
Defense Acquisition Improvement Program derive .tom continuing analyaes of mission
initiated in 1981, requires reediness im- areas (Figure 1-2) conducted prior to
provement measures, including: program initiatiov, R&S objectives for the

B 1-1



0 DEVELOP RAS OBJECTIVES TO SLVORT PiOON NEED
o INTEGRATE R&S ENWINEERINO ACTIVTIES WITH DESIGN
EFFr 0MISSION AREA ANALYSIS

o DOIUMENT SUPPORTAILITY DESIGN OSJECTIVES EX-
PUCITLY IN STATE MITS OF WOW AND OPEWC FTIONS

o RELATE R&S ACTIVITES TO THE UDGET
" DEVELOP AND UPDATE COBt ... IW PLANNING OF MSON NED]

U ACTIVITIES
o STRUCTURE ThELSA PROMAM TO REQUIRMNTS AND

OBJECTIVES
o ASSURE EARLY 'FRONT EID" DEVELOPMENT OF R&S OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS I

OBJECTIVESIi
I. 1

Figure 1-1 Readiness and Supportability I SYSTEM R&S OBJECTIVES j
Guidelines i I

system must be established to support the r T ORT CONCEPT
operational requirements. The R&S objectives S RiNE

in turn determine or influence the manner in
which the system will be designed and sup- "
p rted In its operational role. This then leads SUPPORTABILITY DESIGN PARAMETERS
to establishment of supportability parameters
for use in the system design process. Refer to
Chapter 3. Figure 1-2 Relationship of ILS Objectives

1.3.2 Interatiou with Deign Effort to Mission Need
1.3.4 Relation to the Budget

The establishment of supportability
parameters is an engineering desig activ- R&S objectives have two basic rela-
ity. It must be integrated with all other tionships to Defense budgets. First, effee-
design development performed in a system tive implementation will be possible only
engineering process using compatible design when logistic support resource requirements
techniques. Refer to Chapter 4. and supportability-related tasks receive

adequate funding. Second, R&S objectivee
1.3.3 Specification of Supportability are links to the determination of LCC and
Objectives particularly Operation and Support (GC'<S)

custs which generally account for about 60
System designers are guided by and held percent of the total system LCC. These

accountable to requirements in design relationships must be con%;nuously evaluated
sections of Statements of Work (SOW) and in for the impact bf system design decisions.
formal configuration baseline specifications. Refer to Chapters 6 and 8.
Logistic Support Analysis (LSA) provides a
moans for determining supportability 1.3.5 Comprehensive ILS Planning
objectives but, by itself, does not direct
design activity. Supportability related Early development (during Concept
design parameters, such as operational Exploration) and continued updating cf ILS
reliability and maintainability, must be planning is critical to the attainment of
specified in design-related terms that can R&S objectives throughout the system's life
be unambiguously interpreted, designed to, cycle. A comprehensive and current ILS
and demonstrated. Refer to Chapters 3 and Plan provides essential direction to the
9. multidisciplinary ILS activities required to

1-2



satisfy evolving requirements. The ILS
program and LSA activities must remain
responsive to these requirements. Refer to
Chapter 2. r TECHNICAL DATA

1.3.6 Structuring the LSA Program S S ,,C.TiE

~ a PACKAGING, HANDLING.
The general attributes of a well- MA STOOWAD. ADOa MA.POW.N AND TR.ASPOTTON

structured ILS program, offering needed PERSONEL

emphasis on R&S objectives, can be ex- TRANIUG.

plicitly Identified from LSA tasks outlined TTAININ SUPORT

in MIL-STD-i388-IA, "Logistics Support
Analysis". The total analysis effort must be . SUPPORT EQUIPMENTobjcties itha COMPUTER W MAINTENANCEstructured to achieve R&S objectives with R C PLANING

tailoring of tasks to obtain cost-effective
implementation. Refer to Chapters 2, 5, and
7.

DESIGN1.3.7 Early Development of R&S Objec- INTERFACE
tives

Experience has repeatedly demon-
strated that emphasis on readiness and
supportability in a materiel system must
start with the earliest activities that
establish the general characterkstics of the SYSTEM
system; i.e., in the "front-end" of the
program. During these activities, the
program requirements are defined and
system performance characteristics and
objectives are established. Readiness and Figure 1-3 The ILS Elements
supportability are inextricably bound to
these early activities. Prior to program
initiation, cost drivers and supportability phases to detailed Maintenance Planning and
problems of existing systems operating in a detailed bottom-up identification of total
the mission area provide the basis for logistic resources.
continuing Logistics R&D and the focus for
improved performance in the new system. o Maintenance Planning - The process
Refer to Chapter 3. conducted to evolve and establish

maintenance concepts and re-
1.4 ILS ELEiMENTS quirements for the lifetime of a

materiel system.
The ten IlbS elements (Figure 1-3) listed

below are specified in DoDD 5000.39. All o Manpower and Personnel - The
the elements, except Maintenance Planning identification and acquisition of
and Design Interface, comprise the total of military and civilian personnel with
logistic support resources that contribute to the skills and grades required to
system operation and the attainment of operate and support a materiel
readiness objectives in the system's opera- system over its lifetime at peace-
tional role. Maintenance Planning and time and wartime rates.
Design Interface are part of the LSAprocess. During early development phasc!! o Supply Support - All management
the Design Interface develops the support- actions, procedures, and techniques
ability influence starting at the system lewe used to determine requirements to
and proceeding down the system indenture acquire, catalog, receive, store,
levels (Figure 1-4). This transitions in later transfer, issue, and dispose of

1-3



iARDWARE LEVELS CONCEPT I DEMONSTRATION FULL SCALE PRODUCTION/
OF THC LSA PROCESS PRE-CORCEPT EXPLORATION I AND VALIDATION I DEVELOPMENT DEPLOYMENTI I POST PRODUCTION

SYSTEM

'~NT %
SUBSYSTEM

SUBASSEMBLY
(LOWEST

REPAIRABLE) DE. .

COMPONENT
(PART)

DARCOM-P 700-22

Figure 1-4 LSA Activity Emphasis During the Acquisition Cycle

secondary items. This includes other information related to
provisioning for initial support as contract administration.
well as replenishment supply support.

f.o Training and Training Support - The
o Support Equipment - All equipment processes, procedures, techniques,

(mobile or fixed) required to support training devices, and equipment
the operation and maintenance of a used to train civilian and active
.materiel system. This includes duty and reserve military personnel

. multi-use end items, to operate and support a materiel
,,,iund-haning and maintenance system. This includes individual and
equipment, tools, metrology Pnd crew training; new equipment
calibration equipment,.and test and training; initial, formal, and on-
automatic test equipment. It the-job training; and logistic support
includes the acquisition of logistics planning for training equipment and
support for the support and test training device acquisitions and
equipment itself, installations.

o Technical Data - Recorded infor- o Computer Resources Support - The
mation regardless of form or facilities, hardware, software,
character (such as manuals and documentation, manpower, and
drawings) of a scientific or techni- personnel needed to operate and
cal nature. Computer programs and support embedded computer systems.
related software are inot technical
data; documentation of computer o Facilities - The permanent or
programs and related software are. semipermanent real property assets
Also excluded are financial data op required to support the materiel

1-4



system. Facilities management 3. DoDD 5000.39, Acquisition and Man-
includes conducting studies to agement of ILS for Systems and
define types of facilities or facility Equipment.
improvements, locations, space
needs, environmental requirements, 4. DoDD 5000.40, Reliability and Main-
and equipment. tainability.

5. DoD Long Range Logistics Plan, OASD
o Packaging, Handling, Storage, and (MRA&L).

Transportation - The resources,
processesq procedures, design 6. AfR 700-127, Integrated Logistics
considerations, and methods to Support.
ensure that all system, equipment,
and support items are preserved, 7. AR 1000-1, Basic Policies for Systems
packaged, handled, and transported Acquisition.
properly. This includes environ-
mental considerations and equip- 8. HQO P4105.1, USMC ILS Planning
ment preservation requirements for Manual.
short and long term storage and
transportability. 9. SECNAVINST 5000.39, USN Acquisition

and Management of ILS for Systems and• Equipment (Draffl.

o Desig Interface - The relationship
of logistics-related design parame- 10. SECNAVINST 5000.IB, System Acqui-
ters, such as R&M, to readiness and sition.
support resource requirements.
These logistics-related design 11. OPNAVINST 5000.49, ILS in the
parameters are expressed in opera- Acquisition Process.
tional terms rather than as inherent
values and specifically relate to 12. AFR. 800-2, Acquisition Program
system readiness objectives and Management.
support costs of the materiel system.

13. AFR 800-8, Integrated Logistics
Support (ILS) Program.

1.5 REFERENCES

14. AFLC/AFSCR 800-24, DARCOM-R
700-97, NAVMATINST 4000-38, Stan-

1. DoDD 5000.1, Major System Acquisi- dard Integrated Support Management
tions. System.

2. DoDI 5000.2, Major System Acquisition 15. AMCR 700-15, Integrated Logistic
Procedures. Support.
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CHAPTER 2

ILS PLANNING

2.1 HI iHIAGHTS continuing interface between the program
management office and the manpower and

o Acquisition Program/ILS Planning other logistic communities be maintained
Relationships throughout the acquisition process. There-

fore, each Service requires that all major
o Integrated Logistics Support systems constitute an ILSMT. The team is

Management Team formed prior to contractor selection so it
may help with the planning effort and

o Integrated Logistics Support Plan specifically, with the request for proposal,
source selection, and the Program Manage-

o Integrated Support Plan ment Plan. It is composed of Government
and industry program management office

2.2 INTRODUCTION members and personnel from the using
command and commands and activities

2.2.1 Purpose concerned with logistics, training, testing,
and other acquisition functions. If applica-

To provide a managerial overview of ble, membership may also include personnel
the requirements and responsibilities for from other Services.
planning the ILS effort. Relates ILS planning
to overall acquisition program planning The ILSMT functions to advise and
requirements and describes the principal ILS assist the ILS Manager with planning;
planning documents. coordinating; monitoring of schedules and

contractor performance; ensuring the
2.2.2 Objective accuracy and timeliness of Government

inputs; and contractor compliance with
ILS plans provide the details of the ILS applicable requirements, regulations

program and their relationship with overall specifications, standards, and guidelines.
program management and ensure coordi- The Government and contractor ILS Man-
nation of logistics issues among all members agers generally co-chair the ILSMT. Meet-
of the Government/contractor management ings are often scheduted in conjunction with
teams. key program events. Their frequency

depends on the intensity of ILS planning
2.3 MANAGEMENT ISSUES activity.

2.3.1 Background 2.3.3 Acquisition Program Planning

The materiel system acquisition process Acquisition planning involves the prepar-

requires that an extensive set of plans be ation of many specific plans. All of these are
prepared. Nearly all of these plans require required for the management of the program,
an ILS input. Upon approval, they provide however, some are specifically prepared to

guidance and direction to the ILS effort. support decision makers at milestone review
The preparation, coordination, use, and times. Detailed plans are generally derived
revision of ILS related plans is a major and from the more general program management
significant task for the ILS Manager. plans. Both the Army and the Air Force

require a Program Management Plan (PMP).

2.3.2 Integrated 7Logstics Support Man- The Navy requires a series of Functional Im-
agement Team (ILSMT) plementation Plans (PIP) that implement the

programs acquisition strategy. The PMP or
DoDD 5000.39, "Acquisition and FIP depicts how the requirements documents

Management of Integrated Logistic Support will be satified through the materiel acquisi-
for Systems and Equipment" requires that a tion process. It should be first assembled prior

to Milestone I.
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o Provide decision making bodies with
necessary information on ILS
aspects necessary for sound deci-
sions on further development/pro-
duction of the basic system.

Detailed plans support entry into each o Provide the basis for preparation of
acquisition phase and are refined and updated ILS sections of the procurement
between milestones. Figure 2-1 lists examples package, e.g., Statement of Work,
of detailed plans. Figure 2-2 lists the plans Specification, and Source Selection
specifically required for milestone reviews, and Evaluation Criteria.

The System Concept Paper (SCP) is The ILSP describes the overall ILS
required for all major programs and is used program including requirements, tasks, and
up to Milestone I to describe the acquisition milestones for the immediate acquisition
strategy and document the results of the phase and plans for succeedirg phases. The
Concept Exploration (CE) Phase. It may not plan is tailored to the specific needs of each
exceed 12 pages. The Decision Coordinating program and will address the total materiel
Paper (DCP) is also required for all major system including the end item, training
programs. It summarizes, in not more than devices, and support equipment. When
18 pages (excluding annexes), the program approved, the ILSP becomes the implemen-
status at Milestone II and IIl. The Integrated tation plan for all participating activities
Program Summary (IPS) is required only and is treated as an integral part of the
when the decision authority requires more total program planning process. Effective
information than that presented in the DCP. implementation of the ILSP is a major

management challenge due to the multitude
of logistics support interfaees.

2.3.4 ILS Plonning
A. ILSP Time Phasing. The Government Pro-

The Government and/or contractor ILS gram office norm ly prepares, coordinates,

Managers prepare or provide input to key and promulgates the initial ILSP during the CE

plans. Key ILS plans indude the Integrated phase. It provides the basis for other Govern-

Logistics Support Plan (ILSP), the Integrated ment and contractor planning during this phase

Support Plan (ISP), and the Deployment Plan. and for ILS planning in follow-on phases. By
Milestone 1, the ILSP should include specific
tasks to bc accomplished during the Demon-

2.3.4.1 ILSP. The ILSP describes and stration and Validation (DVAL) Phase, identify
documents the ILS program. It is the the responsible Service agencies and activ-
principal logistics document for an acqui- ities, and establish the schedule for task corn-
sition program and serves as a source pletion. The ILSP should also project require-
document for summary and consolidated ments, tasks and milestones for future acquisi-
information required in other program tion phases.
management docur ents. It is summarized in
the SCP, DCP, aihd IPS. Therefore, it must During the DVAL and following phases,
be prepared, coordinated, and approved in the ILS Manager may obtain contractor
time to allow for development and incor- assistance to review and update the ILSP.
poration of summary level data with the The plan will become progressively more
decision documents. In summary, the detailed as the program design activity
purpose of the ILSP is to: progresses. Prior to entering the Full Scale

Development (FSD) phase, the update of the
o Provide a complete plan for support full scope ILSP will be completed by the

of the fielded system. Government ILS Manager. The update will
reflect the results of the demonstrations

o Provide details of the ILS program and validations, include pertinent details
and its relationship with overall from the contractor-prepared ISP, and
program nanagement. aescribe the plau for the FSD phase.
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Configuration Management Plan Integrated Logistics Support Plan

Training P!an Test and Evaluation Master Plan

Post Production Support Plan Fielding Plan

Systems Engineering Management Plan Manufacturing Plan

Figure 2-1 Examples of Detailed Plans

System Concept Paper (SCP)

Decision Coordinating Paper (DCP)
Integrated Program Summary (IPS)

Figure .- 2 Program Decision Documents

Duriag FSD and in subsequent phases, actions have been completed. The contrac-
the ILSP will have continuous Government tor should provide inputs as appropriate for
and contractor involvement in reviewing, ILSP updates.
refining, expanding, and updating the plan,
The ILSP will be updated: B. ILSP Contents. The content of the ILSP

o When new program direction is re- must reffectthe needs of the specific
ceived. system. The Army and the Air Force

pre3cribe a three part plan (Section 1.o When there are changes that in- General; Section IL Plans, Goals and
volve personnel, training, facil- Strategy; and Section IIl. ILS Milestone
ities, or any other ILS elements. Schedules). The Navy provides a more

detailed list of contents that are alsoo Before milestone decision re- tailored to the four acquisition categor!es ofviews. Navy programs. The following are guidelines
adapted from the service regulations.o When there are system configur-

ation changes. (1) General. This normally includes: (a)
a system description including GovernmentThe responsibility of the Government is Furnished Equipment (GFE) and associated

to ensure that all milestones are listed, that support equipment; (b) program management
the timing is correct, and coordination organization and responsibilities, associated
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each of the applicable elements.
Services, agencies and working groups; and This may be later broken out as a
(a) applicable documents involving re- separate document.
quirements, guidance and evaluation criteria.

o Supprt resource funds involving
(2} Conets, Goals and Strategy. The ILS-related life cycle funding

main body of the ILSP covers the following requirements (funded and unfunded)
topics: will be identified by ILS element,

program function and appropriation
o Operational and organizational category.

involving mission require-
ments, operational environment and o Post fielding assessments involve
other required Logistic Support plans for analyzing and assessing
Analysis (LSA) input parameters. field data feedback related to

materiel support and support system
o Maintenance Concept. performance. The plans will address

assessment methodology, identify
o System readiness objectives for both milestones and responsibilities, and

peacetime and wartime situations, describe the strategies for im-
provements.

o A logistics acquisition strategy
involving contractual approaches C. ILS Milestone Schedules. The ILSP also
and incentives for Life Cycle Cost, provides system program schedule charts
reliability and maintainability, and showing the interrelationship of logistic
supportability goals. tasks and events to the overall program

milestones and to each other. These charts
o Logistics Support Analysis Plan focus on such elements as management,

which, due to its importance in training, testing, maintenance, and supply
realizing program and ILS ob- support. They will identify assignments,
jectives, may be included as a sep- responsibilities, and events. Figure 2-3 is an
arate document. This plan de- example of a management information chart
scribes irr detail the scope of LSA developed for the AMRAAM ISP. ILS
tasks. milestone schedules are the baselines for

ILS planning in the materiel acquisition
o Supportability test and evaluation process, therefore:

concepts involving identIfication of
specific test issues related to o System program schedule charts
overall ILS objectives and to each used by program management should
ILS element. depict the most essential support

program milestones; these are the
o ILS elements will be addressed as to milestones which relate critical

the obje G, concepts, trade-off support capabilities to overall
factors, goals, thresholds, special program success.
requirements, responsibilities, and
validation and verification re- o Milestone data should include all
quirements for each element. The supporting Government agency
manner in which the elements of ILS participation as well as contractor
are to be progressively specified, and Government agency responsi-
designed, tested and/or acquired and 5ilities.
then integrated with the other
elements will be documented. o Milestone schedule charts should

include a system program schedule
o Planning for deployment and the and a summary ILS program sched-

iransfer of logistic responsibility ule. The program and ILS schedules
will describe the procedures for highlight the relationships between
the changeover from contractor to key events on the two .charts.
Government support addressing
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2.3.4.3 Deploy ent Planning. The ILS Man-
ager is responsible for the preparation of a

- Compliance with the require- plan for deployment (or fielding) outlining the

ment of DoD Directive 5000.39, schedules, procedures, and actions necessary

"Acquisition and Management of to successfully deploy a new materiel system.

ILS for Systems and Equipment" Deployment planning Is discussed in Chapter

to establish an ILS management 13, Deployment.
information system.

- Potential to combine the ILS 2.4 SUMMARY

management information system There are several keys to a successful logistics
with cost and manpower re- There.are vrle
porting for total ILS manage- program. They include:
ment control. o Logistics involvement in all pro-

grmplanning, beginning in the CE
2.3.4.2. Integrated Support Plan (ISP). grame

Solicitation documents and contracts with in-
dustry and other performing activities may o Effective use of LSA in support of
Include a requirement to develop an ISP which tasks to achieve readiness and sup-
sets forth the contractor's plan to acccmplish tast a cive ss

his projected ILS efforts. ISP activities may portability objectives.

also be used to structure ILS studies and other
deliverables for follow-on logistic effort. Per- o Effective use of the LSMT in the

tinent portions of the ISP are usually incor- planning process.

porated into updates of the Government pre- o Preparation of an ILS plan tailored
pared ILSP. The ISP is an iterative document to the system prior to Milestone I.
that must be accepted and approved by the
Government. Data Item L-6138 provides pre-
paration instructions. The contents of the a currentaninte ILS plan as

contractor's ISP include: current and integral part of the
overall program.

2.5 REFERENCES
o Orglinization
o Responsibilities 1. AR 700-127, Integrated Logistics

Support.

o Schedules 2. AFR 800-8, integrated Logistics

o Ldajor Tasks Support Program.

3. SECNAVINST 5000.39, Integrated
provisioning) Logistics Support in the Acquisi-

tion Process (Draft).

o Interrelationships among logistic 4. DI-L-6138, Integrated Support Plan
elements (ISP).

o External Constraints 5. DI-P-7119, Post Production Sup-

o Other Pertinent Factors. port Plan.

6. DI-S-7120, Supportability Assess-
ment Plan.

7. DI-L-7017A, Logistics Support
Analysis Plan.
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CHAPTER 3

READINESS AND SUPPORTABILITY

3.1 HIGHLIGHTS for Systems nd Equipment" and summarized
in Figure 3-1. Figure 3-1 also identifies

o ILS Issues in Mission Area Analyses corresponding LSA tasks as documented in
MIL-STD- 1388-1 A, "Logistic Support Analysis!'.

o Establishing Support Resource These requirements and tasks provide the
Constraints framework for discussion in this chapter.

o Use of Logistic Support Analysis 3.3.1.1 Readiness. Readiness of a materiel sys-
(LSA) to Establish Readiness and tem is a future oriented attribute. It repre-
Supportability (R&S) Objectives sents the system's ability to deliver the output

for which it was designed (e.g., move and
o Establishiug Supportability Design shoot, observe and reco,'d, communicate) dur-

Requirements ing peacetime and at the outset of hostilities.
The system readiness objectives are the cri-

3.2 INTRODUCTION teria used in assessing the ability of a system
to undertake and sustain a specified set of

3.2.1 Purpoae missions at planned peacetime and wartime
utilization rates. There is no universal mea

To provide a managerial overview of sure of readiness that is applicable to all
the procedures and responsibilities for materiel systems. Expressions of readiness
establishing readiness and supportability assume forms that are dependent upon the
objectives for a new materiel system and system, its design, and the cnditions of its
translating objectives into system support- use. Figure 3-2 lists some top-level examples
ability design factors and logistic support of readiness measures currently employed by
parameters. the Services. Note that these top-level read-

iness measures must be broken down into
3.2.2 Objective clearly definable terms. The Prograri Man-

ager (PM) must choose a means of defining
The overall objective for any new system readiness that is:

materiel system is to provide a needed
military capability at an affordable cost. o Quantifiable
Achievement of peacetime and wartime
readiness objectives is essential to attain- o Measurable
ment of military capability. Supportability
objectives and supportability design factors o Precisely defined by readiness
are formulated to attain the specified criteria
readiness levels within life cycle cost (LCC)
targets and in compliance with logistic o Related to the projected peacetime
constraints, and wartime utilization rates and

conditions of use
3.3 MANAGEMENT ISSUES

o Compatible with the Service's
3.3.1 Background readiness reporting system.

In order to influence rapidly evolving 3.3.1.2 Supportability. Ultimately, sup-
system design, R&S objectives, thresholds, and portability is the degree to which system
design requirements must be established prior design characteristics and planned logistics
to Milestone II (transition to Full Scale De- resources, including manpower, meet system
velopment (FSD)). Program requirements to peacetime readiness and wartime utilizati a
establish the measures are stated in DoDD requirements. Early program activity by the
5000.39 "Acquisition and Management of ILS ILS Manager should:
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PROGRAM

ACQUISITION REQUIREMENTS LOGISTIC SUPPORT ANALYSIS TASKS
PHASE (DoDD 5000.39) (MIL-STD-1388-1A)

" Identify support resource * Perform mission area analyses
constraints .(mission area
analysis) o Analyze intended use; identify

supportability factors
Use Study (LSA Task 201)

PRE-CONCEPT
o Select and analyze baseline

comparison system
Comparative Analysis (LSA Task
203)

" Define baseline operation- 9 Identify peazetime and wartime
al scenarios for system employment
alternatives Use Study (LSA Task 201)

" Identify support cost dri- o Develop a baseline comparison
vers and targets for im- system; determine support-
provement ability, cost and readiness

drivers
Comparative Analysis (LSA Task
203)

" Identify and estimate o Identify design opportunities
achievable values of logis- for improved supportability
tics and R&M parameters Technological Opportunities

CONCEPT (LSA Task 204)

EXPLORATION o Define supportability related
design constraints
Mission Hardware, Software, and
Support System Standardization
(LSA Task 202)

o Update Manpower, Personnel, and
Training (MPT) constraints
(Comparative Analysis (LSA Task
203)

* Establish system readiness o Establish R&S objectives
objectives and tentative (LSA Task 205.2.2)
thresholds

" Establish a consistent set o Establish supportability cherac-
of objectives for readi- teristics and supportability re-

DEMONSTRATION ness, R&M, and logistic lated design factors
parameters (LSA Task 205)

AND
" Conduct trade-offs among e Perform evaluations of alterna-

VALIDATION design, support concepts, tives and trade-off analyses
and support resource re- (LSA Task 303)
quirements

Figure 3-1. Development of R&S Objectives and Supportability Design Factors
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MATERIAL CATEGORY TYPICAL READINESS MEASURES

Aircraft Mission Capable Rate
Operational Availability
Sortie Rate

Ground-Based Missile Mission Capable Rate

Operational Availability

Air-Launched Missiles Asset Readiness (Qty)

Combat Vehicles Mission Capable Rate
Operational Availability

Ships Operational Availability - applies to
equipment and weapon system assigned to
ships

Figure 3-2 Examples of Readiness Measures

o Define supportability objectives o Turn-around time in the operational
that are optimally related to system environment.
design and to each other.

o Standardization and interoperability
o Cause supportability objectives to requirements.

be an integral part of system
requirements and the resulting 3.3.2 Mlmion Area Analysis
design.

Requirements for new or modified
Supportability objectives prescribe materiel systems generally evolve from

conditions and constraints guiding the continuing analysev of the mission areas
dev.cl.Opment of system design and logistics assigned to the military Services. The
support. These objectives are related to the purpose of these analyses is to identify
planned operational role and utilization deficiencies or to determine more effective
rates of the system and the overall support means of performing assigned tasls
capability of the military Service. The
following are examples of supportability Logisticians must play a substantial
issues upon which specific objectives can be role in these analyses. Their assessment of
based. current systems in the mission area should

focus on deficiencies in their supportability
o Maintenance manpower or manhour performance (e.g., failure rates, mainte-

constraints. nance times, fault detection, and isolation
capability) and on the adequacy of logistic

o Personnel skill level constraints, support provided the system. Targets for
improvement in both areas should provide

o Operation and Support (O&S) cost the input for each Service's Logistic
constral.,ts. Research and Development Program. In

addition, the mission area analysis should
o Target percentages of system establish realistic bounds on the support

failures (downing events) correct- resources that can be provided to a proposed
able at each maintenance level, new system. Support resource constraints

must be identified in the Justification for
o Mean down time in the operational Major System New Start (refer to DoDI

environment. 5000.2, "Major System Acquisition Proce-
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dures"). The Use Study (paragraph 3.3.3.1, o Determining supportability, cost,
below) and Comparative Analysis (paragraph and readiness drivers.
3.3.3.2, below) are conducted as part of the
mission area analysis. o Identifying targets for improvement

in the new system and in the
3.3.3 Readiness and Supportability Objee- supporting logistic support system.
tives

Characteristics and performance
The development of wartime and peace- parsmeters assigned the BCS should be

time R&S objectives must be accomplished by dp,.ied from an existing system or a
Milestone (DVAL). The procedure employed composite of existiag systems performing
requires evaluation in the areas of system mis- similar operational roles in the mission area.
sion requirements, deficiencies of current sys- Different BCSS may be developed to
tems employed in the mission area, techno- represent the pirformance of design
logical opportunities, and logistics constraints alternatives as dcsigners attempt to maxi-
and limitations. Figure 3-3 presents repre- mize cost effectiveness. Projections of
sentative factors (not intended to be exhaus- support costs and resource requirements for
tive or in any order of priority) that should be the BCSS should be based upon usage
considered in each of the areas. During the scenarios developed in the Use Study.
Concept Exploration (CE) Phase, studies based
on mission area and materiel system analyses 3.3.3.3 Technological Opportunities (LSA
are employed to quantify relationships among Task 204). This task identifies and evalu-

the conceptual hardware, mission, and sup- ates available technological opportunities to
portability parameters. The following para- improve supportability related design of the
graphs describe studies and analyses leading to new system and to improve performance of
the development of R&S objectives. LSA in the logistic support system. Sources of these
general is described in Chapter 5. opportunities include new hardware or

software technology developed or being
developed via:

3.3.3.1 Use Study (LSA Task 201). The Use
Study is described in MIL-STD-1388-lA as
"the prerequisite task to all others in the o On-going research, exploratory
LSA program". This study develops a development, and advanced devel-
comprehensive analysis of how the new opment programs.
system will be used and supported in its
Mi.sion area in both peacetme and war- o Other system develooment programs.
time. The Use Study should identify oper-
ating requirements (e.g., mission frequency o Commercial R&D programs.
and duration, miles driven, opzrating hours,
rounds fired), number of systen' per support Technological improvements for ma-
unit, environmental factors, and other teriel systems generally result from develop-
descriptions of operation and support ment f improved components; e.g., improved
characteristics. The study will be based propulsion subsystems, and improved fire con-
initially upon an evaluation of aru existing trol components. The ILS Manager should
system or systems performing similar ensure that sufficient direction and incentives
functions in the mission area with all values are provided for contractors to adapt and
adjusted to the mission need of the new develop technological improvements that have
system. the potential to reduce logistic support re-

source requirements and to enhance readiness.
3.3.3.2 Comparative Analysis (LSA Task The ILS Manager should also ensure that tech-
203). This task develops a Baseline Corn- nological opportunities for supportability are
pa1sbn System (BCS). The BCS represents included with pre-planned product improve-
the initial characteristics of the new system ments in accordance with the acquisition
for the purpose of: strategy.

o Projecting supportability related Technological capabilities identified as
design factors. attainable in the system development program

should be incorporated into the BCS. Pro-
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SYSTEM MISSION RE2MIREMENTS
Operational Concept

Operational Environmant
Service Support Concept
Performance Reqiremnts
Threat

Mission
Measurems of Effectiveness

Manpower DEFICIENCIES OF CURRENT SYSTEM

* Quantitative and Qualitative

* Manpower Requirements

Reliability A Maintainability (RAM)
Performance OIS

Support Equipment Requirements

TECHNOLOGICAL OPPORTUNITIES
Materials

Data Processing
Computer Caabilities
Maoufacturi ng Technology

Training Devices/Simulation

BIT & BIE
a

LOGISTIC CONSTRAINTS & LIMITATIONS

Support Funding

Existing Support Structure

Affordability
Manpower, Personnel, and Training
Standardization and Interoperabiity

Figure 3-3 Consideationa in the Development of Readiness and Supportability
Objectives
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ceeding in t is manner, the [;K evoives as a
composite of current and projected enhanced
components and approaches the supportability (1) Constraints are placed upon
performance that the development program is development of the prime system to inoor-
capable of achieving. As discussed in para- porate compatibility with selected standard
graph 3.3.4.2 below, this approach is useful in components, software, and support equip-
establishing target supportability design values ment;
for the new system.

(2) Components, software, and support
3.3.3.4 Mission Hardware. Software. and equipment requiring development for unique
Suport System Standardization LSA Task application to the prime system are iden-
202). From the earliest planning efforts tified.
BeW-PM must recognize the advantages, as
well as the constraints, placed on his 3.3.3.5 Update of Manpower. Personnel, and
program by the emphasis on standardization. Training (MPTJ Constraints - Compative
Standardization of parts and equipment Analsi (LSA Task 203). System readiness
across systems and military Services can be is bounded by the availability and capabli-
a major cost saving factor. In order to be ities (quantity and quality) of personnel who
effective however, policy and direction must operate and maintain the system In its
must be firmly established so that the operational role. MPT resource constraints
proper constraints can be included in system established prior to program initiation are
requirements documents. Standardization updated as system characteristics are
impacts the selection of program periph- progressively defined during the CE and
erals such as support equipment; major following phases. Human factors engineering
subsystems such as engines, radios, naviga- applications seek a compatible man-machine
tion, electronic countermeasure suites; and interface. However, constraints placed on
basic building blocks such as fasteners and design to achieve this compatibility must
connectors. Standardization should result in not preclude the introduction of vitally
a reduction of parts stockage, design risk, needed technology enhancement. An
and the proliferation of new or unique effective working relationship among
support items in the Government supply design, logistics, human engineering, and
system. Standardization should also be training personnel can produce the appro-
considered in the design of new subsystems priate design, maintenance concept, and
and support equipment to develop them for training programs required to support new
use with more than one system. The Air- technologies. The introduction of solid state
borne Self Protection Jammer (ASPJ), an and Integrated circuit components is one
electronic warfare system designed for a example. The integrated approach com-
wide variety of Air Force and Navy aircraft, monly employed includes:
is a case in point. Disadvantages can includb
restriction on the designer's ability to use o Modular system design.
advanced technology or innovative tech-
niques in developing the system. Directed o Automatic fault detection and
standardization could force the new system isolation - built-in or off-line
to use support equipment which may not be (automatic test equipment).
as effective or economical as that designed
specifically for the system. The impact on o Replace-only corrective mainte-
measures of effectiveness will be a con- nance at organizational and forward
sideration in each case. intermediate levels.

NATO interoperability requirements o Repair of printed circuit boards at
also impose constraints on system design. rear intermediate and depot levels.
When required, the PM must ensure that the
materiel system and its subsystems ari o Training tailored to the skills
capable of being operated with or supported required at each maintenance level.
by NATO common ammunition, lubricants,
and other NATO logistics pipeline assets. 3.3.3.6 Establishing R&S Objectives (LSA

Task 205.2.2). Mission requirements and
Initial standardization studies are supportabilit constraints developed in LSA

porformed during the CE phase and provide Tasks 201 through 204 must be synthesized
program direction In two related areast to form 6 compatible set of R&S objecti. es.
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Computer models capable of simulating down Structures for Defense Materiel
force level (e.g., division or fleet size) Items".) Each parameter is an engineering
engagements and logistic support in an estimate of the value that technology is
operational environment may be employed capable of achieving in the ensuing system
to assist the ILS Manager in this decision developnent program.
process. The input to the simulations may
include tentative values of system relia- System level supportability design
bility and maintainability and maintenance factors are derived by mathematically
turn around times or mean downtime, combining the operational parameters
Alternate support concepts can be tested, assigned to the components. Appropriate
These variables can then be used as inputs techniques are described in DoD 3235.1-H,
to the simulations which are applied to an "Test and Evaluation of System Reliability
operational scenario of specific duration. Availability and Maintainability, a Primer".
Outputs may include sorties completed, a
count of spares demand, maintenance The projected capability of the logistic
delays, and sorties or missions not achieved. system can be estimated by evaluating
Simulations cen be repeated to test the ongoing studies to improve performance of
sensitivity of the system to R&S decisions 'the current logistic system. For example,
and to determine the validity of R&S these might include improvements in data
objectives, processing, automated warehousing, and

transportation methods.
3.3.4 Supportability and Supportability
Related Design Factors (LSA Task 205) The adequacy of the above techno-

logical projections in achieving system
3.3.4.1 Measures of Performance. R&S readiness objectives should be evaluated by
objectives must be translated into: computer simulation techniques (refer to

paragraph 10.3.4). It is likely that the
o Expli lit supportability related procedure described above will need to be

design factors that govern design of performed iteratively to establish a con-
the materiel system and each of its sistent set of objectives for readiness, R&M,
components. and logistic parameters as required by

DoDD 5000.39 and LSk Task 205.I o Logistic support parameters that
govern design of the logistic support 3.3.5 Evaluation of Alternatives and
system. Trade-Off Analysis (LSA Task 303)

Figure 3-4 displays examples of these The purpose of this task is to determine
measures, the best balance among hardware charac-

teristics (design), support concepts, and
3.3.4.2 Development of Measure of Per- support resource requirements. The fol-
formance. An initial estimate of system lowing discussion addresses examples of
supportability design factors may be derived trade-offs that significantly impect system
from the performance parameters of a design.
composite baseline comparison system
which incorporates projected technology 3.3.5.1 Repair Level Analyses. ReRir level
enhancements (refer to paragraph 3.3.3.3). analyses, including repair versus discard,
This approach has been employed with naval determine whether components should be
aircraft. The steps are summarized iR repaired and, if so, at what maintenance
Figure 3-. and described as follows. level Analytic techniques and computer

models available to support these decislons
Reliability and maintainability or other determine economic trade-of fs ame ng

appropriate operational parameters are investment costs (e.g. equipment and
assigned to each of the level 3 components documentation), component procurement
of the new system; e.g., airframe, propul- costs, and operating and support costs
sion unit, fire cont,-ol, etc. (The level 1, 2, (repair, transportation, etc.) The decisions
and 3 breakdown for aircraft systems is provide input to both maintenance plannir;
identified In MIL-STD-881A, "Work Break- and maintainability design. Ease of removal
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Supportability Design System Reliab.'ity (Mean Time
Factors (Materiel Systems) Between Failures)

System Maintainability (Mean Time
To Repair)

Maintenance Burden (Maintenance
Manhours Per Operating Hour)

Built-In Fault Detection Capability
(Percent Successful Detection)

Built-In Fault Isolation Capability
(Percent Successful Isolation)

Transportability Requirements
(Identification of Conveyances On
Which Transportable)

Logistic Support Parameters Provisioning Oojective
(Logistic System) e.g., Spare To Availability Target

Supply Support Objectives e.g.,
Fill Rates, Order and Ship Times

Figure 3-4 Examples of Supportability-Related Design Factors and Logistic Support
Parameters

and disassembly must be designed into the level Development of this degree of
system when required to support repair ouilt-infault isolation would reduce
operations. When repair is not required or is manpower and skill requirements at the
deferred to higher level maintenance, design organizational level and possibly eliminate
techniques can be employed that reduce the need for intermediate maintenance.
production costs and extend component life. These trade-offs must be evaluated by
For this :eason, repair level analysis design and logistics personnel starting in the
decisions should be made selectively CE Phase.
starting in the CE phase with major compo-
nents and continuing through FSD (and 3.3.5.3 Survivability Trade Offs, Decreased
beyond for design changes). vulnerability to the effects of battle

damage can enable more rapid restoration
of force levele; end increased sustainability

3.3.5.2 Diagnostic Trade-Offs. Diagnostic of combat operations. However, the benefits
capabilities inherent in design of tie of improved survivability can be realized
materiel system or support equipment may fully only when the logistic system can
be traded with manpower and personnel s'Ul restore the damaged but recoverable, items
requirements and changes in maintenance to operating condition close to the battle
concepts. The development of Very High area. An effective battle damage assess-
Speed Integrated Circuits (VHSIC) and ment and repair program requires:
associated architecture may be used as one
example. This developing technology has the o Combat scenario modeling to
potential to enable development of built-in determine lethal and reparable
fault isolation to the printed circuit board equipment casualties.
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o Estimate technologically attainable operational parameters for level 3
components.

o Combine component parameters to derive system level supportability
design factors.

o Estimate technologically attainable parameters of logistic support.

o Perform simulations to determine attainment of the readiness objective.

o Repeat the steps above to obtain consistent readiness, R&M, and
logistic parameters.

Figure 3-5 Development of Supportability Related Design Factors and Logistic
Support Factors

o Attack mode and materiel system should be performed as part of a
modeling to provide estimates of mission area analysis.
combat damage to the system.

o Early R&S analysis should Ix based
o Historical analyses of combat on:

damage and repair techniques.
- System mission requirements

o Development of assessment and - Deficiencies of current systems
expedient repair procedures and - Technological opportunities
their incorporation in technical - Logistic constraints and limi-
manuals and training programs. tations.

o Determination of additional per- o Development of R&S objectives can
sonnel required to perform wartime be performed within a tailored but
battle damage assessment and structured analysis process that
repair. includes:

o Computation of supply support
stockage levels based upon combat - Mission area analysis and
damage estimates and wartime identification of support re-
utilization rates. source constraints

- Use studies
o Determination of additional trans- - Comparative analyses

portation requirements for battle- - Technological opportunities
field recovery. - Mission hardware, software and

support system standardization
System engineers should trade-off alter- - Updating manpower, personnel,
native survivability designs and logistic and training (MPT) cunstraints.
support capabilities in the CE Phase and
refine the design in the follow-on develop- o Supportability design factors may be
ment phases. developed by an iterative process of

projecting technological improve-
3.4 SUMMARY ments for major components into

system level factors and the
o Initial LSA activities during pro- performance of readiness simula-

gram initiation and the CE Phase tions.
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MODULE II

DEVELOPING THE ILS PROGRAM

CHAPTER PAGE

4 ILS IN THE SYSTEM ENGINEERING PROCESS 4-1

5 LOGISTICS SUPPORT ANALYSIS 5-1

6 LIFE CYCLE COST AND SYSTEM READINESS 6-1

7 LOGISTICS SUPPORT RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS 7-1

Design and support decisions have the greatest impact on system performance life

cycle cost, and readiness and supportability characteristics when accomplished early and

through the systems engineering process. This module describes the ILS impact on design

and logistics support requirements; the integration of readiness, supportability and life

cycle cost into the ILS process; and the Logistics Support Analysis/Logistics Support

Analysis Record process/documentation.
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CHAPTER 4

ILS IN THE SYSTEM ENGINEERING PROCESS

4.1 HIGHLIGHTS 4.3 MANAGEMENT ISSUES

o Integration of Support Requirements 4.3.1 Background
in the Design Process

System readiness is a primary obiactive
o System Engineering and the Reli- of the acquisition process. As noted in

ability and Maintainability (R&M) earlier chapters, DoD policy requires that
Interface resources to achieve readiness receive the

same emphasis as those required to achieve
o Achieving Support "Design-To" schedule and performance objectives (DoD

Parameters Directive 5000.1, "Major System Acquisi-
tion"). These resources shall include those

4.2 INTRODUCTION necessary to design desirable support
characteristics into materiel systems as

4.2.1 Purpose well as those to plan, develop, acquire, and
evaluate the support.

To provide a managerial overview of
the Program Manager's (PM's) responsibility DoD Directive 5000.39, "Acquisition
to employ the system engineering process to and Management of ILS for Systems and
formulate logistic support "design-to '  Equipment" emphasizes early identification
parameters consistent with established of supportability design requirements such
readiness objectives, as R&M and contractor incentives so that

they can be integrated into the engineering
4.2.2 Objective effort. To make this happen, a real time

iterative relationship between the ILS
The objective of interfacing ILS with process and the product definition (design)

system engineering is to ensure that the process is necessary. ILS program success
disciplines of the design process and R&M hinges on how the readiness and support-
engineering are employed in developing ability characteristics are designed into the
design-to" support parameters for the system during early development (Concept

materiel system. This objective is part of Expioration [CE] aiid Demonstration/Vali-
the overall program management initiative dation [DVAL). The system engineering
involved in: process provides a framework for a DoD

materiel system to acquire the desired
o Accomplishing readiness objectives supportability characterist.s. System engi-

that are challenging but attainable. neering, when done properly, integrates the
effects of logistic disciplines such as surviv-

o Accomplishing realistic R&M re- ability, reliability, and maintainability with-
quirements to achieve these objec- in the system design.
tives.

4.3.2 System Engineering
o Identifying support and manpower

drivers. System engineering is, by definition,
the application of scientific and engineering

o Assigning appropriate priority to ILS efforts to: (1) transform an operational
element requirements in system need into a description of a system con-
design trade-offs. figuration which best satisfies the opera-
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tional need according to the measures of General Dynamics/Fort Worth for an
effectiveness; (2) integrate related techni- aircraft program. Terminology has been
cal parameters and assure compatibility of modified to that in current usage. This
all physical, functional, and technical figure shows a broad array of functional
program interfaces in a manner which disciplines in organizational cells on the left
optimizes the total system definition and side of the linkage diagram. This illustrates
design; and (3) integrate the efforts of all the complexity of integrating support into
eng.neering disciplines and specialties into the decign process of large programs. The
the total engineering effort. system engineering management challenge C

is to ensure that the support is integrated;
4.3.2.1 Integration of the ILS into the the ILS Manager's role must recognize and
System Engineering Process. Figure 4-1 accept this challenge. Successful integration
illustrates the analytical and decision requires that the ILS Manager take a strong
making process involved in the application leadership role in both the system engi-
of system engineering to acquisition man- neering and ILS processes and their man-
agement. The process is shown for the CE agement linkages.
and DVAL phases. Within the framework of
this process, the Government operational Figure 4-2 highlights the linkages which
needs are analyzed; the various design incorporate ILS into the system engineering
concepts are synt:esized, evaluated, and process. The ILS Manager's role in rela-
optimized in trade-off studies; and the best tionship to these interactions, which are
design is defined in the detail specification. performed iteratively and extensively over
Support "design-to" parameters should flow the acquisition life cycle, is discussed in the
from this process. following subparagraphs:

The upper portion of Figure 4-1 por- o "System Engineering Supportability
trays those efforts and activities that define Characteristics Outputs" are
the iequirements for prime equipment and developed under the direction of the
associated software. The lower portion of ILS Manager by ILS, R&M, Life
Figure 4-1 contains efforts and activities Cycle Cost (LCC), safety, and other
that define the related logistic support discipline specialists participating in
requirements. Attainable supportability system engineering support criteria
characteristics are developed throughout studies prior to Full Scale Develop-
the design process using design trade-off ment (FSD).
P liorts involving all product design disci-
plines, including survivability/vulnerability, o "Functional and Allocated Base-
reliability, and maintainability, lines" are developed during CE and

DVAL respectively. At this design
To achieve the necessary integration of baseline setting stage, the success

ILS into the system engineering process, the achieved by the ILS Manager in
contractor defines trade-off decision influencing design is demonstrated
criteria subject to modificatiors as the by the inclusion or absence of
design evolves. In addition to their partic- effective supportability charac -
ipation in defining the support criteria, the teristics and requirements in System

contractor and Government IES Managers Specifications (Type A) and Devel-
should influence and monitor the incorpo- opment Specifications (Type B). This
ration of support features into design program phasing relationship
concepts. stresses the importance of early CE

phase analyses and inputs from the
4.3.2.2 Mangement Linkages. Throughout Government and contractor ILS and
the development process, the balanced R&M '-!pportability specialists.
integration of multiple technical design Figure 4-3 displays the phasing of
needs with ILS management functions is the functional, allocated, and

. critical to the success of logistics support product baseline linkage events and
: activity. Figure 4-2 has been derived from a their related specifications with
} diagram of functional linkages used by respect to other system acquisition
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management milestones. The dotted supportability related performance
lines in Figure 4-3 portray the and attained readiness, instituting
period of documentation review required improvements, and updat-
while the solid lines portray con- ing the ILS elements. The ILS
tinued use under Government Manager must ensure adequate
configuration management. The planning for and utilization of this
format of the Type A specification feedback.
has pr visions for identification of
supportability characteristics (R&M) A new DoD initiative on acquisition
and logistics concep. requirements streamlining places a restriction on the
(maintenance, supply, and facili- call-out of military specifications and
tie). Requirements of the* Type A standards prior to FSD. A 3 June 1985
system specification flow down to memorandum from Deputy Secretary of
Type B specification on major end Defense William A. Taft IV provides policy
items, components, and software, guidance in this area pending formal
These specifications (A and B) are publication of DoD Directive 4120.21. The 3
the requirements that control the June 1985 memorandum states in part that
engineering design activities (upper "It is DoD pmlicy to avoid the premature
right in Figure 4-2) during FSD. The application of military specifications and
ILS Manager must ensure that standards and to limit the inadvertent
achievable supportability and establishment of contract requirements
readiness requirements are initially through indirect referencing". It further
established prior to Milestone I and encourages contractors to provide recom-
then incorporated in the baseline mendations for application and tailoring of
specifications at this point, contract requirements. The ILS Manager

must b6 aware of the restrictions in devel-
o The "Product Baseline Release" oping and specifying logistics requirements,

provides detailed design documen- particularly as they affect design.
tation for the transition to produc-
tion. The timing of the various "ILS 4.3.2.3 System Engineering Linkage to LSA.
Element Requirement Inputs" is also MIL-STD-1388-lA, "Logistic Support
of critical interest to the 11S Analysis," defines LSA as part of the
Manager. Timely release of the system engineering and design process. As
major end items and their support previously noted, Figure 4-2 displays an
and training equipment designs is iterative process and includes LSA as one of
required for scheduling logistic the many disciplines that are integrat&e into
activities such as preparation of the system engineering and the logistic
final technical manuals, preparation activities conducted in development. The
and processing of provisioning docu- system engineering activity Is both compre-
mentation, and development of hensive and structured such that any one
packaging requirements. analysis or design output will incluAde acme

factors that contribute inputs to a subse-
o "Materiel Release" in Figure 4-2 quent detailed support study. Figure 4-4

refers to the decision to proceed identifies several system engineering
with deployment of the first system activities that relate directly to LSA tasks.
in its military role. The ILS Manager As an example, the LSA maintenance
must participate in scheduling this planning and the system engineering main-
event to ensure that all support has tainability data are mutually supporting.
been acquired and can be provided
concurrent with or prior to this 4.3.3 Reliability and Maintinability
initial deployment. This topic is
discussed in greater detail in As noted in Chapter 3, R&M parame-
Chapter 13. ters are the ILS Manager's most affective

tools for influencing and interacting with
o "Field Data and Experience" the sy3tem engineering process. Estab-

provides the means for assessing lishment of effective R&M objectives for
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SYSTEM NGINEERING
ACTIVITY RELATED LSA TASKS

Design and Configuration Identification of Components,
Management Maintenance Planning, Task

Analysis, Cataloging (For Supply
Support)

Reliability Data Design Interface, Maintenance Planning
e.g., Component MTBF (Repair Level Analysis, Maintenance

Man-Hour Requirements), Supply Support
(Provisioning Studies)

Maintainability Data Design Interface, Maintenance Planning
e.g., Component MTTR (Repair Level Analysis/Maintenance

Man-Hour Requirements)

Failure Modes Design Interface, Reliability Centered
Effects and Maintenance (RCM) - Development of
Criticality Analysis Scheduled Maintenance Services

Development of System Troubleshooting
Instruction

Life Cycle Cost Logistic Trade-off Analyses, Mainte-
nance Planning (Repair Level Analy-
ses), Supply Support (Provisioning
studies)

Human Factors Design Interface, Personnel Skill Re-
Engineering quirements, Training and Training

Device Requirements

Safety Engineering Qesi gn Interface, Maintenance Proce-
dures

Figure 4-4 System Engineering Activity Supporting LSA

the total system and their allocation to o Mission success is greatly influenced
lower level components are a vital influence by mission reliability (mean time
on "design-to" mission success and operation hetween critical failures that
and support (O&S) cost results. Throughout impact the mission) and mission
the development process, measured progress maintainability (mean time to
toward achieving R&M values for the restore functions during the mission).
system and its components should result in
reducing logistic support requirements and
attaining system readiness objectives.
Various forms and uses of R&M parameters o Readiness is partially determined by
listed in DoD 5000.40, "Reliability and mean time between downing events
Maintainability" are summarized in Figure and mean time to restore the
4-5 and commented on below: system.
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OBJECTIVE R PARAMETER M PARAMETER

Mission Success Mission Time Between Criti- Mission Time to Restore
cal Failures Functions

Readiness Mean Time Between Downing Mean Time To Restore
Events Systems

Maintenance Man- Mean Time Between Mainte- Direct Manhours per
power and Costs nance Actions Maintenance Action

Logistics Support Cost Mean Time Between Removals Total Parts Cost Per
Removal

Figure 4-5 System R&M Parameters

o Maintenance manpower require- program for the AMRAAM missile during
ments and costs are affected by the the development program. The anticipated
interval between and the manhours maturity growth is portrayed against the
to perform maintenance actions, minimum Joint Service Operational Re-

quirement (JSOR) threshold and tl," greater
o Logistic support costs related to contract goal.

parts are determined by the mean
time between removal of reparables 4.3.4 ILS Management Techniques In
and consumables and the total of all System Engineering
costs to remove, replace, transport,
and repair components at all levels The identification and application of
of maintenance, management techniques which will con-

tribute to system engineering goals in areas
The ILS Manager must ensure that the of logistic support have the potential for

l&M parameters can be related to planned enhancing the system development process
peacetime and wartime operational envi- and ensuring the timely influence of support
ronments, scenarios, and the support that requirements on design. The DoD and
will be provided under these conditions, industry challenge to use Computer Aided
Failure to fully account for the effects of Logistics (CAL) in coordination with
item design, quality, operation, mainte- Computer Aided Design (CAD) presents
nance, and repair can lead to a substantial interesting challenges and innovation
shortfall ,n operational performance and an opportunities, particularly when these
unprogrammed overrun of logistic support methods are integrated with simulation and
costs. Further, reliability is not a static modeling tools early in the acquisition
parameter. Reliability growth is pro- process.
grammed during development by application
of reliability development/growth testing 4.3.4.1 Analysis and Trade-off Studies.
(also called Test, Analyze, and Fix). Figure Much of the logistic oriented system
4-6 illustrates the planned reliability growth engineering activity in early development
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PLANNED AMRAAM RELIABILITY GROWTH
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Figure 4-6 Typical Reliability Growth Curve

consists or structured studies. Tradeoff all system engineering input ele-
analysis continues throughout development ments. Syetem engine;'ing identi-
as the quality of date is enhanced based on fies and defines the functional
the progress of testing activity. The ILS characteristics of system hardware,
Manager and supporting ILS element software, facilities, and personnel
specialists should participate in system through an interactive process of
analysis and trade-off studies throughout analysis, design synthesis, evalua-
the system's life cycle. The ILS Maniger tion, and selection of a proposed
should: system description, as reflected in

system performance and end item
o Become actively involved in the specifications.

mission need and use studies
(Chapter 3) by providing support o Establish a visible and documented
element experience factors, chal- ILS management control system
lenges and objectives to be used in which effectively uses the LSt
the design synthesis consideration of outputs to provide supportability
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inputs to the decision making and engineering development proce involving
process. appropriate design specifications,

design reviews, milestones, docu-
o Implement a procedure for timely mentation, configuration control

analy.% and feedback of logistic and identification, and validation
support options. One approach would and verification.
be through effective use of avail-
able CAIL tools integrated with CAD o Develop a control system to identify
systems. and provide the status of hardware,

firmware and software design, and
4.3.4.2 Support System Design The support support interface specifications.
system design functions usually ir.clude the
design of automatic and non-automatic test o Develop a software support plan for
and sUapport equipment, simulators, training user programmable firmware and
aquipment, mobile maintenance trainers, software which highlights documen-
toi~f&ysis of maintenance and repair facility tation, training, support equipment,
requirements, and packaging and transpor and facility requirements.
tation studies. Using LSA and standard study
techniques, the ILS manager should: Because of the increasing role of

software and firmware in materiel system
o kategrate system performance and and support system designs, the PM and ILS

support requirements using the Manager must make special efforts to (1)
system engineering techniques and fund design efforts that identify and
reflect test values and other support evaluate software maintenance require-
parameters in system specifications. ments prior to hardware and software

design, (2) update these requirement
o Identify "design-to" requirements projections in succrssive phases, and (3) plan

early and refine them throughout for the needed software mpintenance and
the life cycle, support hardware and services lead-time-

away from the appropriate funding inputs
o Analyze Government Furnished and decision points.

Equipment (GFE) support system
items (new or existing) and inte- 4.4 RISK MANAGEMENT
grate these items into the total
system design. 4.4.1 Delayed Definition of Logistics

Criteria
o Emphasize hardware, firmware, and

softwaze interface design consid- 4.4.1.1 Risk Area. Delayed decisions on
eratiom and specifications to reliability and supportability requirements
provide early identification and result in less than optimum support. Once
resolution of problems. the design is committed, the options become

limited. Many early fighter aircraft suffered
0 Include support system design iteT3 from having design optimized for perform-

in the System Configuration Man- ance without comparable attention to
agement P'rogram to provide total support aspects such as maintenance~~~system consideration of proposed accessibility and spare parts reliability. As ae ntroam opoidttl spotapcssuh s mitna

changes. result turn around times and O&S costs were
excessive and manpower requirements for

4.3.4.3 Software. Software design and some aircraft models approached 100
support consi& tions are of vital concern MMH/FH.
to the ILS Manager. The ILS Manager should:

4.4.1.2 Risk Han dli . System level logistic
o Develop a software management uch s basing constraints,

system which parallels the tradi- use of existing test facilities, sortie turn-
tional hardware system. This will around-time, etc.) must be fully addressed
provide a controlled and structured in original concept documents and be
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required program inputs to the formal 4.4.3.2 Risk Handling. Accuracy and
specificaton generation and configuration completeness the early system engi-
management processes. Initial supportability neering effort is essential for realizing
requirements and logistic concepts can be readiness and supportability objectives. The
refined during the development of detailed previously noted System Enszineering
designs but the desired results will not be Management Guide, published by the
obtained if they are not inserted until late Defense Systems Management College,
in the CE Phase. provides a working familiarity with system

engineering management from program
4.4.2 Impact of Engineing Changes inception to operational deployment and

use. The system engineering process when
4.4.2.1 Risk Area. A high number of design applied to ILS will greatly improve the
changes made during the development probability of achieving ILS objectives
program can overwhelm ILS planning and through an iterative process of definition,
create an inability to fully reflect ILS and synthesis, tradeoff, test, and evaluation.
O&S cost considerations in engineering
change decisions. 4.4.4 Unrealistic R&M Requirements

4.4.2.2 Risk Handling, System developers 4.4.4.1 Risk Area. The establishment of
have util d a number of modeling tech- unrealistic R&M requirements (as part of
niques to cope with rapid changes. An F-16 the Pre-Program Initiation or CE phases)
system simulation model has been used to can lead to increased design and develop-
determine the impact of proposed engi- ment costs incurred as a result of excessive
neering changes on requirements for logistic design iterations. This in turn can cause
support items. The F-16 LCC model pro- program delays and costly program support
vided O&S cost estimates for design alter- system restructuring in later phases.
natives. Similar model development is
recommended for new programs and funding 4.4,4.2 Risk Handling. The ILS Manager
for initiation and maintenance should be should insist that realism in testing require-
budgeted. LCC models provide the capa- ments be applied to R&M goals. This can be
bility to assure that every design decision is accomplished in the CE Phase by simulation of
made with full awareness of ILS impacts. R&M goals using prior system achievements as
Integration of CAD models with CAL a comparative baseline end estimating the
models are also useful in the assessment ot impact of the technological enhancements and
changes on logistics support elements. uniqu; applications on these prior system

base lines.
4.4.3 Late Establishment of Readiness a-id
Supportability Objectives 4.4.5 Acquisition Streamllnhig

4.4.3.1 Risk Araa. The system engineering 4.4.5.1 Risk Area. The new DoD initiative
process is a key factor in ,. atifying and on a"-.alsition streamlining may impose
attaining realistic readiness and support- restrictions on the ILS Manager as well as
ability objectives. If a well organized the designer in early definition of require-
process is not started at the program ments. Although intended to decrease cost
inception and continued throughout the and improve efficiency, casual application
development phases then the program risks: of such guidance could result In a loss of

standardization with attendant cost increase
o Increased design, development, and and loss of documented lessons learned

O&S costs. experiense.

o Schedule delays. 4.4.5.2 Risk Handling. The ILS Manager
must work closely with the designer to

o Degraded readiness factors. ensure that the supportability design
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requirements are called out in the contract. 2. MIL-STD-499A, Engineering Manage-
In keeping -with the intent of the 3 June anent.
1985 memorandum the contractor should be
advised during the development phases
which specifications and standards are being 3. MIL-STD-756B, Reliability Modeling
considered for the FSD and production and Prediction.
contracts. The contractor should also be
encouraged to recommend approijate 4. MIL-HDBK-472, Maintainability Pre-
tailoring, diction.

4.5 SUMMARY
5. System Engineering Management Guide,

o The sytem engineering process Published by the DSMC.
produces a balanced design that will
reflect the impact of various R&M
options and other specialty engi- 6. AR 702-3t Army Materiel Systems
neering analyses dealing with Reliability, Availability, and Main-
readiness objectives and O&S costs. tainability.

o Integration of the LSA process into 7. FM 770-78 System Engineering Prac-
the system engineering and design tices.
process and "intended use" and
operational scenario studies sim- 8. AFR 800-18, Air Force R&M Program.
plifles the implementation of ILS
management objectives. 9. MIL-STD-785B, Reliability Program for

Systems and Equipment.
o Unrealistic R&M requirements can

be avoided by analyzing the
achievements of prior systems and 10. MIL-STD-470A, Maintainability Pro-
the impact of the technological gram for Systems and Equipment.
enhancements incorporated in the
new system. 11. MIL-STD-471B, Maintainability Demon-

stration/Evaluation.
o An ever expanding ability to

simulate, analyze, and design-in 12. MIL-HDBK-189, Reliability Growth
supportability can result in obtain- Management.
ing a better real time "balance"
between design, operational per-
formance, supportability, and 13. DoD Directive 5000.19 Configuration
ownership costs. Management.

4.6 REFERENCES 14. MIL-STD-48-3 Configuration Manage-
ment Practices for Systems, Equip-

1. DoD Directive 5000.40, Reliability and ment, Munitions and Computer Pro-
Maintainability. grams.
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CHAPTER 5

LOGISTICS SUPPORT ANALYSIS

5A HIGHLIGHTS 5.3 MANAGEMENT ISSUES

o Managing the Logistic Support 5.3.1 Guidance
Analysis (LSA) process

Guidelines and requirements for LSA
o Government and Contractor Re- are established by DoDD 5000.39, "Acqui-

sponsibilities sition and Management of Integrated
Logistic Support for Systems and Equip-

o LSA Task Requirements ment." The guidance for LSA is in MIL-
STD-i388-IA "Logistic Support Analysis,"

o LSA Documentation and the guidance for LSAR is in MIL-STD-
1388-2A, "DoD Requirements for a Logistic

o Data Verification Support Analysis Record."

o Tailoring LSA and Logistic Support These two MIL-STDs have expanded
Analysis Record (LSAR) significantly upon information previously

provided in the earlier version of the 1388
5.2 INTRODUCTION series. Specifically, MIL-6TD-1388-lA

provides for definitive analysis require-
5.2.1 Purpose ments; program front-end analysis re-

quirements are clearly defined; LSA task
To provide an overview of the per- inputs are identified to include what the

formance of LSA. Government must provide to the contractor;
the expected outputs from each LSA task

5.2.2 Objective are specified; Data Item Descriptions (DIDs)
are referenced; and instructions for tai-

LSA is an analytical effort for in- loring analysis requirement3 are provided.
fluencing the design of a system and These are significant requirements that
defining support system requirements and need to be understood by the ILS Managers
criteria. The otjective of LSA is to ensure and utilized in the planning and execution of
that a systematic and comprehensive the LSA process. MIL-6TD-1388-2A contains
analysis is conducted on a repetitive basis added LSAR input data records and asso-
through all p!htses of the system life cycle ciated Automated Data Processing (ADP)
in order to satisfy readiness and support- routines that provide ILS Managers
ability objectives. The selection, level of throughout DoD and the Defense industry
detail, and .iming of the analyses are to be with a standardized means of handling the
structured and tailored to each system and logistics data.
program phase. The LSAR is designed to be
a standardis.ed medium for systematically 5.3.2 LSA Requirements
recording, processing, storing, and reporting
data. The LSA data is the basis for deter- The LSA process is structured to provide
mining and budgeting for the logistic early ILS design influence to obtain a ready
support resources (maintenance manpower, and supportable system at an affordable Life
training requirements, supply support, etc.) Cycle Cost (LCC). The LSA process comprises
required to attain peacetime and wartime a planned series of tasks performed under the
system readiness objectives.
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direction of the ILS Manager. These include workload requirements generated by LS.
examination of all elements of a system to The Integrated Logistic Support Plan (ILSP)
determine the logistics support required to is the Governmentts description of the
make and keep that system usable for its desired logistics program and anticipated
intended purpose (refer to Figure 1-4). maintenance concept, and forms the basis,

3.3.2.1 Giovernment and Contractor Roles. or "seed", from which the contractor's
There. aoenment and ontresfor thes. Integrated Support Plan (ISP) is developed.There are unicjie and joint roles for the Go- The ISP may Include the contractor's LSA
enent (requring authority) and contractor Plan. Refer to Chapter 2 for additional(petforming activity or prime contractor to discussion of the ILSP and the ISP.
vendor) and their specialists involved in the
LSA tasks. Time phasing of these tankcs is Following CE contract award, the
discussed in relation to, the program acquisi- contract tern t tiction phases. Figure 5-1 supplements the contractor and the Government logistic
ooing tphases. Figre disu nts t management specialists will pursue the LSA

following time-phasing discussions. tasks on a joint effort basis. The analytical
tasks started during the pre-concept and CEGovernment management of the LSA phases will continue and progressively

process begins in the pre-concept phase increase in detail as the acquisition program
before the program is formally initiated and moves into its successive phases in the
continues throughouit the life of the system. transition to production and deployment.
The pre-concept tasks help define initial
support criteria and influence efforts of the The validity of the analysis and the
potential performing activities (competing attendant data products must be success-
contractors) through Concept Exploration fully demonstrated. Results of formal test(CE), Demonstration and Validation (DYAL) and avaluation programs and post-deploy-
and into Full Scale Development (FSD). ment assessments are analyzed by both theThese tasks are performed to (a) influence contractor and the Government, and
system design and operational concepts; (b) corrective actions are implemented as
estimate gross logistics requirements of necessary. The process of testing, evaluat-
alternate concepts; and (c) relate design, ing, and correcting deficiencies in both the
operation and support characteristics to materiel system and its logistic support
system readiness objectives. The results of continues throughout the life cycle.
the early analytical tasks allow (a) con-
sideration of support in the system engi- The Government ILS Manager's super-
neering definition of system hardware and vision of the contractor's LSA role involves
software; (b) evaluation of alternative the following tasks:
designs; and (c) identification of gross
resource requirements. The Government's
verification tasks begin early in the process o Provide guidance.
using simulation models and baseline
comparison systems. Verification tasks o Assess compliance with contractual
continue in conjunction with the contractor requirements.
throughout the life cycle.

o Provide models and input param-
The contractor's LSA tasks are initi- eters (e.g., LCC, stockage levels,

ated as part of the pre-proposal effort in and level of repair).
preparation for a competitive CE proposal.
The contractor's competitive proposal will o Conduct periodic reviews.
respond to the specifie and tailored Request
for Proposal (RFP) requirements for LSA o Provide Government data and/or
and will identify the planned approach, keTv factors for use studies.
issues to be addressed, and task scope.
Therefore, the burden is on the Government o Provide the Government-deieloped
to accurately describe which ILS issues are Joint Service LSAR ADP Gytem or
to be addressed by LSA. The Government approve an alternative contractor
must also understand the cost, time, and proposed program.
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5.3.2.2 Logistic Input.' for Trade-off duction part of the life cycle and to pro-
Analysis. LSA conducted prior to program duction design changes. The tasks are
iniation identifies constraints and targets generally performed in sequence and the
for improvement. This early effort provides process is then repeated at increasingly
supportability inputs into system engineer- lower levels of the system's work breakdown
ing trade-offs conducted during the CE structure as further information is provided
phase. Unless timely evaluation of sup- by the system engineering process.
portability factors is available, the design
process will proceed to solidify without Task Section 400 - Determination of
logistic input. Logistics Support Resource Requirements

5.3.2.3 LSA Task Requirements. LSA This portion of the LSA defines re-
requirements are detailed in MIL-STD- quirements for the ILS elements. The tasks
1388-1A and consist of five general task can be general to scope requirements or
sections involving 15 tasks and 77 sub-tasks. very detailed and produce extensive proce-
The following paragraphs summarize the dural and parts listing documentation (refer
five task sections; the MILSTD should be to Chapter 7).
consulted for details. The time phasing of
the total process is shown in Figure 5-1, and Task Section 500 - Supportability Assessment
an overview of the time phasing and repet-
itive nature of the individual tasks is The supportability test and evaluation
provided in Figure 5-2. program serves three objectives throughout

a program's life cycle: (a) develop logistic

Task Section 100 - Program Planning and test and evaluation requirements as inputs

Control to system test and evaluation plans; (b)
demonstrate contractual compliance with

Management of the LSA effort requires design requirements; and (c) expose sup-
the development of a proposed LSA strategy, portability problems for corrective action

tailoring, decisions, requirements for the LSA (refer to Chapters 10 and 11).

plan, and design reviews, procedures and
schedules. This front end analysis to include
LSA planning and management is the respon- 5.3.3 LSA Documentation
sibility of the Program Manager. LSAR data requirements are detailed in

Task Section 200 - Mission and Support MIL-STD-1388-2A. LSAR data is a subset of
System Definition the" LSA documentation and is generated as

a result of performing the LSA tasks
The tasks contained in this section specified in MIL-STD-1388-1A. MIL-STD-

identify the operational role and intended 1388-2A is structured to accommodate the
use of the new system and establish support maximum range of data potentially required
resource constraints, readiness and sup- by all Services in all ILS element functional
portability objectives, supportability design areas for all types of materiel systems, and
requirements, and measures of logistic throughout the entire acquisition life cycle.
support. During the early phases of an This approach permits standardization of
acquisition program this analytical task formats and data definitions for Govern-
provides the greatest opportunity for the ment-required LSA data. Tailoring of these
Government ILS Manager to influeice the data requirements is a vital part of the !LS
design of the system and its support (refer Manager's role. There are 14 LSA standard
to Chapter 3), data records. Figure 5-3 identifies these 14

records and relates them to the applicable
Task Section 300 - Preparation and Evalua- LSA tasks and system engineering specia-
tion of Alternatives ities. Other LSA tasks may be recorued

through documents such as the contractor's
The tasks contained in this section are LSA Plan (Task 102), Alternative Support

highly repetitive in nature and are applic- Systems (Task 302) and Early Fielding
able to successive phases of the prepro- Analysis (Task 402). 11 task results are to be

5-4
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Production,
Pre- Deployment, Design

LSA TASK SECTIONS AND TASKS Concept CE DVAL FSD Post Prod. Changes

Task 100:
PROGRAM PLANNING AND CONTROL

Early LSA Strategy (101) X X X
LSA Plan (102) X X X X X
Program & Design Reviews (103) X X X X X

Task 200:
MISSION AND SUPPORT SYSTEM
DEFIITION

Use Study (201) X X X X
System Standardization (202) x x X x
Comparative Analysis (203) X X X x
Technological Opportunities (204) X x
Supportability Factors (205) X X X x

Task 300:
PREPARATION AND EVALUATION
OF ALTERNATIVES

Functional Requirements Ident. (301) x X X X
Support System Alternatives (302) x X X
Evaluation of Alterations &
Trade-offs (303) x X x x

Task 400:
DETERMNATION OF LOGISTIC
SUPPORT RESOURCE MQUIREMMS

Task Analysis (401) X X X
Early Fielding Analysis (402) X X
Post Production Support (403) X X

Task 500:
SUPZOMTiBLITY ASSESSMENT

Supportability Assessment
(Test, Evaluation and
Verification) (501) X X x X X

Figure 5-2 Acquisition Phase Timing of LSA Sub-tas.<s
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performed by the contractor for the Gov- etc. In view of these typical arrangements,
ernment, the LSA program statement of the responsibility of ensuring the timely use
work must establish the requirement. of appropriate system engineering input for
Standard or specially created DIDs may be all analyses falls upon the contractor and
used to specify report format with delivery Government ILS Managers. Key personnel in
instruction detailed on the Contract Data the contractor's ILS activity must be
Requirements List (CDRL), DD Form 1423. conversant with the language of the asso-
ILS Managers should be aware of the amount elated system engineering disciplines in
of documentation they may be generating. order to ensure an effective linkage. The
Only the LSAR data that are required should Government ILS Manager must possess this
be ordered by the Government. The ILS same capability. All aspects of system
Manager needs to determine what data is engineering are dynamic and iterative. For
needed and when. From this determination, example, component reliability values
he can identify the output reports, the LSA, progress from allocations to predictions to
data records, and tasks required to meet the measurements to projections of mature
program needs. He should also ensure that values (reliability growth).
sufficient qualified personnel are available
to effectively apply the LSAR data output. o Verify that input data is updated in
5.3.4 3oint Service LSAR ADP System a timely manner by the managers of

the associated system engineering
LSAR data may be prepared and main- disciplines. A

tained manually using the required MIL-STD-
1388-2A format. It may also be maintained o Verify that the system engineering
automatically through use of computer tech- data is expressed in a format
nology or by combining manual and automatic compatible with LSA input
techniques although the preferred method is requirements - or can be readily
use of automated systems developed by the converted to the required format.
contractor. The Joint Service LSAR ADP
system is a standard automated data system o Verify that the input data is com-
developed by the Services for use by con- patible with the time frame that the
tractors, if they do not have a validated LSA is addressing. For example, a
system of their own. The U.S. Army Materiel repair level analysis to support
Readiness Support Activity (MRSA) in maintenance planning for the
Lexington, Kentucky is the lead activity in the operational phase requires: (1)
application of the standard system. projections of repair task frequen-

MRSA will provide the software and cies (derived from reliability data);
instructions for the ADP system on request (2) projections of repair task
and is available to assist in setting it up at a durations and manpower burden
contractor's facility. MRSA will also validate (derived from maintainability data);
a contractor-developed system for use on DoD (3) projections of component prices
contracts to ensure that these systems meet (from LOC studies); (4) identifi-cation of support equipment re-
the requirements of MII.-STD-1388-2A. This caion ofrupport em e-
support is normally provided during early FSD quireents (from system design

studies); and (5) estimates of otherand is provided without charge to DoD con- logistic support costs (training,
tractors. publications, transportation, etc.).
5.3.5 Data Verification

5.3.5.2 LSAR Data Quality Assurance. As
5.3.5.1 LSA Input Data. Figure 4-4 iden- illustrated In Figure 7-3, LSAR data is
tifies principal system engineering data employed to define and quantify logistic
sources employed in the performance of support resource requirements. The assur-
LSA. LSA is generally performed by a ance of qualitative and quantitative validity
separate ILS group within a contractor's of these records is required to preclude
program office or by a supporting activity, misidentification and under or over pro-
and not by the same system engineering cureinent of support resources (supply
personnel that perform the design, R&M, support, support equipment, etc.).
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Data Related

Record Record Title LSA Task No. Specialty

A Operation and Maintenance Requirements 205 R&M

B Iten Reliability and Maintainability 205, 301, R &, Safety
Characteristics 401, 501

B1 FMECA 301 RAM, Safety

B2 Criticality and Maintainability Analysis 301 RkM, Safety

C Operation and Maintenance Task Summary 301, 401, 501 R & Safety

D Operation and Maintenance Task Analysis 301, 401, 501 R&M, Safety

Dl Personnel and Support Requirements 301, 401, 501 1kM, Safety

E Support Equipment or Training Material
Description and Justification 401, 501 M

El Unit Under Teat (UUT) and Automatic 401, 501 M
Prograu(s)

F Facility Description and Justification 401, 501 M

G Skill Evaluation and Justification 401, 501 M

H Support Items Identification 401, 501 1, Prov.,

H1 Support Items Identification 401, 501 R sad Prov.
(Application Related)

J Transportability Engineering 401, 501 Transport.
Characteristics

Figure 5-3 LSA/LSAR Relationships
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LSA/LSAR is a conversion process. The updating. Figure 5-2 shows the normal
LSA input data is converted to detailed LSA program time phasing for various LSA tasks.
records. Some conversions require appli- In addition, tailoring can dictate which
cation of complex models, e.g., repair level activity will perform the talk or subtask.
analysis and Reliability Centered Mainte-
nance (RCM). Others follow detailed 5.3.6.2 Tailoring LSAR. Tailoring LSAR
procedures prescribed in MIL-STD-388-2A data is mandatory for Government Program
e.g, conversion of reliability estimates of and ILS Managers. The tailoring decisions
mean time between maintenance actions for should be based on (a) the LSA tailoring
spares and repair parts, to estimates of process described in the preceding para-
maintenance replacement rates (employed graph, (b) related engineering and ILS
in provisioning computations), element analysis efforts which result in

LSAR data and (c) deliverable logistic
An LSAR Quality Assurance procedure products specified by DID's. In addition,

must validate the process employed by the LSAR data records may be tailored to
logistic support personnel Suggested different degrees by hardware level de-
procedures are listed in Figure 5-4. pending upon program requirements.

Appendix E to MIL-STD-1388-2A provides
5.3.6 Tailoring LSA/SAR detailed guidance for tailoring the LSAR.

5.3.6.1 Tailorng LSA. The key to a pro- A basic approach to the tailoring of
ductive and cost effective LSA program is LSAR. requirements is to start with the
proper tailoring of the LSA subtasks so that output or end uses of the data and backward
the available resources are concentrated on plan as follows:
the tasks which will most benefit the
program. Limitations on acquisition funding o The ILS Manager, supported by
require that the LSA effort be applied functional specialists (manpower,
selectively in order to improve hardware publications, etc.) determines
design and support concepts, not merely to exactly what logistic resource data
collect data. The Government ILS Manager are required and when they are
plays a significant role in the tailoring needed in the acquisition life cycle
process. Appendix A to MIL-STD-1388-lA of the specific materiel system.
provides excellent guidance in tailoring LSA
requirements to fit the needs of a specific o The ILS Manager must then deter-
program. Programs are tailored in several mine which of these requirements
ways. First, they are tailored by task and can be supported by LSAR data and
subtask and by the depth of the analysis whether they require the depth of
(how much of the task). This aspect of LSA detail that LSAR provides, as
tailoring involves consideration ofs opposed to less detailed parametric

estimates.
o Amount of new design freedom

involved. o The input records (LSAR) needed to
obtain the selected output re-

o Amount of funds available for quirements and the timeframe are
investment in tasks. then identified. Selected input-

output relationships are identified in
o Estimated return on investment. Figure 7-4 of this handbook. De-

tailed input/output relationships for
o Schedule constraints (such as "fast all LSA records are illustrated in

track" programs). Figure 90 (Appendix E) of MIL-STD-
1388-2A.

o Data and analyses availability and
relevancy. 5.3.7 LSA/LSAR Relationship Summary

Prog.rams are also tailored in terms of Figure 5-5 summarizes the relationships
acquisition phase timing and required among the ILS requirements, LSA tasks,
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Contractor Government.

o Develop detailed LSA/LSAR o Establish an LSA management team
procedures - selection,
adaptation, and augmentation o Review and approve contractor
of MIL-STD-1388-lA and 2A procedures

o Develop self-check procedures o Review and approve

o Train and certify logistic o Monitor/evaluate
support personnel to perform
the procedures

o Establish, schedule, and o Establish, schedule, and implement
implement multi-disciplinary independent (Government) audit
audit reviews reviews

o Identify problems and o Identify problems
implement corrections o Approve corrections

o Repeat audits o Repeat audits

S..... C A I Q A il f... .. A
%,J- LJb~rAn~ ~U I3£~LI'. L Ja~

LSA documentation, ILSP, and the acqui- components when viewed in isolation. When
sition life cycle phases. the parent materiel system is engaged in its

military operational rcla, these same
5.4 RISK MANAGk.MENT components should be expected to exhibit

replacement rates substantially higher than
5.4.1 Failure to Apply LSA during Concept their handbook value or inherent reliability
Exploration alone would indicate. The consequences of

improperly computed material replacement
5.4.1.1 Risk Area. Failure to participate in rates are invalid manpower requirements,
the definition of system concepts can incorrect supply support stockage lists, and
produce a system design in follow-on phases invalid repair level analyses.
that does not meet supportability objectives
and requires excessive or unattainable 5.4.2.1 Risk Handling. Differences between
operation and support (O&S) costs and operational and inherent failure rates are
manpower to meet the readiness objectives. attributable to:

5.4.1.2 Risk Handling. As stated in Chapter o Environmental factors.
4, LSA must be integral to the system
engineering program in order to achieve an o Failures induced by interacting
effective design for supportability. The LSA components.
activity during the CE phase also provides
the basis and planning for the ILS program o Personnel related failures.
in DVAL and later acquisition phases.

o No-defect removals.
5.4.2 Invalid Application of Component
R&M Data MIL-STD-1388-2A contains explicit

mechanisms to convert inherent failure
5.4.2.1 Risk Area. Design and manufacture rates to their expected operational values.
determine the mean life and failure rate of Estimates of the effects of factors listed
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above may be derived from field data on 5.5 SUMMARY
similar components. In addition, computed
material replacement rates should be o Application of LSA is mandatory for
updated directly when the parent materiel all materiel systems.
system undergoes operational test and later
field deployment. o Their applications must be tailored

to the requirements of each acqui-
sition to ensure cost-effective

5.4.3 Failure to Structure/Tailor LSA/LSAR implementation.
Requirements

o LSA programs for major systems are
5.4.3.1 Risk Area. Failure to establish an relatively costly. These costs are
LSA plan that is specifically designed to most warranted when LSA is used as
meet the needs of the materiel system can the integrated source and record for
result in: excessive costs; the performance development of ILS planning and
of unwanted analysis while failing to definition of ILS products.
complete needed studies; and the develop-
ment of excessive documentation while o The program that provides front-end
overlooking critical information needs. ILS funding for LSA and other ILS
lessons learned reports and discussions with activities is more likely to be
ILS Managers have provided numerous successful.
examples of these deficiencies. 5.6 ftEFERENCES

5.4.3.2 Risk Handling. The ILS Manager's
LSA/LSAR objective should be to obtain 1. MIL-STD-1388-1A, Logistic Support
only what he needs and use what he gets. Analysis.
The process discussed in this chapter, of
fitting the activity to the need, is an 2. MIL-STD-1388-2A, DoD Requirements
essential aspect of tailoring, for a Logistic Support Analysis Record.
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CHAPTER 6

LIFE CYCLE COST AND SYSTEM READINESS

6.1 HIGHLIGHTS under consideration by management. In
addition, the LCC estimate must demon-

o Achieving LCC Objectives strate whether a system meets affordability
goals; i.e., that it can be procured, operated

o Importance of Front-End LCC and supported efficiently and effectively for
Analysis the programmed and budgeted resources in

the years required. The uses of LCC esti-
o Cost Estimating Methods mates are shown in Figure 6-1.

o Responsibilities for Cost Analysis 6.3 MANAGEMENT ISSUES

o Relationship of LCC to System 6.3.1 Background
Readiness

There are few decisions made during a
o Time Phasing of DoD LCC Policies program's life cycle that do not affect LCC.

Programmatic and design choices can cause
o Influencing System Design and a wide LCC variation and have a significant

Logistics Choices effect on the system's readiness.

o Trade Studies and Design-to-Cost The use of LCC is most effective
during the early phases of the acquisition

6.2 INTRODUCTION cycle. By Milestone II, roughly 85 percent of
the system's LCC has been committed by

6.2.1 Purpose design and logistics choices made prior to
this point (see Figure 6-2). Clearly, the

To relate the Life Cycle Cost (LCC) decisions with the greatest chance of
concept to Integrated Logistic Support (ILS) affecting LCC and identifying savings are
and system readiness, those decisions impacting acquisition and

Operating and Support (O&S) costs under-
6.2.2 Objective taken in the preconcept, Concept Explora-

tion (CE), and Demonstration/Validation
DoD policy is to acquire systems that (DVAL) phases. (See Figure 6-3).

meet performance and readiness objectives
at an affordable LCC (DoDD 5000.1, "Major The goals of LCC analysis are to (1)
System Acquisitions'). This policy requires identify the total cost of alternative means
the Program Manager (PM) to ensure that of countering a threat, achieving production
LCC influences the system design and the schedules, and attaining system perform-
logistics engineering process at all acqui- ance and readiness objectives; and (2)
sition stages. In accomplishing this goal, the estimate the cost impact of the various
PM requires a comprehensive, accurate, and design and support options. To achieve this
current LCC estimate to support each cost goal, DoD policy establishes cost as a
significant management decision. An LCC parameter equal in importance to technical
estimate is comprehensive when it covers and supportability requirements and sched-
all costs to the Government during the ules (DoDD 4245.3, "Design to Cost").
system's life cycle. Research and develop-
ment, production, operation and support, The acquisition management technique
and disposal costs are included in LCC. which pursues this policy is called the

Design to Cost (DTC) concept. The rela-
An LCC estimate should have sufficient tionship between LCC and DTC is that LCC

accuracy to permit comparison of relative analysis forms the foundation for the
costs of design and acquisition alternatives selection and allocation of DTC goals and
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Figure 6-1 Uses of Life Cycle Cost Figure 6-2 Typical System Life Cycle CostCommitment

the cost tracking activities. Initial DTC management should also consider the use of
activity in CE should focus on cost and product performance agreements or other
performance tradeoffs early in the devel- contract incentives to meet selected DTC
opment cycle to define an affordable system goals (DoDD 4245.3).
that meets required performance levels and
schedule. As development continues, at DTC parameters must include a focus
increasingly more detailed levels of design, on O&S cost parameters to ensure that the
DTC efforts evolve toward identifying and acquisition process yields effective, durable,
resolving areas requiring attention because and reliable systems that can be maintained
of excessive costs (DoDD 4245.3). The DTC within available resources. A system with
goals and thresholds should be established by low acquisition cost that is too costly to
Milestone IL DTC goals must be set for both operate and support is as unsatisfactory as
acquisition cost and O&S parameters. The one that is less costly to maintain but is too
O&S parameters should be selected from the expensive to acquire in the required quan-
cost drivers identified in the LCC analysis. tity.
Typically, these will include manpower,
fuel, ammunition, and spares and repair 6.3.2 LCC Estimation Methods
parts. There is a tradeoff in acquisition and
O&S costs, which will be explained below in The LCC estimation method chosen
sections 6.3.5.2 and 6.3.5.3. should be based on the objectives of the

analysis, the level of detail in the available
If the PM determines that system level data, the level of system definition, and the

DTC thresholds will be breached, he must acquisitin phase of the program. Analysts
inform the Defense Acquisition Executive are encouraged to employ alternative cost
(DAE) and Service officials. The PM's estimating methods concurrently to expose
recommended alternative courses of action hidden factors such as design and schedule
shall include a zero cost growth alternative risk areas and to reinforce the estimates
which will show performance and readiness derived. An LCC estimate should be as
impacta. The PM should allocate DTC goals accurate as the data and applicable meth-
and thresholds through contracts to design odology will allow.
managers in accordance with the program
work breakdown structure. This process is In the preconcept, CE and early DVAL
especially useful to motivate design trade- phases, cost estimates generally are made
offs. By the end of DVAL, the PM must on the system level reflecting the lack of
identify - through the interface of LCC detail design available. In the late DVAL,
analysis with design - the high-risk or Full Scale Development (FSD), Production,
high-cost components with the greatest and Operation arid Support phases, cost

opportunity for design tradeoffs. Program estimates generally reflect engineering
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6.3.2.2 Analogies. The cost analogy tech-
__ _ nique relates the cost of a new system to a

-OST similar existing system through analysis
OER--- & 9UUVwhich develops a cost complexity factor

4 ---- oR -------A ithat explicitly adjusts for differences in
technological, operational, or logistical
variables between the two systems. Gener-

- - ally, system cost estimates based on
analogies are made in the CE and DVAL
phases and are moderately uncertain
reflecting preliminary system design

1definition.
1 1 YEAR$|
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An example of a cost analogy is the
Figure 6-3 Typical System Life Cycle Cost estimation of the cost of a new fire control

Distribution system based upon an existing fire control
system. The analysis may identify technol-

detail design; the materiel system LCC is ogy changes in the systems's computer. The
the sum of the cost estimates for each cost estimate for the new computer may be
system component. Data in these phases is derived by applying a complexity factor to
derived from the design engineering and the cost of the existing computer. The
LSA/Logistic Support Analysis Record overall cost for the new fire control system
(LSAR) processes and adjusted to reflect may then be determined by applying the
experience data as appropriate. Initially, same or similar techniques to all other
LSAR data consists of engineering estimates components of the fire control system.
which are updated with test results in the
FSD and Production phases, and with field 6.3.2.3 Engineering Cost Estimates. The
experience in the Operation and Support engineering cost estimating technique (also
Phase. known as the "bottoms-up" cost estimating

technique) uses known or estimated costs of
6.3.2.1 Parametric Costs. A statistical lower level items (such as level four items
parametric cost estimate for a new system on a work breakdown structure) and aggre-
is developed from Cost Estimating Rela- gates them into the total costs of a higher
tionships (CERs) statistically derived from level, taking into consideration the costs of
data which shows a relationship between a associated and interconnecting equipment.
particular cost and cost driving variable(s) Engineering type estimates generally are
for existing systems. CERs require engi- made in the late DVAL, FSD, Production,
neering and physical characteristics data and Operation and Support phases. The
from a group of comparable existing engineering cost estimating technique
systems. Parametric cost estimates gener- typically has low uncertainty reflecting j
ally are made on a system level in the detailed system design.
preconcept, CE, and DVAL phases. The
system level estimates typically have high The cost of each lower level item can ':

uncertainty based upon the limited system be estimated by a different method (pa-
design completed during these early phases. rametric, analogy, or actual) to achieve the

greatest cost accuracy possible for that
An example of a CER can be an item. For example, the cost of a new

expression that estimates the cost of a new anti-submarine warfare aircraft can include
sonar based on a statistical analysis of the previously mentioned parametric
related data for a group of 20 existing estimate of the new development sonar, the
sonars. The CER may express the cost of previously mentioned analogous estimate of
the new sonar as a function of its expected the fire control system, plus the known
weight, target detection range, and reli- costs (actuals) of standard components
ability. incorporated in the design,
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6.3.2.4 UpdatedCost Estimates Based on (SARs), to determine Congressional
Actuals. LUC estimates can be updated (Nunn-McCurdy) unit cost report
based on system characteristics, as well as requirements, in POMs, and to
actual costs that the contractor and Gov- develop budgets.
ernment incurred for earlier versions,
production runs, or operations. Sources of o Fifth, the program office cost
actuals are characteristic charts, Govern- estimate can be used to conduct
ment ledgers, contracts, usage reports, Government-sponsored planning and
manpower documents, and maintenance programming trade studies of
facility records. Actual costs generally are service-wide design and logistics
incorporated into the analysis in the late issues.
FSD, Production, and Operation and Support
phases. An independent cost estimate must be

developed for milestone reviews (DoDD
6.3.3 Cost Analysis Roles 5000.4, "OSD Cost Analysis Improvement

Group"). This estimate must be prepared by
Each program office should develop its analysts not under the control of the

own LCC estimate for the materiel system. program office responsible for the acqui-
This program office cost estimate can assist sition of the particular materiel system.
program management in several ways. These analyst3 typically are located in

independent costing organizations which
o First, when developed during have been formally established in each

preconcept from a structured set of Service.
program design, support and other
characteristics, the LCC serves as For major systems, the OSD Cost
the baseline cost estimate and Analysis Improvement Group (CAIG) will
provides a standard with which to review the program office and independent
measure the cost changes of the cost estimates. Frequently, the CAIG will
system throughout its acquisition then provide the Defense System Acquisi-
cycle, tion Review council (DSARC) with its

independently generated cost assessment. A
o Second, it provides the program prudent program office will base its cost

office a detailed set of Government estimates on a detailed, tailored version of
cost estimates and assumptions its parent Service's approved cost element
which are reconciled with the breakdown structure. The PM periodically
contractor's cost estimates and will communicate his intended cost esti-
assumptions at various times. Such a mation methods to his parent Command and
,'etailed comparison is important in other reviewing organizations including the
contract negotiations to help the OSD CAIG. The feedback from these
Government seek realistic contract organizations will help the PM review his
target costs, DTC goals, and the estimates, methods, and cost factors to
conditions which impact the a- ensure their reasonableness.
chievement of these goals.

6.3.4 Relationship of LCC to System
o Third, the program office cost Readiness

estimate can be used to monitor the
contractor's trade study effort The primary goal of the ILS program is
during the design process to ensure to achieve system readiness objectives at an
that low-cost design alternatives affordable LCC (DoDD 5000.39, "Acquisi-
are consistently considered and tion and Management of Integrated Logistic
selected. Support for Systems and Equipment"). The

resources needed to achieve the readiness
o Fourth, the updateJ program office objective must receive equal emphasis with

cost estimate typically is required the resources required to achieve schedule
at program review milestones, in or performance objectives (DoDD 5000.1).
Selected Acquisition Reports LCC analysis helps to achieve these objec-
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tives by evaluating the cost implications of tive B can meet the cost goal by sacrificing
various design and logistic support alter- readiness or it can meet the readiness goal
natives, by exceeding the cost goal. Alternative C

can meet both cost and readiness goals.
Early in the acquisition cycle, the LCC However, care must be taken to ensure that

analysis concentrates on quantifying the the performance level represented by
cost implications of selected design alter- Alternative C effectively counters the
natives which provide the desired level of threat for which the program is intended.
performance. ILS activities at this stage
focus on designing supportability charac- 6.3.5 Time Phasing of DoD LCC Policies
teristics into the system and evaluating the
cost of ownership and support requirements. Figure 6-5 summarizes the major LCC
Frequently, these tasks require the expen- activities which can occur in each phase.
diture of higher development and acquisition These activities are detailed in the relevant
costs in return for lower O&S costs. DoD Directives, particularly DoDD 5000.1,

5000.4, 5000.39, and 4245.3.

In later stages of the acquisition cycle,

evluations are oriented toward identifying 6.3.5.1 Pre-Concept Phase. Cost analysis in
lower cost means of support to achieve this phase is typically concerned with
readiness objectives. In particular, support making initial estimates of total system
elements such as manpower and spares are costs including the alternatives to new
evaluated to identify cost effective alter- system acquiSition: modification of existing
natives by which required readiness levels equipment, use of existing or commercial
can be achieved and sustained during actual systems, and changes in doctrine. (Sec
operations. Figure 6-5).

Figure 6-4 illustrates how the cost The objective in this phase is to make
analysis process helps to achieve readiness an estimate of all elements of LCC for use
at an affordable cost by allowing compari- in comparisons of system alternatives.
sons between various logistics support and Therefore these cost estimates must reflect
design alternatives. Each curve reprLsents analyses of pertinent supportability factors
all designs which meet a constant value for for the alternatives proposed, with adequate
a specific program performance parameter attention placed on cost impacts associated
such as operating range, weight, "kill" with the risks or uncertainties of each
probability, ordnance delivered, or velocity. alternat-ve. The results of this analysis
Through analysis, the cost and readiness should show the order of magnitude of the
associated with each design are estimated. cost impacts of the alternatives in compar-
The detailed logistic support considerations ison with system modifications and the use
of readiness analysis are discussed in of other existing equipment. Cost estimates
Chapter 7. Cost and readiness goals can be based on detailed engineering design
graphically represented, and the most generally are not necessary at this time, and
preferred design choice is one that meets may not be possible.
the performance objectives (the particular
curve); is affordable (less than or equal to By the program initiation point, the
the cost goal); and meets the readiness Service staff must develop specific plans to
objective (greater than or equal to the analyze support costs and readiness drivers
readiness goal). of current fielded systems and identify

readiness and support cost targets for
Comparisons of design alternatives can improvement in the new system based on

be made which can result in the tradeoff of the analysis. Careful planning must be
design, logistics, LCC and/or readiness directed to development and analysis of
requirements in attempting to design the data for the current fielded baseline
system to fulfill the user's need. The range equipment. In some cases, an existing data
of design, performance, and logistics options base can provide the information, while the
depicted as Alternative A does not meet data may have to be developed through
either the cost or readiness goals. Alt.-'na- other means for other systems. Generally
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Figure 6-4 Readiness/Cost Tradeoff

however, the cost analyst maust recognize performed which are desipmned to set firm
that the data drawn from various systems goals and thresholds for selected parameters
may not be consistent and could require by Milestone II. (See Figure 6-5). Both the
some adjustment before being utilized in plans and administrative responsibility must
comparative studies, be made a prominent part of the System

Engineering Management Plan to assure
6.3.5.2 Concept Exploration Phase. The effective use.
LCC objectives in this phase concer
developing cost estimates for each alter- DTC activity in CE focuses on cost and
native concept, demonstration of afford- performance tradeoffs to define the char-
ability, and identification of cost drivers. acteristics of an affordable system that
Many Logistics Support Analysis (LSA) tasks meet or exceed required performance
will support LCC activities. The cost levels. As CE continues, the DTC program
analyst should participate in the structuring and supporting cost analysis seek to identify
and tailoring of LSA/LSAR requirements in areas requiring additional design action
order to obtain sufficient data for later because of unacceptable estimated cost
LCC analyses. Explicit plans must be levels. Throughout the acquisition cycle.
written to assure that tradeoff studies are cost reduction alternatives (derivwd from
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value engineering, producibility engineering, In 'khe DTC process, there is usually a
alternative operations and maintenance tradeoff of acquisition vs. O&S cost, such as
concepts, increased use of commercial illustrated in Figure 6-6. The graph indi-
equipment, and industrial modernization cates that, for a particular component,
incentives) are considered to keep costs at improved reliability results in increased
or below stated goals (DoDD 4245.3). These acquisition cost but decreased O&S cost.
activities must be incorporated in the cost Since the ILS objective (DoDD 5000.39) is to
analysis program to provide the ongineers achieve system objectives for an economical
and logisticians with the cost implications LCC, the reliability that is sought by design
of their alternative design and support activity is in the range of minimum LCC.
concepts. Cost reduction alternatives must There is an economic and a technical limit
be considered as early as possible in the CE in designing reliability improvements, but
phase because this acquisition stage offers theoretically the PM development strategy
the greatest opportunity to reduce LCC. will result in the balance of acquisition and

O&S cost that produces minimum LCC. By
6.3.5.3 Demonstration/Validation Phase. determining the minimum LCC, the PM also
The system risk areas should be identified identifies the supporting Design to Unit
in the DVAL phase. The cost analysis tasks Production Cost (DTUPC) and O&S cost
will include tradeoff studies which were goals for design trade off studies.
planned and outlined in the CE phase, as
well as additional studies identified as 6.3.5.4 Full Scale Development Phase. By
design activities progress. The cost analyst this stage, sufficient LSAR data is becoming
must also develop a schedule for cost available to support cost analyses at the
analysis to be performed during FSD, and subsystem and even the component level.
develop a plan for the contractor to submit LSAR data is particularly helpful in esti-
Cost/Schedule Control System Criteria mating two of the largest O&S costs: spares
(C/SCSC) reports. (See Figure 6-5). and manpower. The LSA records contain

estimates of maintenance manhours, repair
The cost analyses performed in this parts consumption rates, and requirements

phase must provide credible estimates of for support equipment, training devices, and
the relationships of acquisition vs. O&S cost facilities. Management of LCC also requires
for changes in logistics support as well as that explicit plans be developed for cost
design alternatives. The results of these analysis updates during the subsequent
cost tradeoff analyses are most useful when Production and Operating and Support
the estimate provides sensitivity data that phases. (See Figure 6-5).
includes the cost range or exposes the cost
risk areas associated with the engineering or LCC for each piece of equipment may
support alternatives, be estimated discretely, with the system

LCC being an aggregation of all of these
By Milestone II, DTC goals should be equipment estimates. During FSD, the LCC

established for acquisition cost. The acqui- analysis must address the risks uncovered
sition DTC goals should be in terms of unit during the orevious phase by quantifying
production cost, based on total planned their potential cost impacts and ultimately
quantity at defined production rates and for demonstrating their affordable resolution.
procurements planned for the first three The cost estimates during FSD should be
years following FSD. DTC parameters for relatively more accurate because they
O&S costs should be in terms of design- typically address more detailed issues and in
controllable factors (such as specific fuel particular may become a significant factor
consumption or field reliability) which are in the production decision.
measurable during test and evaluation, as
well as deployment. The PM must plan to 6.3.5.5 Production Phase. In the Production
develop O&S costs based on a model of the Phase, LCC shifts toward contract moni-
system operational scenario which is derived toring, cost analysis of product improve-
from consultations with the user community. ment proposals and "should cost" analysis
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(See Figure 6-5). Cost analyses of design of operation; thu, reflecting what an item
changes and major modifications is in many "ought to cost" based on achi :able effi-

tways the most technically complex task for ciencies, economies, and reasonable overall
the analyst. The analyst must obtain management of contract performance.
sufficient definition of the proposed change
to establish a credible estimate of LCC 6.3.5.6 Operation and Support Phase. The
impact in time to influence the Engineering LCC activities -for the operation and
Change Proposal (ECP) approval process. Support phase utilize the maintenance data

collection and cost data bases to monitor
The "should cost" analysis is a contract the cost and performance of the deployed

pricing method that is intended to challenge system, and to develop cost baselines for
a contractor's cost proposal, supporting product improvements or proposed new
data, and rationale, as well as establish the systems (see Figure 6-5).
Government's negotiating objectives.
"Should cost" analysis, when used, incorpo,- 6.4 RISK MANAGEMENT
rates a comprehensive audit and assessment,
including pricing, engineering, and manage- 6.4.1 Lack of LCC Impact on Design and
ment analysis of the contractor's system Logistics Support Process
engineering, manufacturing, program
management, and subcontracting operations. 6.4.1.1 Risk Area. LCC analysis is rr ,st
The negotiating objectives are based on the effective when it is integrated into the

S"should cost" projection derived from the engineering and management process that
in-depth review of the contractor's method makes design and logistics engineering
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choices. This integration must start with o PM must establish broad perform-
program initiation. Once the ability to ance requirements in the RFP SOW
influence design is lost, it is very difficult to allow maximum design tradeoff
and always more costly to re-establish. Most opportunities.
performance and schedule risks have cost
impacts. Performance risks result from o PM must require early LCC analyses
requirements which are very costly, or from as deliverables from system con-
engineering requirements beyond forseeable tractors. Require the cost studies to
technical capabilities for hardware devel- have design engineering partici-
opment. The result can be increased cost pation and system engineering
from design, development, and test of a approval.
replacement item; contract termination
costs; increased program buy; and increased o PM must set realistic DTC goals for
O&S costs. Schedule changes can increase both acquisition and O&S cost
costs whether they are shortened or drivers, and assign these goals to
lengthened. design managers.

6.4.1.2 Risk Handling. The following o PM must determine readiness and
strategies can maximize LCC influence on cost drivers to influence the design
the design and logistics engineering choices to reduce O&S costs and balance
and minimize the cost consequences of O&S with development and acqui-
performance and schedule risks. sition costs.

o PM must require trade-off studies
o PM must require Government to find low risk alternatives among

engineers, cost analysts and logis- cost, schedule, and performance
ticians to work together to prepare considerations.
joint management recommendations
such as: 6.5 SUMMARY

- Source selection criteria o Objective of ILS program is to
- Contract incentives and award achieve the system readiness

fees objective at affordable LCC.
- Design to Cost program
- Cost and engineering deliverables o By Milestone II, about 85% of LCC
- System Requirements for is effectively established because of

Statement of Work (SOW) in early design and logistics choices.
Request for Proposal (RFP)

- Requirements for Logistics o Largest LCC contributions are
Support Analysis and Logistics acquisition and O&S costs.
Support Analysis Records.

o LCC cost estimates can influence
o PM must encourage contractor design and logistics choices through

designers, logisticians, and cost tradeoff studies and the Design-
analysts to work together by to-Cost Program.
requiring a DTC program with
deliverables scheduled starting in o Early identification of cost and
the CE phase. readiness drivers must influence

design to control O&S costs.
o The Government and the contractor

must identify cost drivers early and o Cost analysis program must be
challenge system requirements that carefully planned and managed to
are cost drivers. provide timely support to the PM.
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o Many specific PM actions can be 6. OPNAVINST 7000.17A, Implementation
taken to enhance the effectiveness of Program Cost Analysis.
of LCC contributions to achieve-
ment of system goals.

7. NAVMATINST 7CO0.17D, Cost Per-
6.6 REFERENCES formance Measurement for Selected

Acquisitions.
1. DODD 4245.3. Design to Cost.

2. DODD 5000.4, OSD Cost Analysis 6. NAVMATINST 7000.19B, Cost Analysis
Improvement Group. Program Implementation.

3. AR 11-16, The Cost Analysis Program. 9. AFR 70-5, Should Cost.

4. AR 70-64, Design to Cost. 10. AFR 173-11, Independent Cost Analysis.

5. SECNAVINST 7000.19B, Cost Program;
Estimating, Validating, and Reviewing 11. AFR 600-11, Life Cycle Cost Manage-
Responsibilities. ment Program.
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CHAPTER 7

LOGISTICS SUPPORT RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

7.1 HIGHLIGHTS shown in Figure 7-I, the system operatonal
R&M characteristics are determined by the

o Use of Logistic Support Analysis design characteristics of the system, the pro-
(LSA) to Define ILS Resource jected operational role, and the operational
Requirements. support the system will receive in its oper-

ating environment. The operational support
o Determining Quantitative Logistics consists of the trained manpower, spares and

Requirements to Attain Readiness support equipment, technical manuals, embed-
Objectives. ded computer systems, facilities and budgeted

resources that directly support the operational
o Data Inputs, Unique LSA, Time performance of the system.

Phasing Issues, and ADP Output
Reports Associated with each ILS 7.3.2 Attainment of Readiness Objectives
Element. Readiness & supportability objectives

o Managing Logistic Support Re- take explicit account of the effect of
sources for Accelerated Acquisi- system design R&M, the -aracteristies and
tions. performance of the support system, and the

quantity and location of support resources.
7.2 INTRODUCTION Figure 7-1 depicts these relationships.

7.2.1 Purpose Attainment of readiness objectives
requires the application of logistic support

To provide a managerial overview of to restore materiel systems to ready status
methods to determine the logistic support when failures occur. The ILS elements are
resources (i.e., the ILS elements) required to partly unique to the materiel system and
achieve system readiness objectives, partly a characteristic of the overall

support structure for all materiel systems.
7.2.2 Objective The unique elements (maintenance man-

power, spares and repair parts stockage,
The primary objective of any new special support equipment, and additional

materiel system is to provide a needed quantities of common equipment) can be
military capability at an affordable life designed or selected to achieve a specified
cycle cost. Readiness is one of the principle system readiness level. The effectiveness of
determinants of military capability. The common support elements can be quantified
objective of the activities described in this using parameters such as order and ship
chapter Is to define the logistics resources time and fill rate. These parameters should
iteeded to support system operational be based upon the demonstrated and pro-
performance and to achieve peacetime and jected performance of the common support
wartime readiness objectives, structure. Given target or measured values

of operational reliability and maintainability
7.3 MANAGEMENT ISSUES and the parameters describing the effec-

tiveness of logistics support, computer

7.3.1 Support of Operational Performance simulations may be used to model the
attainability of a readiness objective (refer

Logistic support resource requirements to paragraph 10.3.4).
are driven by the system operational
reliability and maintainability (R&M) Sustaining wartime readiness adds the
characteristics and the readiness and dimensions of combat exposure and duration
supportability objectives established early in to the peacetime measure of readiness.
the Concept Exploration (CE) Phase. As Wartime r.aadiness objectives usually take
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Figure 7-1 ILS R&M Readiness Relationships

the form of a specified level of operational Analysis; Maintenance Task Analysis; and
availability over a postulated duration and Survivability Analysis. These five topi- are
intensity of combat. Clearly, wartime addressed below:
requirements for manpower, supply support,
and transportation are substantially greater 7.3.3.1 Failure Modes Effects and Criti-
than peacetime requirements due to higher calitx Anal sis. The FMECA is an essential
utilization rates and exposure to combat function in the design process that provides
damage. For example, an M-1 Abrams tank input to the identification of functional
which might fire twenty 'training rounds per requirements (LSA Task 301). The principal
year in peacetime, could fire three times purpose of FMECA is to identify potential
that amount in a single day of high intensity design weaknesses through systematic
combat. Additional considerations for consideration of: the likely modes in which
combat sustainability are listed in Figure a component or equipment can fail; causes
7-2. for each mode of failure; and the effects of

each failure (MIL-STD-785B, "Reliability
7.3.3 Analytical Techniques Program for Systems and Equipment,

Development and Production and MIL-STD-
LSA employs a number of analytical 1629A, "Procedures for Performing a

techniques. Those techniques which apply to Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality
the determination of resource requirements Analysis"). The FMECA should be initiated
for two or more ILS elements are Failure during the CE Phase as soon as preliminary
Modes Effects and Criticality Analysis design information is available at the higher
(FMECA); Repair Level Analysi3 (RLA); system levels and should be extended to
Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) lower levels in later acquisition phases as
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ILS ELEMENT SUSTAINAJILITY CONSIDERATIONS

ainteance Planning o Evaluate impact of battle damage
astessment and repair on logistic support

Manpower & Personnel o Assess impact of higher wartime system
utilization and requirements for battle
damage assessment and repair, and the
impact of personnel casualties

Supply Support o Compute wartime consumption rates (parts,
POL, ammunition); develop war reserves
and combat supply support stockage;
assess Industrial preparedness; address
cannibalization of parts from battle
damaged systems

Technical Manuals o Incorporate instructions for battle
damage assessment and repair

Training o Develop training requirements for battle
damage assessment and repair and support
increased need for replacement of trained
personnel

Transportation o Evaluate inter-theatre, intra-theatre,
and battlefield recovery and transporta-
tion requirements

Figure 7-2 Sustaining Wartime Readiness

more information becomes available, Its should be repaired and at what level of
first purpose is the early identification of maintenance. RLA is addressed in Paragraph
catastrophic and critical failure possibilities 3.3.5.1
so that they can be eliminated or minimized
through design correction. 7.3.3.3 Reliability Centered Maintenance.

The purpose of an RCM analysis is to
The results of the FMECA also provide identify the essential preventive mainte-

input to: nance tasks required to retain the safety
and reliability inherent in system design.

o Identification of requirements for The requirement to perform RCM is con-
corrective maintenance. tained in DoDD 4151.16, "DoD Equipment

Maintenance Program". Each Service has
o Performance of Reliability Cen- developed procedures for its application.

tered Maintenance (see below). General application guidelines have been
developed by United Airlines under contract

o The development of troubleshooting to the Department of Defense ("Relia-
procedures in technical man- bility-Centered Maintenance", F. Stanley
uo.ls/orders. Nowlan and Howard F. Heap, 29 December

1978). In addition, MIL-STD-l 388-2A
7.3.3.2 Re ir Level Analysis. RLA is a contains provisions for recording the results
technique which establishes whether an item of RCM analyses.
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FMECA (discussed above) provides an nical manuals, training programs,
essential input to RCM analysis. Failure etc.).
modes that impact safety or mission
performance or which require costly repair Task analysis breaks each maintenance
are identified as candidates for preventive task into specific subtasks in order to
maintenance tasks. Task selections include identify skill requirements, elasped time,
crew monitoring procedures, scheduled task frequency, personnel required at each
inspection procedures, and (when justified maintenance level, and character of the
by a demonstrated statistical relationship repair action (adjustment/alignment,
between failure probability and accrued inspection, overhaul, trouble-shoot, etc.).
usage) a scheduled replacement or repair The Government should require the con-
procedure. The application of RCM results tractor to perform selected high pay-off
in: task analyses during the Demonstration and

Validation (DVAL) Phase. All task analyses
o Identification of failure modes should be completed during Full Scale

requiring additional design evalua- Development (FSD). Task analyses of
tion. proposed design changes will be required

during all phases.
o Establishment of scheduled pre-

ventive maintenance tasks for LSA Task 401 "Task Analysis ' addresses
Inclusion in technical the specific inputs, analytical requirements,
manuals/orders, and outputs of maintenance task analysis. In

addition, "Logistics Engineering and Manr-
o Establishment of overhaul selection agement", by B. Blanchard has an excellent

procedures for end items and discussion of maintenance task analysis.
components,

7.3.3.5 Survivability Analysis. Survivability
7.3.3.4 Maintenai -e Task Analysis. Main- characteristics of a system directly impact
tenance task anaF consists o a detailed its wartime sustainability. Survivability
analysis of the or, ration and maintenance analysis serves to influence system and
tasks required k',r a new system. The component design and to identify the
specific objectives of this analytical additional logistic support resources re-
activity are to: quired to achieve the wartime readiness

objectives. The frequency and severity of
o Identify lcgistic support resource combat damage occurences are estimated

requirements for each task. through combat simulations and tests.
Additional manpower, supply support,

o Identify new or critical logistic transportation, and skills associated with
support resource requirements. restoring a battle damaged system to ready

status are then computed (refer to para-
o Identify transportability require- graph 3.3.5.3).

ments.
7.3.4 Developing ILS Elements

o Identify support requirements which
exceed established goals, thresholds, LSA is an integral part of Systems
or constraints. Engineering which defines, quantifies,

scbedules, and documents required levels of
o Provide data to support the devel- logistics support. This section provides a

opment of design alternatives to broad overview of the development of the
reduce O&S costs, optimize logistic ten ILS elements (DoDD 5000.39, "Acqui-
support resource requirements, or sition and Management of Integrated
enhance readiness. Logistic Support for Systems and Equip-

ment") with a focus on the linkage of basic
o Provide source data for preparation source data to LSA (MIL-STD-1388-lA); to

of required ILS documents (tech- Logistic Support Analysis Records (LSAR)
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(MIL-STD-1388-2A); to LSAR Output resource requirements. LSA-003, "Mainte-
reports (Joint Service LSAR ADP System); nance Summary", compares maintainability
and where applicable, to models and other parameters achieved by system design to
studies (as displayed in Figure 7-3). the required values. LSA-004, "Maintenance

Allocation Summary", lists maintenance
LSA data, generated by the system task allocation by such functions as test,

developer's performance of LSA, are docu- service and replace. LSA-016, "Preliminary
mented In specific formats. Data records Maintenance Allocation Chart", provides
related to individual ILS elements are identi- preliminary descriptions of task allocation
fled in Figure 7-3. The Government-developed as analyses are performed. Finally, LSA024,
3oint Service LSA ADP system is capable of "Maintenance Plan" can provide mainte-
extracting data recorded in automated format nance and support equipment requirements
and producing LSA output reports to support for specified components.
development or selection of ILS elements
(refer to Chapter 5). 7.3.4.2 Manpower and Personnel. This

element encompasses the identification and
acquisition of military personnel with the

7.3.4.1 Maintenance Planning. This is the skills and grades required to operate and
process conducted by the Government and support a materiel system over its lifetime
contractor to explore alternatives and to at peacetime and wartime rates.
develop the maintenance concepts and
maintenance requirements for the life of DoDD 5000.39 requires identification of
the materiel system. Maintenance planning manpower contraints prior to program
is the lead analytical activity and provides initiation and an initial estimate of man-
input to the development of all of the power requirements during the CE Phase.
remaining logistic support elements. Initial estimates are based upon analysis of

a baseline comparison system derived from
DoDD 5000.39 requires the develop- a similar system or systems in the mission

ment of a baseline support concept during area (refer to paragraph 3.3.3.2). Several
the CE Phase and a maintenance concept models are available for employment in an
and supporting analyses during DVAL. LSA process. For example, HARDMAN is an
Detailed operation and maintenance tasks analytical tool which predicts quantitative
are identified during DVAL and FSD. manpower and personnel requirements in
Maintenance planning identifies the level of different skill specialty code categories.
maintenance at which each task (e.g.,
remove, disassemble, fault locate) is As the system design is completed
performed, and where tools and equipment during FSD, data becomes available to
are required, as well as task times and 3nable the development of more precise
frequencies. manpower estimates based upon detailed

task analyses. Tne source data identified in
As indicated in Figure 7-3, source data Figures 7-3 and 7-4 are used to identify the

includes current characteristics of "he estimated frequency and duration of
standard maintenance system employed by individual tasks based upon predictions,
the Service to support similar items in the simulations, test and field data, and his-
mission area, organizational and operational torical data on like and similar components.
concepts, and the evolving design of the LSA techniques are described in paragraph
system. Analytical techniques to assist in 7.3.3 above.
the performance of maintenance planning
are described in paragraph 7.3.3 above. Maintenance manpower requirements

are recorded on the MIL-STD 1388-2A data
The results of the analyses are docu- records identified -n Figures 7-3 and 7-4.

mented on the LSA records identified in The LSA ADP system is capable of dis-
Figure 7-3. When employed, LSA ADP playing the recorded data in formats
reports provide a convenient display of convenient for use in manpower computa-
maintenance planning as a guide for the tion models. LSA-O01, "Direct Annual
identification of other logistic support Maintenance Manhours" lists the direct
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LONIRTIC$ SUPPORT ANALYSIS LSA RECORDS LIAR ADP SYSTEM
(MIL-D-ISSS-I1A) (MIL-STD-18ISS5-9A)

" RO •MM1T DIREA NUAL MNO
" F.CA * OPERATION AND SECT A
* 
• 

RON MAINTENANCE REOUIREMENTS MAINTENANCE MAN MC IRS O
" REPAIR LEVEL ANALYSIS * OPERATIONAL AND COMPUTATIONAL

TASK ANALYSES MAINTENANCE TASK
a SURVIVABILITY ANALYSES SUMMARY LOA-002

o ANALr*IG OF EXIeTING * OPERATION AND PERSONNEL AND MODEL
MANPOWER $ounces MANTENANCE TASK SKILL SUMMARYANALYSISl

AND JiUSTIFICATION

WARTIME AND PEACETIME

BASIC ENCR& OTHER STUDIES MAINTENANCE MANPOWER

" SERVICE MAINTENANCE SYSTEM 0 AVAILASLE MAN HOURS RQIEET
" OfRANIZATIOIAL AND PER DAY

O~fi'ATIONAL CONCEPTS o ININIECT PRODUCTIVE TIME
" RELIASILITY A06D MAINTAINASILITY

PREDICTIONS AND MODELIG
* TEST DA' A
" FOLD DATA
" WITOItCAL DATA

Figure 7-4 Development of Maintenance Manpower Requirements

annual maintenance manhours of each simulations, test and field data, and his-

required Skill Speciality Cour (SSC) at each torical data on like and similar components.
level of maintenance. LSA 002, "Personnel The LSA tasks identify the mission criti-
and Skill Summary" is capable of identifying cality of parts (FMECA), stoc' )evels (RLA),
man-hours, time, and the required numi-,r peacetime and wartime rep ,ement rates
of personnel by task, work unit code, or and provisioning technical documentation
technical manual functional group code. (task analysis), and estimates of part

failures dus to battle damage (survivability
Lach Service has its own procedures, analysis). Data elements in MIL-STD-1388-

manpower standards, and manpower models 2A can support all required provisioning
for converting direct annual manhours to actions. The current edition of MIL-STD-
quantitative and qualitative manpower 1388-2A has superseded MIL-$TD-1552A,
requirement . Although the Program "Provisioning Technical Documentation,
Manager (PM) determines the skills, tasks, Uniform DoD Requirements For". LSA ADP
and knowledge required to operate and Report LSA-036 "Provisioning Require-
support the new system and the time mentq' can provide all provisioning list
required to mahitain it at each maintenance deliverables cited in MIL-STD-1561, "Uni-
level, the marpower personnel and tra-ining form DoD Provisioning Requirements".
communities convert these into the quen- Replacement rates related to battle damage
titative manpower requirements. PMs and may be included in LSA/LSAR procedures or
their stafz'I should be familiar with and developed by separate battle damage
assign individual responsibilities for par- simulations.
ticipating in their Service's manpower
computation procedures. "Sparing tc availability" Is the term

generally applied to models that compute
7.3.4.3 Supply Supp2rt. Supply support stockage levels (items and quantities)
encompasses all actions required to identify requir( J to support peacetime and eartime
and obtain the spares And repair parts readiness levels. For example, the Army
neecied to support peacetime and wartime employs the Selected Essential-Items
readiness objectives. The input data listed in Stockage foi Availability Method (SESAME)
Figure 7-3 are used to determine the model to compute the stockag of spares
antliealed interval between replacement of and .epair parts needed to achieve an
the items b8e d pon initial predictions, established system availability target. The
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ILS Manager should understand the compu- documentation are performed to identify
tational methodology and assume direct the specific equipment requirements for
responsibility for supply, maintenance, every operating and maintenance task. The
transportation, and procurement perform- LSA ADP reports identified in Figure 7-3
ance parameters employed in the model, support determination of quantitative
"Sparing to availability" models simulate requirements for the selected items.
multi-echelon supply support from wholesale
stockage points (e.g., Defense Logistic Development and support of Automatic
Agency supply centers, Service depots, Test Equipment (ATE) has become a major
contractor warehouses) to the ultimate user. cost area for each of the military Services.
The ultimate user may be a high priority Substantial progress has been made in
operational unit in a distant country or at recent years in limiting the proliferation of
sea location. The ILS Manager must ensure ATE for developmental material systems.
that order and ship time, fill rates, mainie- Each Service has developed standard or
nance turn around times and other parame- preferred ATE or a family of ATE and has
ters employed in the model realistically established a central office to critically
portray the impact and interaction of the review requests for waivers. The responsible
supply, transportation, maintenance, and central activities are PM, Test Measure-
1 rocurement systems. ment and Diagnostic, U.S. Army Communi-

cations-Electronics Command; HQ, Air
Selected su~lI support LSA studies are Force System Command, DCS for Product

performed starting in the DVAL Phase. All Assurance and Acquisition Logisiics; and the
required studies and documentation should be U.S. Navy Space and Naval Warfare System
completed during FSD. Computation and total Command, Attn: Code OAT.
provisioning requirements should be completed
based on a stable design prior to the transition Standardization of the software
to production. Updates to reflect design employed to automate test procedures
changes and field experience will be required offers additional opportunities for cost
in all phases. reduction. The Office of the Under Secre-

tary of Defense Research and Engineering,
7.3.4.4 Support Equipment. The support working with the Services and industry, has
equipment element encompasses all equip- established C-Atlas 716 as the standard
ment required to support operation and programming language for ATE test pro-
maintenance of the materiel system. This grams. Each of the Services has established
includes ground handling equipment, tools, capabilities to manage contractor software
metrology and calibration equipment, test development and to update and maintain
e ;uipment, and logistic support for the prorams employing this standard language.
r.ipport equipment.

7.3.4.5 Technical Data. Technical data
Support equipment standardization encompasses all recorded information of a

studies and the determination of develop- scientific or technical nature related to a
mental requirements for new support program. Technical data are written
equipment are performed during ; CE instructions such as drawings; operating and
Phase (refer to paragraph 3.3.3.4). The input maintenance manuals; specifications,
for the standardization studies are lists of inspection, test and calibration procedures;
existing equipment omployed in the mission and computer programs which guide per-
area and broader lists of standard support sonnel performing operations and support
equipment and tools maintained by the tasks.
Services, the Defense Logistics Agency, and
the General Services Administration (Figure System functional requirements and
7-3). design and production documentation are

sources of technical data. Technical manual
By the beginning of FSD, special and standards and specifications describe

standard sipport equipment should have format, content, and style requirements.
been identified by prior trade-off studies. Training activities within the Services
At this point, detailed task analyses and identify skills and reading comprehension
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levels of the target audiences. Technical The LSA proces, through task analysis,
instructions are developed by performance serves to identify training and equipment
of logistic support analyses listed in Figure requirements at the task level during DVAL
7-3 and recorded on the data records and FSD. The system developer or Service
identified. FMECA identifies corrective test organization is responsible for the
maintenance actions and troubleshooting training of operating and maintenance
guidance. RCM determines scheduled personnel that participate in OT&E during
maintenance tasks. Task analyses identify FSD. These initial training procedures and
specific procedures and skill requirements. equipment should be representative of that
Survivability analyses help identify battle which will be employed during the opera-
damage assessment and repair procedures. tional phase.
The data provided by each of these analyses
is utilized in technical manual development. The outputs of the ADP system include

LSA-01, which lists requirements for special
The LSA ADP system is capable of training devices and LSA-014, which details

displaying extensive data to support pre- training tasks. These in tirn are used to
paration of technical manuals. Some output guide budget development and technical and
reports (LSA-029 "Repair Paris List", for training manual development, respectively.
example) are produced directly in the
military standard format for technical 7.3.4.7 Computer Resources Support.
manuals. Computer resources support are defined as

all computer equipment, software, associ-
Scheduling the delivery of technical ated documentation, contractual services,

data is a critical PM challenge. Preliminary personnel, and supplies needed to operate
technical manuals must ,e available by late and support an embedded computer system.
DVAL to support operational test and
evaluation and training activities. A formal The increasing complexity, expanding
validation and verification procedure must use, and high life cycle costs of embedded
be scheduled and executed to ensure the computer software demand management
quality of technical manuals. This is often attention to configuration control and status
conducted as part of the OT&E program and accounting of the software. Standardization
must be included in the Test and Evwluation policies adopted by DoD, such as the
Master Plan. mandated utilization of ADA as the stan-

dard embedded computer higher order
7.3.4.6 Training and Training Su prt. This language, are intended to help control life
element encompasses all of the processes, cycle costs. Areas of special concern for the
procedures, techniques, trainiL-, devices and ILS Manager include: (a) fault-detection
equipment used to train personnel to 7 4! fault-isolation capabilities of embedded
operate and support a materiel system. diagaostie systems (b ability of mainte-
Examples include individual and crew wi, tice personnel to differentiate between
training; new equipment training; initial, hardware and software deficiencies, and (c)
formal and on-the-job trairing; and logistic management of software modification
support planning for training equipment. during the operational phase of the materiel

system. The ILS Manager should ensure that
Inputs to planning for training re- diagnostic programs are fully evaluated

quirements include constraints imposed by daring OT&E and deficiencies corrected
the present logistic system. Compatibility prior to deployment. Support of embedded
with existing personnel skills, programs of computers should also be addressed in the
instruction, and training equipment can Post Production Support Plan.
minimize training costs. DoDD 5000.39
specifies that detailed descriptions of 7.3.4.8 Facilities, Facilites encompass
current and projected skill and training those real property assets required to
resources will be developed during the CE support the materiel system, and the studies
Phase. which define types of facilities or facility
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improvements, locations, space needs, etc. 7.3.4.9 Packagin, Handling, Storage and
The objective of ILS facilities planning is to Transportation PH T, mis elemen
assure that the required facilities are includes the characteristics, action and
available to the Government test organi- requirements necessary to insure the
zations, operating forces, and supporting capability to transport, preserve, package,
activities at the time they are needed, and handle all equipment and support items.
Facility planning requires support manage-
ment attention throughout the acquisition
process. A minimum of five years is nor- Inputs to the PHS&T planning process
mally required from initiation of the POM are support system transportability con-
process until the usable facility Is in place. straints, existing packaging standards and
In the case of NATO facility acquisition, the containers, and the capability of current
lead time can be even greater. Because of handling and storage facilities and equip-
this long acquisit.oin cycle, the need for new ment. Initial system transportability
facilities must be recognized early in the constraints are specified in the CE Phase, in
system life cycle. During the CE Phase, accordance with DoD Directive 3224.1
space and equipment demands are analyzed "Engineering for Transportability", and are
to determine gross facility requirements. assessed against the capabilities of existing
Where existing facilities are deemed transportation assets. Transportability
inadequate, new facility requirements are trade-offs are performed as part of LSA
developed. A particularly difficult sched- Task 303.2.12, to optimize the transporta-
uling problem is the approval , design, and tion concept under the identified con-
construction of any new facilities required straints. These requirements must be
to support testing activity. These facilities approved by the appropriate military
must be defined early in the CE Phare if Service transportation agents. During
they are to be available when required. DVAL, specific end item transportability

characteristics are identified through
Inputs to facility requirements planning transportability analyses conducted as part

include existing facility data, projected of LSA Task 401, "Task Analysis'. These
space availability, facility funding con- characteristics are then recorded in Data
straints, hnd projected operational and Record J, "Transportability Engineering
maintenance concepts. Existing facility data Characteristics".
includes information or, other Service depot
facilities. The Depot Maintenance Inter- In the CE Phase applicable packaging
servicing Program, under the authority of and handling standards should be specified;
the Joint Logistics Commanders, requires a design constraints should be established to
joint service review of facility requirements maximize compatibility with the projected
for new systems and major changes to support system. Packaging design engineers
facilities for existing systems. The should be included in the desin review and
objective of this review is to determine if approval cycle for released engineering docu-
support can be provided on a more cost ments. During DVAL, component design is
effective basis by existing capabilities reviewed to assure resistance to damage, com-
within any of the Services (DoDD 4151.1, patibility with existing packaging assets and to
"Use of Contractor and DoD Resources for determine unique protection and handling
Maintenance of Materiel"). The only requirements. Dimensional, special handling,
justificatiot: that can be used to reject other storage, and shelf life data are recorded in
Service capabilities is that retention of LSAR data record H. A special handling list
Service support is absolutely critical to that can be developed and distributed to facilitate
Service's mission, correct handling of special items.

LSA data record F is used to document
the description and justification of new Outputs of the process include LSA-025
facilities. These are summarized in the "Packaging Requirements Data" and ISA026
LSA-012 report, "Requirements for Facility". "Packaging Development Data".
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OBJECTIVES

READINESS

SUPPORTABILITY OPERATIONALSUPOSTRABILITY SUPPORTABILITY-RELATED

CO$R•T RELIABILITY
\ MANPOWER AND

l • LSA-001 DIRECT ANNUAL MAINTENANCE MAN HOURS

* LSA-006 CRITICAL MAINTENANCE TASK SUMMARY

• LSA-051 RELIABILITY SUMMARY - REDESIGN

9 L3A-O52 CRITICALITY ANALYSIS SUMMARY

Figure 7-5 lILS System Design Relationship

7.34.1 DeignIntrfae. esin iteraceis listed in Figure 7-5 are compiled from LSAR
7.3 .I Dsig Inerace Dsig ineraceis data documented during FSD. The reports

the relationship of logistics-related design identify the need and opportunities for design
parameters, such as R&kM, to readiness and changes to improve readiness and reduce
logistic support resource requirements. As operation and support costs.
portrayed in Figure 7-5, this is an interactive
relationship. System readiness objectives and
logistic constraints established during CE
drive the design. While ILS exerts the great-
est influence during this early phase, there are
also opportunities in later phases. Application o "Direct Annual Maintenance
of LSA assists in identifying design-related Man-hours"' (LSA-001) measures the
shortfalls and targets for subsequent design achievement of a maintenance
study. This is achieved through ana'ysis, man-hour per operating hour or

.. specific LSA effort, and logistic reviews as similar constraint established prior
the materiel system progresses through the to program initiation or during the

S acquisition cycle. The t'our LSA ADP reports CE Phase.
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o "Critical Maintenance Task Sum- R&M) and shall provide additional
mary" (LSA-006) lists maintenance front-end funding to achieve
tasks that exceed a specified readiness objectives within the
threshold such as frequency, elasped sabrtened devellopment cycle.
time or annual maintenance man-
hours. This enables a focus on cost o When deemed necessary, interim
drivers, contractor support shall be planned

to avoid compressing support
o "Reliability Summary-Redesign" delivery schedules.

(LSA-051) is a compilation of
problem areas annotated on LSA o Transition to Government support
records during task analyses. normally shall be scheduled to occur

after the system design is stable,
o "Criticality Analysis Summary" the capability to support the system

(LSA-052) lists failure modes that has been demonstrated, and the
have the greatest impact upon planned ILS resources for the
system reliability and safety. mature system can be delivered.

The constant review of the design The objective during the initial de-
interfaces assures the identification of ployment period is to use contractor
opportunities to reduce logistic support resources to replace delayed ILS elements in
costs and/or enhance readiness. Any design a manner that attains peacetime and
change which results from this review wartime readiness objectives. Fcr many
process must be assessed for impact on combat-related systems, this requires a
logistic support resource requirements. combination of full, organic military

capability within the combat :,one and
7.4 RISK MANAGEMENT contractor support outside this zone.

Life-of-System contractor support is often
7.4.1 Accelerated Programs employed for training devices and adminis-

trative vehicles that are not direct partie-
7.4.1.1 Risk Area. An accelerated system ipants in combat operations. Planning for
development program may be required to contractor support should be performed
overcome a critical deficiency in an existing concurrent with development of an accel-
military capability. This "streamlining" can erated acquisition strategy and documented
pose the risk of delaying design maturation in the Integrated Logistics Support Plan.
with frequent configuration changes occur-
ring in late development and possibly Reliability Improvement Warranties
continuing during initial production and (RIW) can also be used in combination with
deployment. The added time required to contractor repair. RIW creates a contractor
modify LSA Records and update ILS ele- incentive to improve reliability while
ments can lead to an initial period of relieving government activities of the
decreased system readiness, burden of the design changes. Th;,q approach

was applied successfully during the first
7.4.1.2 Risk Handling. DoD Directive three years of production of the T700
5000.39 states ILS policies related to turbine engine used in BLACK HAWK
accelerated development programs as helicopters. During this period, all engines
follows: removed at unit level were returned to the

General Electric Company which maintained
o ILS risks shall be fully considered in responsibility for configuration control

reviewing alternate acquisition (design improvements) and all repair. During
strategies. the RIW period, the Army established an

organic depot overhaul capability and the
o Accelerated strategies shall place durability performance of the engine (mean

additional emphasis on support- time to overhaul) improved so that it
ability design requirements (such as exceeded specification requirements.
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MODULE III

PROGRAMMING, BUDGETING AND CONTRACTING FOR ILS

CHAPTER PAGE

8 PROGRAMMING AND BUDGETING 8-I

9 CONTRACTING FOR SUPPORT 9-1

Specific ILS programming and budgeting actions are required in order that studies and

analyses can be conducted in time to influence the system design and to design and

acquire the system support. Contracting for ILS activities requires special skills. This

module covers the ILS Manager's programming, budgeting and contracting options and

responsibilities.
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CHAPTER 8

PROGRAMMING AND BUDGETING

8.1 HIGHLIGHTS without becoming Service specific, will
provide the "how" in achie.ing this goal. A

o Visibility of ILS Funds brief review of the PM's responsibilities to
manage support funding can be extracted

o Need for Continuing Interface from portions of two key DoD directives and
between Program Management and Acquisition Improvement Program (AIP)
Logistics Community documents. The first is DoDD 5000.1,

"Major Systems Acquisitions", which
o Advance Planning for ILS Program includes the procedural steps leading to

Funding formal program approval and the first
opportunity to program/budget funds in

o ILS Funding in the Program Ob- support of a specific materiel system.
jective Memorandum (POM) and Second is DoDD 5000.39, "Acquisition and
Budget Submissions Management of ILS for Systems and Equip-

ment", which establishes resource priorities
o Minimizing Risk by Realistic to achieve readiness goals. And last is the

Planning and Budgeting the requirement for ILS exhibits to be part
of the POM/budget submissions in accord-

8.2 INTRODUCTION ance with the AIP and outlined in a 28
August 1984 DEPSECDEF memo to the

8.2.1 Purpose Service Secretaries (subject: Management
of Integrated Logistic Support Funding).

To address the Program Manager's
(PM's) responsibilities to program and DoDD 5000.1, paragraph E. 4. a. states:
budget within the Planning, Programming,.
and Budgeting System (PPBS) for support "Mission Need Determination. The
essential to the development and acquisition mission need determination is a-ccomp-
of a materiel system. In addition, to address lished in the PPBS process based on a
responsibilities to minimize future Operat- Component's Justification of Major
ing and Support (O&S) costs consistent with System New Starts (JMSNS) which is to
operational needs and readiness goals. be submitted with the Program Objec-

tives Memorandum (POM) in which
8.2.2 Objoective funds for the budget year of the POM

are requested. The Secretary of
The objective of ILS programming and Defense will provide appropriate

budgeting is to determine support funding program guidance in the Program
requirements for the materiel system, to Decision Memorandum (PDM). This
work within the PPBS to acquire those action provides official sanction for a
funds, and to execute the budget consistent new program start and authorizes the
with readiness and supportability goals. ILS Military Service, when funds are
requirements and funds tracking are to be available, to initiate the next acqui-
integrated into the materiel system's annual sition phase."
POM/budget submission.

DoDD 5000.39, paragraph D. states:
8.3 MANAGEMENT ISSUES

"Polipy. System readiness is a primary
8.3.1 Baekground/Responsibiities objective of the acquisition process. It

is DoD policy to ensure that resources
The PM is responsible for the ident- to achieve readiness receive the same

ification of financial resources for the emphasis as those required to achieve
system's logistic support. This chapter, schedule and performance objectives
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(DoD Directive 5000.1, reference (b)). dation unless sufficient resources
These resources shall include those are or can be programmed for those
necessary to design desirable support phases.
characteristics into systems and
equipment as well as those to plan, 8.3.2 Methods: Pi" , Programming, and
develop, acquire, and evaluate the Budgeting System (PPBS)
support."

The PPBS is the framework in which
DEPECDEF memo of 28 Aug, 1984, the PM must function in acquiring support

states: resources. DoDD 7045.14, "The Planning,
Programming and Budgeting System (PPBS)"

"A key initiative in our Acquisition describes the policy, procedures and re-
Improvement Program (AIP) has been to sponsibilities relating to programming and
provide visibility in the PPBS of support budgeting. The PM should review this
funding for new weapons systems document along with the annual Defense
(Acquisition Initiative 30, "Management Guidance, annual Service Guidance, and
of Initial Support Funding"). Continued standing Service procedures. In addition, the
progress in this area will enable the PM should thoroughly understand the annual
DoD to assess the extent to which Service programming/budgeting procedures
essential weapon system support needs which are likely to include events, dates,
are met within the Defense program. I level of detail, and review group zespon-
regard this initiative as one of the most sibilities essential to structuring the Senice
important advances in our capability to POM and later the Service budget.
manage the readiness and sustainability
of the new systems we are fielding. The following brief definitions apply to

the PPBS:
I would like you to define further

steps for improving our corporate Planning. In this phase, the military IV
ability to validate weapon system role and posture of the United States and
support requirements, track the the DoD in the world environment shall be
associated funding explicitly in the examined by the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
PPBS, and manage support funding considering enduring national security
changes with full appreciation of the objectives and the need for efficient
effects on deployment schedules and management of resources. A comprehensive
readiness objectives." annual review of all issues will culminate in

the issuance of the Defense Guidance.

Thus, the DoD directives referenced
above and the AIP, provide guidance to the Programming. In this phase, the DoD
PM as to "what" he must accomplish and can Components develop proposed programs,
be summarized as: i.e., their POMs, consistent with the

Defense Guidance. These programs shall
o Identify, prior to program initiation, reflect systematic analysis of missions and

appropriate support resources. objectives to be achieved, alternative
methods of accomplishing them, and the

o Estimate and budget realistically, effective allocation of the resources. A
and fund adequately. review of the Service POMs will be con-

ducted by the Office of the Secretary of
o Achieve a cost effective balance Defense (OSD) and the results issued in 0

between program elements. Program Decision Memoranda (PDM).

o Address affordability, while under- Budgetir. In the budgeting phase, the
standing a program normally shall DoD Components develop detailed budget
not proceed into concept explor- estimates for the budget years of the
ation or demonst. ation and vali- programs approved during the programming
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phase. A joint Office of Management and abbreviated listing of those logistic func-
Budget (OMB)/DoD budget review is con- tions. Although Figure 8-2 shows where
ducted; and the results are issued in Pro- these ILS functions receive emphasis, most
gram Budget Decisions (PBDs). functions actually overlap the block in

which they have been displayed both in
Five Year Defense Program (FYDP). terms of timing and type of activity.

The decisions associated with the three
phases of the PPBS are reflected in the 8.3.3.1 Logistic Deliverables. At the risk of
FYDP which is updated three times a year oversimplification, all activities (deliver-
(President's budget, POM, budget). Figure ables) noted in Figure 8-2 can be classified
8-1 displays PPBS phases and the over- as either materiel or services. Many times a
lapping cycles, single deliverable consists of both materiel

and services e.g., the development and
At first glance, the PPBS can appear to manufacturing of support equipment and

be difficult to. understand and employ, accompanying user instructions. Taking the
However, several helpful hints can aid the definitions of deliverables a step further,
PM in programming and budgeting adequate materiel deliverables are composed of raw
funds for the logistic elements of his materials and labor. Services are the
program. purchase of labor hours and the use of

equipment. These labor hours may produce a
o Work with Service Headquarters deliverable engineering study, a cost

focal point, analysis, a plan, or software, etc. The
sources of deliverables are primarily

o Talk to other PMs about previous Government and industry. Therefore,
year POM/budget activities in your through the use of administrative arrange-
Service. ments and task orders in the case of Gov-

ernment agencies, and contracting in the
o Determine those personnel who have case of industry, the items noted in Figure

leaderriip and decision making roles 8-2 are "ordered" by the PM. The timely
in your organization and Service's programming and budgeting of funds
POM/budget process and understand provides the means for the PM to acquire
their impact on the process. the needed logistic materiel and services

listed in Figure 8-2. In addition to paying for
o Understand the content of POM contractual obligations with industry, these

budget material being prepared by funds pay for the travel of all Government
others which may impact your personnel on the project and the labor rates
materiel system in any fashion. for industrially funded Goveriment em-

ployees working in support of the PM. The
o Have current knowledge of all dates following general rules apply to the PM's

and formats for the submission of need to program and budget based on the
POM/budget data and scrupulously category and source of the deliverable:
meet these requirements.

o Materiel (spares, support equipment,
o Actively interact with the personnel facilities, etc.).

noted above by discussing your
program's requirements and being Government Furnished Equip-
continually aware of anything that ment (GFE) (may or may not
can directly or indirectly impact require programming and
program funds. budgeting by PM for items used

by his materiel system; com-
8.3.3 Logistic Activities and Funds mand and program unique

procedures will determine
The many requirements contained in answer).

this handt'3ok, when tailored to the specific
needs of a particular program, represent the - Contractor Furnished Equipment
scope of logistic functions to be coordinated (CFE) (materiel items delivered
and supervised by the PM. Figure 8-2 is an as part of or in support of the
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Figure 8-1 Cycle Overlap for Single Year Funds

materiel system require pro- o Federal Contract Research
gramming and budgeting by the Centers (Rand, CNA, etc., :

PM). probably will not require PM -,g.
programming and budgeting).

o Services (studies, plans analyses,
cosL estimates, etc.). - Industry Sources:

Government Sources: o Any non-Government source
(services provided by the ' .

o Industrially funded activities private sector to the Govern-
(services provided by these ment will require PM pro-
activities will require gramming and budgeting).
programming and budgeting
by PM). Figure 8-2 also displays generic appro-

priation information applicable to obliga-
o No-lndustrially funded tions planned for the various phases of a

activities (labor hours program. The lead time for programming
provided by Federal Govern- and budgeting these funds and the obliga-
ment employees will not tional periods (single or multi-year appro-
require programming and priation) will be addressed by OSD and
budgeting by PM). Service guidance. .
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8.3.4 Logistis, Funding, and a New Start development or exploratory development
funds into the mission areas that will

As previously noted, the require ient directly support an anticipated new start.
for the start of a major new iequisition
program is an approved JMSNS, or other 8.3.5 Interfaclog with PPBS
Service documents for less than major $
systems. By performing the analysis called As nated in the Navy Program Man-
for prior to program initiation in DoDD ager's Guide, 1985 edition, the acquisition
5000.39, Enclosure 3, the PM should be process proceeds in phases, each of which
prepared to make a meaningful contribution may require only a part of a budget cycle or
to the logistic issues that must be addressed several full cycles. Gearing the phases to
in the JMSNS. The to;mat for the JMSNS is the particular business and technical aspects
contained in Enclosure 3s of DoDI 5000.2, of the program ensures that adequate
"Major System Acquisition Procedures". in-depth reviews are conducted prior to
However, prior to the actual preparation of significant commitment of resources. By
the JMSNS, a lengthy process must be contrast, the PPBS runs on a tightly strue-
completed to coordinate Service sponsors, tured schedule (a single cycle from stprt of
OSD interest, JCS interest, industry inter- programming through Congressional enact-
est, NATO interest, issue papers, and ment) and start of actual budget execution
reviews by Service leadership, all oi which requii'es about 21 months depending on the
will require logistic support inputs from the start of Service programming. It should be
PM. The PM may perform these analyses noted that the initial planning phase starts ti
nimself, employ his staff, or use the labor much earlier Lhan shown in Figure 8-1; and
(services) sources listed in paragraph that 2ompletion of the enuctment proce.;s
8.3.3.1. Where funding is needed to pay for has been delayed for as long as three months 6,
iw:tial logistic studies, the PM should beyond what is shown in Figure 8-1. How-
employ his 6.3A RDT&E funds if a line item ever, PPBS decisions, rather than being
has been established in the FYDP for oriented to the needs of a specific program,
concept analysis of the new system, an are keyed to the larger problem of balancing
appropriate existing service program all of the programs within an individual
element, or perhaps 6.2 RDT&E funds if a service, DoD, OMB. and Congressional
line item has not been established, financial limits established for a particular

fiscal year or the FYDP.
Similar analysis is required to justify

the logistic costs that will be included as Decisions made through the acquisition
part of the line item for the new materiel process need to be reflected in the FYDP.

. system in the Service POM. The PM must This is accomplished either during the
work closely with his Service cost estimat- POM/Issue Paper/PDM process, or during

-. ing organizations, logistic offices, and the budgeting process depending on when
program sponsors to ensure that the logistic the milestone decision is made. The PM
area of the POM has adequate funds to must follow these processes carefully
perform those logistic functions essential to because his support funding is in jeopardy at
the early stages of a program. The POM, each step of the prograrrming/budgeting
accompanied by the JMSNS, is submitted via process. Successfully passing a milestone
Service channels to the Secretary of decision is no guarantee of full funding, and
Defense (SECDEF). Receipt of an approved in the POM/PDM/budget process the
PDM constitutes permission to move ahead program's logistic funding may be dropped
into the Concept Exploration (CE) Phase. below threshold. This tracking of a pro-

gram's status is accomplisihvdJ by the PM
The PM should be aware of the fact maintaining communication with the

that the initial problem of obtaining aJe- personnel noted in paragraph 8.3.2. Figure
quate funding during the CE Phase can be 8-3 depicts the time phasing of key PPBS
reduced by advanced planning at the events.
Materiel Command (USA); System Command
(USN), or Product Division (USAF) level. Tcp level DoD review of the POM/PDM
This will include programming advanced and budget is the responsicility of the
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Figure 8-3 Planning, Programming, and Budgeting

Defense Resources Board (DRB). The future depot costs were likely to exceed
makeup of the DRB is very similar to that original cost estimates and cause a signif-
of the DSARC, although the purposes of the leant increase in Life Cycle Cost (LCC),
two groups are different. The DRB review such information must be included in the
can severely impact the budgeting of major next POM and budget. In addition, the PM
systems acquisition. The DSARC deals with should communicate these conclusions to his
a single system at a time, basing decisions superiors and others as early as possible.
on the technical progress, acquisition However, this type of problem can be
strategy, implementation plans, and accur- minimized or avoided if the PM will insist
acy of cost projections. By contrast, the on, and budg -t for, quality cost analysis and
DRB's responsibility is to advise SECDEF on timely/comprehensive logistic reviews. His
the overall DoD budget. In this arena, each funding documentation must be explicit
program must compete with all other relative to lead time requirements, location
programs (including those of other Services) of support, deployment concepts and
for dollars. The DRB recommends a priority requirements, and an assessment of the
and ranking of programs to SECDEF. effect of any shortfalls on support schedules

and readiness objectives. The POM/budget
In the event a POM or budget submittal back-up documentation should be no less

to OSD deviates significantly from a complete than that required in Enclosure 4
previously approved milestone decision, this (System Concept Paper or Decision Coord-
fact and the cost, schedule, and perform- inatlng Paper) of DoDI 5000.2, and prefer-
ance impact on the program are to be noted ably in the detail outlined by the OSP Cost
and explained in the POM or budget sub- Analysis Improvement Group (CAIG) guides.
mittal. This includes O&S cost. For ex- The analysis and documentation should
ample, if the PM were to determine that support the program through the review
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chain up to and including Congressional Funds Status and Cost/Schedule Status
hearings, and should be in sufficient detail Reports" and be applicable to large materiel
that it can be used for decision making when contracts. The reports linked to DoDI
decrements have been imposed by higher 7000.10 can be costly to the Government
authority, and must be tailored to specific needs.

Budget execution also requires the PM to be
Since the PPBS is an annual event, and in regular contact with his staff, other

there is continuing competition by many Government offices, and his contractors to
programs for the limited funds, the PM must the degree that he is fully aware of current
maintain an awareness of the status of the accomplishments and problems impacting
POM and budgeting process. He must also be logistic sujpport activities and established
prepared at any time to support his Service program goals. He should be aware, well in
sponsor and program coordinator in defense advance, of any problem that will surface in
of his project's funding. When responding to the next month's CPM report.
questions or writing reclamas, the PM and
his logistic personnel must work as a unified Figure 8-4 is a generic display of the
team. Materiel Comman/CLg is /^5ti Research financial expenditure process within the
Organization and contractor support may Services. The PM enters this process with an
also be helpful. Sensitivity to the perspec- approved Purchase Request (PR) which will
tive of the questioner is vital, allow for the assignment of a funding cita-

tion. The PM must then monitor the status
As the process moves through the POM of a subsequent contract, CPM reports, and

phase, the PM should anticipate budgeting the status of his obligated funds as reported
problems. He must know the probable to his command by vouchers flowing in the
oppositin and, with the Service head- system.
quarters program coordinator, maintain a
forceful dialogue with important consti- 8.3.6.2 Support Requirements Validation
tuencies, particularly within the respective and Fund Tracking. The validation of
comptroller organizations. support re reme~nits and the tracking of

associated funds through the acquisition
8.3.6 Logistics Support Funding Manage- process and annual PPBS events has always
ment been a PM responsibility. However, a

Deputy Secretary of Defense (DEPSECDEF)
The PM's management responsibilities memo of 28 August 1984 (Management of

ir.,'jde budget execution, tte validation of Integrated Logistic Support Funding)
.,,p, ort requirements, and the tracking of addressed to the Secretaries of the Military
support funding. Departments, has added renewed emphasis

to the AIP and ILS validation and tracking
8.3.6.1 Budget Execution. The timely and responsibilities. The objective and scope of
efficient execution of the budget is as this memo is to:
important as the planning, programming,
and budget formulation. The PM, in co- o Validate support requirements and
ordination with each logistics element track support funding for major
manager, must ensure that funds are weapon systems using procedures
obligated within the authorized time period that will make maximum use of
and that they are supporting the planned existing or modified Service review
logistic goals. processes, acquisition documents,

and information systems.
A primary tool in the achievement of

these budget execution goals is some form o Include within three years, all major
of Contractor Performance Measurement weapon systems for which Selected
(CPM). This can range from monthly one Acquisition Reports (SARs) are
page status reports of hours and funds required.
planned and expended by a small contractor
performing studies, to a highly structured o Address seven of the ILS elements
reporting system as outlined in DoDI defined in DoDD 5000.39, which
7000.10, "Contractor Cost Performance, include the key support investment
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Figure 8-4 Firancial Expenditure Process

and recurring support cost elements Validation calls for an independent
that affect weapon system deploy- Service review of the ILS resource re-
ment schedules and readiness quirements. The two essential components
objectives (see list below). of this independent assessment are (1)

validation of the support plans and assump-
The memo gives recognition to the tions and (2) validation of the estimated

constraints in current Service programming cost to carry out the support plans. If the
and budgeting processes for common support PM participates in this effort, he should use
accounts such as replenishment 3pares, existing or modified Service acquisition
depot maintenance, and common support document(s) to validate support resource
equipment. The ability to track all essential requirements and the key factors that drive
funding in these areas by major weapon them, and should summarize programmed
system is currently limited, but the memo funding in a format directly traceable to
notes this 'is expected to evolve". The that used for reporting weapon support
validation and tracking actions apply to resources in POM aid budget submissions,
POM and budget submissions, plus DSARC including the budget year and five program
Milestones II and ILL Service speific years. The methodology used to estimate
implementing directives should be available requirements should be documented in
for review by the PM. appropriate backup materials.
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Tracking calls for displaying funding modifications identified as support re-
requir-ements in the POM and budget, and quirements. for the new system (except
using the seven support elements derived production facilities).
from DoDD 5000.3J and listed below. The
PM must show that the POM and budget 7. Other System-Peculiar Support
funding requirements arv directly traceable Requirements - May include ILS manage-
to the validated ILS resource requirements ment, development/revision of support
document. The POM submittal should assess plans, Logistic Support Analysis (LSA),
the impact of any funding shortfalls. Thus, analysis of test and early field data, devel-
the PM should ensure that his logistic staff opment and procurement of support-related
work and studies always include sensitivity e.ngineering change orders and product
analyses on the impact of shortfalls and improvements, packaging, handling, storage,
possible alternatives or work-arounds. and transportation, and computer resources

support not included in other categories.
The support category definitions Items to be reported will be defined for

applicable to the DEPSECDEF memo and each individual weapon system, as required.
the AIP are:

8.4 RISK MANAGEMENT
1. Supply Support - Includes all initial,

replenishment and war reserve spares and 8.4.1 Funding Uncertainty
repair parts (both GFE and CFE) for the
weapon system and its associated support 8.4.1.1 Risk Area. This subject has received
equipment and training devices, top level attention and definition within

DoD. The DEPSECDEF memo on "Improving
2. Support Equipment - Includes the Acquisition Process" of 30 April 1981,

development and procurement of peculiar addressed budgets and risks in what would
support and test equipment (including test become AIP Initiative No. 11. This memo
program sets) and major items of common stated in part:
support equipment (automated test stations,
handling equipment, etc.) for all echelons of "Materiel development and early
maintenance. productio-. programs are subject to

uncertainties. Program Managers who
3. Training and Training Deviies - explicitly request funds to address

Includes development and procurement of these uncertainties usually find these
both operator and maintainer training funds deleted either in the DoD PPBS
courses and materials, simulators and other process, by OMB, or by Congress. Then
training devices, and initial factory training, when such uncertainties occur, unde-

sirable funding adjustments are re-
4. Publications/Technical Data - quired or the program must be delayed

Includes development and procu-ement vf until the formal funding process can
operator technical manuals, maintenance respond with additional dollars".
technical manuals for each echelon of
maintenance, and other technical data Three years later, the issue was still
(drawings, engineering and reprocurement not completely resolved. In l'!is AIP memo of
data, etc.). 6 June 1984, with regard to the discussion of

realistic budgeting, DEiFSECDEF stated in
5. Maintenance and Maintenance part:

Support - Includes the recurring cost of
organic suppor. at the depot level (labor, ".. the difficult problem of budgeting
material and overhead), contractor support for risk remains unresolved".
at all levels of maintenance, and mainte-
nance support programs (eg., Contractor The memo goes on to state:
Engineering Technical Services).

"Efforts have been made to identify and
6. Facilities - Includes all MILCON- report to the Defense Resources Board

funded new construction and facilities (DRB) the level of funding included for
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risk, whether technological, production, 8.5 SUMMARYor other, in the Services' development
and procurement budgets and program o DoD policy calls for financial

submissions. The Services, however, are resources to be identified prior to
unwilling to reveal management the formal establishment of areserves for fear of Congressional program and that logistic support
reductions. While it is important that resources have the same priority as
internal efforts should be made to performance and schedule resources
budget for risk on a systematic, in the acquisition process.
analytical basis, the Services' views of
the problem seem well advised. Budget o Logistic personnel must be fully
adjustments to meet requirements for informed on the PPBS and actively
risk are best accomplished internally participate in the process in order
during the OSD program budget review." to satisfactorily compete for funds.

8.4.1.2 Risk Handing. The internal efforts o Logistic products are either in the
of the Services and OSD to manage risks (as form of materiels or services and
noted above) can be enhanced by the PM in logistic personnel moust program/
advance of formal POM and budget sub- budget funds to acqu=ee deliverables
mission dates. These risk-reducing actions of these items from Government
should: and industry in support of system

readiness goals.

o Provide organization and structure o The logistics aspects of a new
to program logistic funds by over- program must be integrated into the
laying them with a Work Breakdown JMSNS and special efforts may be
Structure (WBS). An accountability required to acquire funding to
WBS is suggested in which the support pre-concept and concept
various levels of program detail are studies.
placed on one axis (faa, compressor,
and turbine), and functional program o Changes in the logistic program that
structure along the other axis will impact O&S cost must be
(manufactaring, and engineering, immediately identified and entered
test). into the next cycle of the PPBS.

o Ensure all funding requirements o Special DoD procedures have been
have written justification and that initiatzO to cover logistic require-
cost sensitivities are understood. ments vdidation and fund tracking
Data to support these items will as a part oYC Oervice POM and budget
flow from normal logistic studies submissions.
initiated by the PM plus LSA
activity.

8.6 REFERENCES
o 'Civroughly understand the PPBS and

rigorously comply with the require- 1. DoDI 5000.33, Unifarm Budget/Cost
ments. Terms ind Definitioa; s

o Stay in regular communication with 2. DoDI 7000.3, Selected Acquisition
the appropriate PPBS authorities! Reports.
administrators within your Service.
During critical periods this may 3. DoDD 7045.14, The Plenning
mean contact several times a day Programming, and Budgeting System
with such offices. (PPBS).

o Apply the methods presented in the 4. DoDD 7045.7, Implementation of
DSMC, July 1983, edition of Risk the Planning, Programming and
Assessment Techniques. Budgeting System.
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CHAPTER 9

CONTRACTING FOR SUPPORT

9.1 HIGHLIGHTS 9.3 BACKGROUND

o ILS Manager's Role in the 9.3.1 Acquisition Policy, Law and Regula-
Contracting for Support Process tions

o Logistics Inputs to the Procure- U.S. Government policy calls for heavy
ment Package reliance on private commercial sources for

supplies and services (OMB Circular No.
o Controlling Deliverable Data A-76, "Performance of Commercial Activ-ities"). The Federal Acquisition Regulation
o Contract Types for Logistics (FAR) and other procurement directives set

Support forth rules and procedures for implementing
this policy. These documents reflect both

9.2 INTRODUCTION the basic procurement law, the Armed
Service Procurement Act, and revisions

9.2.1 Purpose enacted during the annual authorization and
appropriation process. The DoD implements

To provide a managerial overview of and expands on the FAR with the Defense
the process and techniques in contracting Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement
for logistics support. (DFARS) and Service supp)ements.

9.2.2 Objectives 9.3.2 Contracting Authority, Responsi-

Contracting for support provides for bility and Participation

industry resources to implement the Gov- Authority and responsibility to contract
ernment's ILS strategy within the frame- for authorized supplies and services is
work of contract laws and regulations. vested in the agency head and delegated to
Contracting is used to acquire many or all contracting officers. In turn, the contract-
of the following logistic deliverables from ing officer is responsible for ensuring that
commercial sources during system acqui- all requirements of the law, executive
sition: (1) ILS documentation, such as orders, regulations and procedures have
analyses, plans, designs, and reports. (2) been met prior to exercising this authority.
support materials such as spares and repair Although contracting officers are allowed
parts, support equipment and software; and wide latitude in exercising business Judg-
(3) logistics services such as training, ment, they must ensure that contractors
component repair and "turn-key" support of receive impartial and equitable treatment,
selected equipment (e.g., training simula- and they must request and consider the
tors) or of the materiel system under advice of specialists in program manage-
procurement (see Figure 9-1). Some of these ment, engineering, logistics, and other fields
deliverables may be the subject of a sepa- as appropriate (FAR 1.602-2).
rate ILS contract; others may be part of an
overall program contract. In either case, the The requirement which specifies that
Government's objectives are to satisfy its specialists, such as ILS Managers, must bp
logistics support needs at a fair price within involved in the coitr"ct process i.cludes
its legal and regulatory boundaries. Figure major contract events, e.g., source selec-
9-2 identifies general Government respon- tion. Major contract activitieb ouch as
sibilities ia acquiaition program contracting. developing the acquisition strategy for ILS
The contract itself will provide specific are primarily the responsibility of the ILS
responsibilities for both parties. Manager. In sum, the ILS Manager must be
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Figure 9-1 Logistics Deliverables during System Acquisition

involved in the entire contracting process 9 3.3.1 Acquisition Strategy. The ILS
from preparation of the procurement Manager's acquisition strategy should
package to monitoring contractor perform- permit pre-priced competitive contracts
ance. where practicable. Other strategy con-

siderations include appropriate implemen-
9.3.3 The Contract Process tation of warranties, breakout, and the

consolidation of spare parts r-quirements
The primary contracting activities in (initial, follow-on, and replenishment). The

which the ILS Manager may be involved ILS contract strategy must be compatible
include: developing the contracting strat- with the overall program acquisition
egy, planning the acquisition, recommending strategy.
contract method and type, preparing the
procurement package, evaluating proposals, 9.3.3.2 Acquisition Planning. In planning the
and monitoring contract performance. These acquisition of logistics data, materials or
are discussed in FAR 7, 34, 35, and 37. With services, the ILS Manager should work with
reference to Figure 9-2. the solicitation and (or support) the Government team of
negotiation/award processes are the re- personnel who are responsible for significant
sponsibility of the contrac~ting officer, with aspects of the acquisition, such as con-
assistance as required from specialists such tracting, financial, and technical, for the
as the IlS Manager. The ILS Manager should purpose of creating an acquisition plan (FAR
become familiar with his responsibilities for 7.105). A wide selection of contract types
these contract events as they relate to are available which provide flexibility in
contracting for support. Figure 9-3 and 9-4 acquiring the needed logistcs resources.
display a generic chronology of contract These contracts vary according to (1) the
events. These time frames are current degree and timing of responsibility (risk)
representative contract lead times under assumed by the contractor for cost and
the Competition in Contracting Act of 1984. performance, and (2) the amount and nature

9-2
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ACQUISITION STRATEGY and presenting information on logistic
deliverables in specification format that is
consistent with life cycle phase require-
ments. The ILS Manager sho'ild be con-

ACQUISITION PLANNOIG cerned with each part of the ProcurementE Package as logistics requirements may be
located throughout the document.

PROCUREMENT PACKAGE Care should be taken in selecting and
describ'ig related deliverables. Plans,
drawings, specifications, standards, and

SOLICITATION PROCESS purchase descriptions should be selectively
LTI applied and tailored to the pa.ticular

application in the SOW. For example, many
Military Standards provide useful guidance

PROPOSAL EVALUATION and requirements related to logistics. After
reviewing the available Standards bearing on
a given topic, select the fewest number of
Standards which encompass the desired

NEGOTIATION AND AWARD range and depth of logistics tasking in such
areas as planning, supply, manpower,
personnel, and training. Specific applica-

CONTRACT MONITORING tions should be tailored to meet program
needs by selecting or modifying standard
Data Item Descriptions (DIDs) and confining

Figure 9-2 Government Contracting data element generation to those defined in
MIL-STD-1388-2A,"DoD Requirements for a

Responsibilities Logistic Support Analysis Record". The

Procurement Package should include-

of profit incentive. Contract types are o Guidance to the contractor about
grouped into two broad categories: fixed- the Go':u.,eit's baseline thinking
price contracts and cost-reimbursement on ILS - objectives, requirements,
contracts. Specific contract types range importance relative to other
from firm-fixed-price, where the contrictor program objectives, concepts,
is fully responsible for performance, cost assumptions, constraints, and
and profit (or loss); to cost-plus-fixed-fee, priorities.
in which the contractor has minimal respon-
sibilities for performance and cost but o Specific ILS tasks to be performed
receives a negotiated fee (FAR 16). by the contractor, such as ILS

analyses, logistics alternatives
9.3.3.3 The Procurement Package. The evaluations, preparation of plans
Procurement Package encompasses most of and concepts, training courses,
the information the contracting officer spares and repair parts, technical

needs to prepare a solicitation as given in publications and data, etc.
"Part I - the Schedule" :f the uniform
contract for.mat (FAR 14.201-2). It provides
technical and management information o Incentives aimed at achieving the
including the range and depth of data, desired balance between technical
materials, and services to be acquired. A capabi'ities and ILS.
timely and comprehensive statement is
required for each acquisition involving The tcrnis used must be understood and
equipment or processes needing future consistent with standard contractual
support materials, services, or data. MIL- clauses. "Buzz Words", terms with multiple

IDBK-245B, "Preparation of the SOW", meanings, conflicting or unclear terms and
provides specific guidance on identifying symbols must be avoided.
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9.3.4 Contracting Methods

ACQUISITION STRATEGY UPDATE The Competition in Contracting Act of
AACQUISITION PLAN SSUMING NO 'SURPRISES' 1984 requires agencies that are conducting

UPDATE & APPROVAL OR PROTESTS : procurements for goods and services to

JU-TIFICATION I APPROVAL obtain "full and open competition e through
(IF SOLE I ISUC the maximum use of "competitive proce-2 EXCEPTION REO0) 0 o,0- CC

1 I ,, '< dures'. This means that all responsible
S 0 0 W P, 0 sources are encouraged to submit sealed0 0" W

. f 00 a bids or competitive proposals, depending on
0 Z.O L 0 & 0 Wa what is required by the solicitation. There
UX M 0e %LZ & MM)0a. 0 o I W 0 are two primary differences between the

4 . .L. M- 1.5-- OB--.- MOB competitive procedures known as sealed bids
-4.6 .OS 2.5-3 MS ,-,.5 MOB 4.6 MOand competitive proposals. One difference

OTHER PROCUREMENT ACTIONS: 1015 MOS relates to award factors; the second relates
to the use of bargaining to arrive at the

Figure 9-3 Support Contract Cycle contract which consummates the procure-
ment. When sealed bids are used, price and
price-related factors are clearly the

9.3.3.4 Evaluating Proposals. The ILS dominant factor on which the award will be
Manager identifies and defines what logis- based. In contrast, competitive proposals
tics considerations should be addressed in permit consideration of other factors, such
the bidder(s) proposals (i.e., the proposal as technical merit, that go beyond cost in
data requirements). He also helps to deter- meeting the Government's need. The second
mine the relative importance (weight) of difference involves the permissibility of
evaluation factors such as understanding of negotiations to arrive at the business deal.
the problem, technical approach, "other With sealed bids, discussions are not per-
technical factors", experience, and cost. mitted, other than for purposes of minor
Other technical factors should provide clarifications. Competitive proposals,
measurable and meaningful criteria related however, do permit bargaining, and usually
to the specific logistics support require- afford the offerors an opportunity to revise
ments of the proposed system. These their offers during the negotiation period. In
logistics considerations are also incorpo- context, "bargaining" refers to discussion,
rated in the overall Source Selection Plan persuasion, alteration of initial assumptions
(SSP) which contains the evaluation factors and positions, and the give-and-take may
and weights for each factor which must be apply to price, schedule, technical re-
on record with the Contracting Officer prior quirements, and other terms of the proposed
to RFP release. Prior to evaluation working contracts.
group meetings the ILS manager should
independently evaluate all technical and The use of "other than competitive
price proposal items related to logistics in procedures", i.e., sole source negotiations is
order to provide a position of informed not authorized unless the circumstances of
leadership in the discussions leading to the acquisition meet the criteria of one of
source selection. the seven identified exceptions (FAR 6).

$ 9.3.3.5 Contract Monitoring. A comprehen- 9.4 MANAGEMENT ISSUES
sive contract file, including all procurement
contract modifications, is a useful manage- 9.4.1 Data Processing Resources
ment tool. Data in the contract file direcly
relate actual performance to actual cost The acquisition process is cumbersome
and, when automated, do so in a timely due to the volume of requirements and
manner. During the performance period, this procurement data which must be organized,
data should be used to rapidly identify, stored, retrieved, and compared to make
focus, examine, and resolve logistics decisions. Large quantities of data in the

% problems that arise. acqvisition process are handled manually.
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Figure 9-4 Procurement Action Cycles

While each component has some automated address legibility, completeness, and correct
data processing capability, it is antiquated drawing practices. Remedies include
and cannot rapidly retrieve and process working with a data review board to ensure
large quantities of data at one time. Data the correct requirements are incorporated
processing systems at most Invertory into the contracts initially and then en-
Control Points were originally designed in forcing those requirements in accordance
the 1960s. Data is stored in an off-line mode With the following guidelines:
and retrieved sequentially from remote
storage mediums, such as magnetic tape.
Data requests are usually input in a batch o Determine the level of specificity
processing mode. Information requests can required for procurement purposes.
take hours, days, or even weeks, depending
on the overall workload at any given time. o Ensure that the parts descriptions
This makes the computer virtually una- and drawings are available so that
vailable to do detailed logistics analyses. As other participants in the acquisition
a consequence, detailed analyses are seldom understand what is being bought.
done because they are so labor-intensive.
This results in logistics managers and o Establish prices and options for data
contracting personnel doing limited com- delivery only when the design is
puter-assisted analyses. Thus, the functions stable enough to make it useful.
of the item manager and contracting officer
become more clerical in nature and less o Obtain technical data on a phased
analytical. Timely and effective analyses schedule to permit breakout of
are not feasible with outmoded equipment. vendor components for future
Until the major system upgrades can be competitive acquisitions.
completed, ILS Managers should use micro-
computer technology to provide data o Inspect and validate the complete-
processing support for acquisition analyses. ness, accuracy and adequacy of data

promptly after its receipt.
9.4.2 Data

o Consult with the Contracting
A major data problem in the past has Officer to ensure that the current

beeii the identification of complete data regulations concerning data rights
requirements and lack of emphasis on and data restrictions (FAR 27) are
inspection and acceptance procedvreg which incorporated in the solicitation.
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9.4.3 Spm and Breakout than a single item. No provisioning
price, no matter how it is derived,

Decisions affecting spares must be should be used as the basis for
made very early in the life cycle of a determining the reasonableness of
materiel system; i.e., establishing parts the price of future buys. Procure-
standardization guidance. As the program ment history records should identify
evolves, the ILS Manager must issue provi- (e.g., by asterisk) provisioning prices
sioning technical documentation guidance as such.
via the contract including milestones and
feedback reporting to ensure that program o Plan for Spares Acquisition Inte-
unique materials are promptly odered. The grated with Production (SAIP) where
ILS Manager must also ensure that follow-on the Government combines spare
spares and repair parts are obtained in a parts orders with planned pr-oduction.
cost-effective manner. Relying on the
original prime contractor for follow-on o Encourage multi-year procurement
support material entails risks in the areas of of replenishment spares which are
cost and availability of needed spares and sensitive to quantity and front-end
repair parts. The ILS Manager should investment costs.
consider obtaining technical data, drawing%,
tooling, etc., to enable the Service to o Ensure that all spare parts re-
compete for follow-on logistics support. The quirements (initial or replenishment)
cost of obtaining this capability must be are combined to the maximum
weighed against the potential benefits of extent possible to achieve the
competition, particularly during an extended savings of larger quantities. Buying
point-production period. FAR, Part 7 re- offices should alert users when
quires the inclusion of detailed component frequent purchases of the same part
breakout plans in the acquisition plan. are causing higher costs.

In sum, in order to develop and deliver o Ensure realisti breakout and
an effective spares package to future users, competition goals, taking into
the ILS Manager should: consideration savings potential and

the availability of procurement
o Ensure the timely and accurate specialists to conduct the competi-

assignment of procurement source tions and breakout actions.
codes (e.g., prime contractor,
vendor, field manufacture, etc.) and o Be sure that tradeoffs are made
challenge data rights and restrictive between inventory carrying costs
markings. and marketplace quantity discounts.

o Require contractors to identify
actual manufacturers. 9.4.4 Contracts and Pricing

o Screen contractor-recom mended
parts lists to make full use of DoD A Program Manager (PM) often regards
and General Services Administration logistics contract considerations, such as
(GSA) supply systems. identifying logistics deliverables and

creating the ILS inputs to the SOW, as
o Make sure parts already available in long-term issues that are less important

DoD and GSA supply systems are than the immediate problems. As a result,
not bought from system contractors, logistics concerns are often deferred for

later resolution. A common example is the
o Order optimum quantities where acquisition of data needed for future

significant savings can be obtained, logistics support. Understandably, the PM
B s e t ewith a funding shortfall is more likely to cut

o Base estimated unit prTices on the long-term data requirement from the
anticipated buy quantities rather contract than items with immediate impact.
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An OMB review found that a large ments on an urgent basis or with unrealistic
number of unpriced orders are backlogged at delivery or performance schedules, since it
many DoD activities. The time required for generally restricts competition and in-
audit, cost or price analysis and negotiation creases costs.
of a contractor's proposal may relate to the
number of cost elements to be negotiated. 9.4.7 Incentives
Solutions have included reducing the number
of cost elements to be analyzed, as well as Incentive mechanisms in contracts are
avoiding the use of Basic Ordering Agree- used to motivate contractors to exceed
ments (BOAs) and the ordering (provisioning) predetermined goals such as delivery
clause for the larg6 amounts of data and schedules and Reliability and Maintain-
spares that can be firm-fixed-priced at the ability (R&M) thresholds. Incentives provide
time the order is placed. Another solution is this motivation by establishing a relation-
the use of forward pricing arrangements. ship between the amount of fee payable and
Forward pricing arrangements provide for the actual perfornance of the delivered
advance negotiation of indirect cost factors item. When predetermined formula type
that can then be used for a mutually agreed incentives on delivery or technical per-
time. The prenegotiated ILS cost factors foi'mance are included, fee increases are
facilitate efficient pricing of a contractor's provided for achievement that exceeds the
proposal by providing more time to analyze targets, and reductions in fee are provided
direct costs. These factors can be routinely to the extent that such targets are not met.
used by less experienced buyers and are Incentive contracts are addressed in FAR
easily adapted to a computerized system. 16.4 and in a joint DoD/NASA Incentive
Increased emphasis on negotiating forward Contracting Guide.
pricing arrangements should result in a
decrease in the number of outstanding Logistics incentives should be designed
unpriced orders. Goals should be set and to address one or more of the following con-
monitored for .he control of unpriced orders. ditions: (1) designs that tend to minimize

logistics costs during the operational phase of
9.4.5 Government Furnished Property and life cycle; i.e., maximizing the use of standard
Other Promises components, minimizing trouble-shooting

time, etc.; (2) accelerated delivery of the
The Government's failure to provide logistics system (all elements) commensurate

promised Government Furnished Material with accelerated program delivery; (3) realism(GFM) in a timely manner and suitable of R&M targets; (4) attaining R&M objectives

condition may create a Government liability and (5) exceeding realistic R&M targets.

for subsequent costs and schedule increases

(FAR 52,245-2). Therefore, the ILS Manager
should only Identify GFM that are within the 9.4.8 Warranties
resources of the Government to provide in a
timely manner and condition suitable for With reference to FAR 46.7 and DFARS
use. If appropriate, the Contracting Office 246.7, warranties provisions must be
may allow the contractor to utilize MIL- imposed on most new materiel systems to
STRIP procedures in obtaining the required ensure that the deliverables: (1) conform to
GFM (FAR51). the design and manufacturing requirements;

(2) are free from all defects in materials
9.4.6 Imposing Unrealistic Delivery or and workmanship at the time of acceptance
Performance Schedules or delivery; and (3) conform to the essential

performance requirements. In effect, the
The Government is capable of creating warranty is an obligation of the contractor

pressure in ILS negotiated contracts so that to repair or replace equipment found
the contractor may feel obligated to agree defective during the course of the warranty
to items he cannot deliver. Subsequently, period. FAR/DFARS also. provide policies
the contractor may seek and receive relief and procedures for tailoring the required
from unreasonable requirements. Therefore, warranties to the circumstances of a
ILS Managers should avoid issuing require- particular piocurement and for obtaining
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waivers when needed. For supplies and reforms have been proposed) for nearly 25
services which do not meet the definition of years. The report observes:
a weapon system such as spares and data,
warranties are elective provided they meet "At a minimum, this look-back under-
or exceed the foregoing requirements and scores the fact that permanent solu-
are advantageous to the Government. A tions to these problems are elusive
warranty of technical data (extended unless management attention is sus-
liability) should be included in the solici- tained at all levels. Without such
tation and evaluated on its merits during attention, we will only repeat the
source selection. Consideration should be mistakes of the past - a flurry of
given to whether non-conforming data activity, amounting to overkill, dying
should be replaced or subject to a price out without producing meaningful or
adjustment. In designing the contract lasting improvements."
warranty clause, the ILS Manager should
consider the following guidelines: 9.5.1.2 R. Toward the goal of

improving logistics procurement practices,
o Provide a realistic mechanism for the report offers more than 100 recom-

administering the warranty. mendations and suggestions aimed at
avoiding well known risk areas. Those most

o Maximize the Government's ability applicable to executive and working level
to use the warranty - considering ILS Managers are included in the guidance
transportation and storage factors given at paragraph 9.4, Management Issues.

They may be used as a checklist either to
guide hands-on managerial efforts, or to

9.5 RISK MANAGEMENT review the work of matrix personnel to
ensure the price-consciousness of their

9.5.1 Improper Contracting for Support efforts.

9.5.1.1 Risk Area. The major risk area in 9.6 SUMMARY
ILS contracting, in terms of impact and the
probability of its occurrence, is the failure o Participation in the contracting
to properly contract for data, materials, and process is part of the ILS Manager's
services. Included are failures involving job.
contractual promises by the Government to
furnish material and services and the o Contract knowledge, initiative, and
imposition of unrealistic delivery or per- determination are essential in
formance schedules. Impacts may include managing ILS programs.
degraded support and readiness, cost growth
and, when repeatedly exposed by the media, o ILS program success is a direct
loss of the taxpayers' good will and con- reflection of contract success.
fidence.

9.7 REFERENCES
Contracting for support entails many

areas of risk which the PM must control. A 1. The Federal Acquisition Regulations.
recent, highly publicized problem is the
procurement of sr~ares. In its June 1984 2. Office of Federal Procurement Policy.
report to the Congress on DoD procurement "Review of the Spare Parts r/rocure-
of spare parts and related program ele- ment Practices of the Dep&rtment of
ments, Office of Federal Procurement Defense", June 1984.
Policy (OFPP) summarized the problem as a
set of facts that have created a public 3. MIL-HDBK-245B, Preparatfon of
perception of a problem completely out of Statement of Work (SOW).
control These stories serve as a warning
that additional management attention is 4. DoDD 4105.62, Selection of Contrac-
neoded. A key finding was that the same or tual Sources for Major Defense Sy3tems
similar problems have existed (and similar (USDRE),
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MODULE iV

TEST AND EVALUATION

CHAPTER PAGE

10 PLANNING LOGISTICS TEST AND EVALUATION 10-1

11 CONDUCTING LOGISTICS TEST AND EVALUATION 11-1

Test and evaluation of materiel systems and their support is one of the more difficult

tasks facing the program management team. This module discusses the planning for, and

the conduct of logistics tests and evaluations.
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CHAPTER 10

PLANNING LOGISTICS TEST AND EVALUATION

10.1 HIGHLIGHTS Evaluation (DT&E) and Operational Test &
Evaluation (OT&E) and the additional

o Objectives of IL -Related Tests and objectives of supportability assessments.
Evaluations The ILS Manager must be a participant in

the planning of DT&E and OT&E and is
o Requirements for Statistical Validity responsible for the planning of post-

deployment supportability assessments.
o Planning Documentation

10.3.1.1 Development and Evaluation (DT&E).
o Planning Guidelines for the ILS DT&E is part of the engineering design and

Manager development process. It verifies the attain-
ment of technical performance specifications

10.2 INTRODUCTION and objectives. Figure 10-1 identifies the
objectives of major interest to the ILS Man-

10.2.1 Purpose ager. The tests are generally conducted by
the prime contractor and/or developing agency

To provide an overview of the planning under conditions not fully representative of
requir J to test and evaluate a materiel field operation.
system's operational suitability and to
determine the adequacy of the logistic 10.3.1.2 Operational Test and Evaluation
support developed to attain system readi- (OT&E). OT&E is conducted to assess a
ness objectives. sy-stems operational effectiveness and

suitability and the adequacy of the
10.2.2 Objectives systems's logistic support (Figure 10-1). The

tests are managed and independently
The overall objectives of logistics test evaluated by a field agency separate from

and evaluation are: the developer and user. The tests are
performed in an environment as opera-

o To provide assurance of system tionally realistic as possible.
supportability under anticipated
wartime conditions. A complete evwluation of the system's

supportability de,-. gn parameters (e.g.,
o To verify that the logistic support operational R&M) and the ILS elements

developed for the system is capable should be conducted during Full Scale
of achieving established system Development (FSD), employing a prototype
readiness levels, of the materiel system. This evaluation may

continue into the Prcduction and Deploy-
o To demonstrate that system readi- ment Phase with pilot production items. All

ness objectives are attained at ILS elements must be provided in a condi-
peacetime and wartime utilization tion or configuration which is close to or
rates during operational use. identical with that which will be provided

during the Operational Phase. The test
10.3 MANAGEMENT ISSUES environment should include:

10.3.1 Test and Evaluation Programs o Representative military operations
and maintenance personnel.

Logistics test and evaluation extends
over the entire materiel acquisition cycle. o Personnel trained through a proto-
The following paragraphs describe ILS- type of the planned formal training
related objectives of Development Test & program.
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o Draft technical manuals in MIL STD o Statistical validity required.
format.

o Duration of data collection.
o Support equipment selected for

operational use. o Data analysis methods and reports.

10.3.1.3 Product Assurance Test and 10.3.1.5 Evaluation of ILS Elements. Each
Evaluation (PAT&E). PAT&E is conducted to ILS element should be evaluated to deter-
demonstrate that items procured fulfill the mine its impact on system readiness,
requirements and specifications of the manpower, provisioning, and Operating and
procuring contract or agreements. Support (O&S) costs. A brief listing of the

main evaluation factors for the listed ILS
10.3.1.4 Supportability Assessment. A elements is presented below. A check-off
supportability assessment (LSA task 500) is list for each element is provided in Depart-
performed in two general areas: (1) ment of Army Pamphlet 700-50, "Integrated
assessment as part of the formal DT&E and Logistic Support: Development Support-
OT&E programs and (2) assessment per- ability Test and Evaluation Guide", from
formed after deployment through analysis of which much of the information in this
operational, maintenance, and supply data paragraph is drawn.
on the system in its operational environment.

o Maintenance Planning is evaluated
The ILS Manager participates with the to verify proper assignment of

project office test planner in the planning of maintenance tasks to maintenance
DT&E and OT&E programs. ie develops levels and the appropriate selection
detailed ILS T&E objectives for each of support equipment and personnel
acquisition phase and incorporates these to perform maintenance tasks. A
objectives within the formal test programs. structured logistic demonstration is
Assessments of some ILS elements may an effective evaluation mechanism;
require additional o separate tests. Two as a minimum, the demonstration
common examples are validating the should include all organizational and
accuracy of technical manuals and logistic selected intermediate level tasks.
demonstrations to evaluate maintenance
planning. These are generally initiated prior o Manpower and Personnel, Training,
to the formal test programs in order to and Training Support are tested and
reduce delays during these tests. The evaluated to:
evaluation of ILS elements is discussed in
paragraph 10.3.1.5 below. Insure that personnel are

identified in the numbers and
The ILS Manager is responsible for the skills necessary to support a

planning of post-deployment supportability materiel system in its oper-
assessments (LSA Task 501.2.5). General ational environment.
objectives are listed in Figure 10-1. The
planning should identify: Assess the effectiveness of the

training program for Govern-
o Objectives and specific planned uses ment personnel, as reflected in

of the assessment analyses and their ability to operate, support,
reports. and maintain the materiel

system under test.
o Specific parameters to be estimated

(e.g., operational availability, O&S - Insure that training devices are
costs, maintenance replacement provided in the proper quantities
rates for spares and repair parts, and functional areas.
and operational reliability and
maintainability). - Identify potential training and

training equipment problems in
o Data sources and method of order to initiate any required

collection. revisions to ensure compatibility
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with weapon system hardware, - Facilities requirements in terms
operational, and maintenance of space, volume, capital
procedures. equipment, and utilities

necessary for system operation
o Supply.Support is evaluated to and maintenance have been

verify that the quantities and types defined and satisfied.
of items and supplies designed to
maintain the materiel system in its - Environmental system require-
prescribed state of operational ments (for example, humidity,
readiness are adequate. dust control, and site locations

for radiating end-items, such as
o Support Equipment is evaluated to lasers and radars) associated

determine its effectiveness, the with operational, maintenance,
validity of the planned require- and storage facilities have been
ments, and the progress achieved identified and the requirements
toward meeting those require- met.
ments. Test and evaluation should
verify that all items specified are o Packagin, Handling, Storage, and
required and that no requirement Transportability evaluations will
exists for items not listed, determine:

o Technical Data/Equipment Publi- - The adequacy of all transport-
cations are tested and evaluated to ability instructions provided.
assure that they are accurate,
understandable, and complete, as - Whether the system can be
well as able to satisfy maintenance handled by conventional types of
requirements at projected skill lifting, loading, and handling
levels. The evaluation ,nust also equipment.
assure that any changes made on thed
end item system or the support Whether lifting and tie-down
system are reflected in the points conform to MIL-STD-209F
technical literature which is "Slinging and Tie Down Pro-
provided with the complete visions for Lifting and Tying
document package. Down Military Equipment" with

regard to size, strength, and
o Computer Resources Support markings.

provldes support fortbo-H embedded
computer systems as well as - The adaptability of the system
automatic test equipment which will to prescribed forms of transport
provide support for the end item. In (surface and air as applicable).
general this area of support
addresses the evaluation of the - The suitability of the system for
adequacy of the hardware and of the moving equipment and personnel
accuracy, documentation, and froin ships to shore assembly
maintenance of computer software points in logistic-over-the-shore
routines. Built-in test routines operations.
programmed into the sotItware of a
complex device such as a compu- 10.3.2 Statistical Validity
terized aircraft fire control system,
would be covered in this area of the There is a trade-off among the numbers
evaluation, of test hours which can be expended, the

failure rates experienced during the testing,
o Facilities are evaluated to deter- and the degree of precision which statistics

"mine whether: permit us to glean from those tests. In
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100%

EXAMPLE" OPERATIONAL TEST AND
6EVALUATION

OBJECTIVE: TO DETERMINE ESTIMATES
OF MAINTENANCE

Go%- REPLACEMENT RATES FOR
ICOMPONENTS OF SYSTEM

DURING A 1000 HOUR
--40 OT&E PROGRAM

ASSUMPTON: EXPONENTIAL FALURE
DISTRIBUTION

20% DETERMINE: RELATIVE PRECISION OF
ESTIMATES AT 60%

___________________ _ iCOWFIDENCE LEVEL

1 2 3 4 6 6 7 a 9 10
REPLACEMENT RATE PER 1000 OPERATING HOURS

Figure 10-2 Variation of Relative Precision with Replacement Rate

practice, test hours are limited not only by Post-deployment assessments are not as
funds available for testing but also by the constrained as development and operational
numbers of items available for test and by tests; they can extend over a lengthy period
the way in which failures occur. While it of operational use and encompass a large
might be possible to exercise some control number of operationally deployed systems.
over funding, failure rates and their Greater relative precision and confidence
distribution among the various components levels can be obtained by increasing the
and systems are inherent in the system durations and number of systems monitored
design and operational utilization. There- and evaluated with corresponding increases
fore, careful attention to statistical design in the cost of data collection and analysis.
limitations is an integral part of the The relationships of relative precision,
logistics aspects of both development and confidence level, and required operating
operational test, ig. hours (total for all systems) are illustrated

in Figure 10-3 using an example of an
This relationship is illustrated in Figure estimate of a maintenance replacement rate

10-2. In this example, the system will be for a single component.
operated a total of 1000 operating hours.
The ILS Manager desires to determine the Each military Service has qualified test
maintenance replacement rate for com- planners who can assist in the development
ponents of the system. Two statistical terms of valid and attainable statistical objectives
are used - relative precision and confidence for each assessment.
level. To state that an estimate has a
relative precision of 30 percent at a 60 10.3.3 Technical Performance Measure-
percent confidence level means that there is ment (TPM)
a 60 percent likelihood that the true value
lies within plus or minus 30 percent of the TPM is a design assessment that
estimate. As shown, greater precision will predicts, through engineering analysis or
be obtained for components that exhibit test measurements, the values of essential
higher replacement rates. A system test of system level performance parameters. The
the limited duration il'otrated will ILS Manager should participate in the
generate insufficient data on nigh cost or establishment of the TPM program during
high maintenance burden components that the Demonstration/Validation (DVAL) phase
are replaced at low to moderate rates. to ensure that critical support and support-
These should be identified as candidates for ability-related design factors are tracked in
separate subsystem evaluations, this formal assessment program. Parameters
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REQUIRED SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
HOURS (THOUSANDS)

EXAMPLE: POST DEPLOYMENT
ASSESSMENT

20% 1.7 4.1 9.6 OBJECTIVE: TO DETERMINE A
COMPONENT'S MAIN-

RELATIVE TENANCE REPLACEMENT

PRECISION FRATE, GIVEN A DESIRED
LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE
AND PRECISION

10% 7.1 16.4 38.4 PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE: TEN RE-
PLACEMENTS PER 1000
ANNUAL OPERATING HOURS

ASSUMPTION: EXPONENTIAL FAILURE
DISTRIBUTION

5% 28.2 865.5 154 PROCEDURE: DETERMINE TOTAL
OPERATING HOURS RE-
QUIRED FROM RANDOMLY
SELECTED SYSTEMS TO

60% 80% 95% OBTAIN THE SELECTED

CONFIDENCE LEVEL LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE
AND PRECISION

Figure 10-3 Examples of Operating Hours Required to Meet Statistical Objectives

selected should be directly measurable and The Supportability Assessment Plan is
follow a predictable time-phased improve- developed initially during Concept Explor-
ment pattern. Appropriate supportability- ation (CE) and is updated during each
related parameters may include operational succeeding phase to concentrate on plans
reliability and maintainability, built-in fault for testing conducted in the following
detection and fault isolation capabilities, acquisition phase.
and a measure of readiness (e.g., operational
availability). Refer to Chapter 13 of the 10.3.4.2 Test and Evaluation Master Plan
System Engineering Management Guide for (TEMP). The TEMP is the primary document
additional information on this subject. used in the OSD review and decision process

to assess the adequacy of the planned tests
and evaluations. Requirements and format

10.3.4 Planning Documentation for the plan are prescribed in DoDD 5000.3,
"Test and Evaluation". It is initially

10.3.4.1 The Supportability Assessment prepared during the CE Phase and updated
Plan. The Supportability Assessment Plan is periodically. The Program Manager is
prepared directly by the ILS Manager or by responsible for developing the TEMP and
the contractor (Data Item Description assuring proper coordination among the
01-5-7120) and approved by the Govern- developing activity, test activities, and the
ment. The plan identifies the approach and user, and for obtaining OSD approval.
criteria for achievement of supportability
related design requirements and the The TEMP contains a program descrip-
adequacy of the logistic support resources tion, a program summary, outlines of the
for a materiel system. The plan documents DT&E, OT&E, and PAT&E programs, and a
the ILS Manager's input into the Test and brief resource summary. The resource
Evaluation Master Plan (paragraph 10.3.4.2) summary identifies the items to be tested,
and should also be used to plan the assess- including key subsystems to be tested
ment of the system's supportability after individually, and unique items required to
deployment in its operational environment, support the test.
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10.3.5 Plenming Guidelines for Logistics personnel representative of the
Test and Evaluation population that will be trained to

operate and maintain the system
o Establish detailed ILS-related during its operational phase.

objectives for each life cycle phase.
-Train the selected personnel

o Develop a test strategy to imple- using prototypes of the training
ment each objective. courses and training devices that

will be employed in the opera-
o Emplo, the Integrated Logisti, .  tional phase.

Support Management Team (ILSMT)
to assist in developing objectives Support test operations vith
and strategies. (Refer to paragraph preliminary draft technical
2.3.2) manuals or technical orders

prepared to MIL STD format and
o Coordinate with the program test with prototypes and/or selected

planner to incorporate ILS testing items of the support equipment
requirements into the formal DT&E that will be employed in the
and OT&E program to the extent operational phase.
feasible.

o Ensure that OT&E planning will
o Identify ILS tests and evaluations provide sufficient data on "high

that will be performed apart from cost" and "high maintenance burden"
DT&E and OT&E during develop- items to identify items requiring
ment and production phases. design improvement and to enable

updating of O&S cost and mainte-
o Participate with the program test nance manpower projections. Based

planner to identify all resources upon Pareto's principle, identify the
required for the formal DT&E and 15-20 percent of the critical spares
OT&E programs and the separate that generally account for about 80
ILS testing. This will include the percent of total spares replacement
identification of all test articles costs. Utilize the results of early
(items to be tested and evaluated) testing to reevaluate the selection
and special support requirements of critical spares.
(e.g., facilities, supply support,
calibration support). Identify the o With the assistance of a qualified
total requirements in the TEMP. test planner or systems analyst,

establish appropriate measures of
o Participate with the program test statistical validity for each

planner and the Service test activity individual case and the test
to develop the operational testing parameters required to achieve
"environment". Establishment of an these measures.
environment as operationally
realistic as possible should be a o Identify subsystems that require
special concern of the ILS Manager. off-system evaluations.
The following steps apply:

o Ensure that OT&E planning
- Select representative personnel encompasses all ILS elements.

in the appropriate skill specialty
codes to operate and maintain o Establish a methodology to assess
the system. Military units the capability of the planed
supporting the system being logistic support to attain system
replaced (if one exists) are a readiness objectives. Three
valid source of representative examples of logistics/readiness
personnel. if the system requires models that have been used for this
new skill specialty codes, select purpose are the Naval Air Systems
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Command Comprehensive Aircraft 10.4.2 Poorly Stated ILS Objectives
Support Effectiveness Evaluation
(CASEE) model; the Army Logistics
Analysis Model (LOGAM); and the 10.4.2.1 Risk rea. Vaguely or incompletely
Air Force/Logistics Management stated objectives will translate into vague
Institute Aircraft Availability and inadequately defined resource require-
model. The methodology should ments. The ILS Manager will be placed in a
employ operational performance poor position to justify additional resources
data (e.g., operational R&M) that is for logistics test and evaluation.
validated during OT&E.

10.4.2.2 Risk Handling. Clearly stated
o Determine the adequacy of standard objectives are vital first steps in effective

data systems to satisfy the objec- planning. General objectives are listed in
tives of the post-deployment Figure 10-1. These must be converted into
supportability assessment. If detailed qualitative and quantitative
required, develop plans for supple- requirements for each acquisition phase and
mentary data collection during the for each test and evaluation and assessment
operational phase. program. Objectives should be established

for all acquisition phases during initial
o Identify specific planned uses of preparation of the Supportability Assess-

post-deployment assessments and ment Plan (during the CE Phase) and
ensure that all planned users updated during each succeeding phase.
participate in the development of
the Supportability Assessment Plan.

10.4.3 Inadequckte ?lannlng for Data
10.4 RISK MANAGEMENT Utilization

10.4.1 Delay, d or Inadequate Logistics T&E 10.4.3.1 Risk Area. Cohecting data without
Planning detailed planning for its use can lead to:

10.4.1.1 Risk Area. The main thast of the
formal DT&E and OT&E programs is to o A mismatch of data collection and
evaluate system level performance. information requirements
Logistics test and evaluation has an
additional focus on component evaluation o Failure to accomplish the intended
and on the adequacy of the ILS elements purpose of the assessment (such as
that comprise the logistic support structure. the update of supply support and
Failure by the ILS Manager to participate manpower requirements and the
effectively in the initial development of the identification and correction of
TEMP during the CE Phase risks the design deficiencies).
exclusion of critical logistics T&E and the
omission of the ILS test funds required in 10.4.3.2 Risk Handling. Intended users
program and budget documents, should be principal participants in the

planning of the assessment program
10.4.1.2 Risk HandiL i . The Supportability including data collection and analysis. The
Assessment Plan (paragraph 10.3.4.1) should ILS Manager should identify organizational
be developed prior to preparation of the responsibilitie3 and the analyses and
TEMP. The prior identification of objec- follow-up activities to be performAei by each
tives, test articles, and resource require- organizational element. Organizations and
ments will enable the ILS Manager to requirements change; therefore, the ILS
participate effectively in developing total Manager and all participants should review
T&E planning and total resource require- and update the planning as required through
ments. the period of implementation.
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10.5 SUMMARY zation of all data collected during
the assessments.

o Preparation of a comprehensive
Supportability Assessment Plan 10.6. REFERENCES
during the CE Phase is an essential
initial step in total ILS-related T&E 1. DoDD 5000.3, Test and Evaluation.
planning.

2. DoDD 5000.40, Reliability and Main-
o Qualitative and quantitative tainability.

assessment objectives should be
established for each acquisition 3. DOD 3235.1--1, Test and Evaluation of
phase. System R(,liability Availability and

Maintainabiity, A Primer.
o Effective OT&E requires estab-

lishment of an environment as 4. Army Materiel Systems Analysis
operationally realistic as possible. Activity Interim Note No. 85, Sta-
The ILS Manager should play a tistical Guide for Sample Data
major role in the establishment of Collec'tinn (SDC) Planning.
this environment.

5. System Engineering Management Guide.
o The ILSMT should assist in the (Defense Systems Management College)

development of detailed T&E
planning. 6. Department oi the Army Pamphlet

700-50, Integrated Logistic Support:
o The Supportability Assessment Plan Developmental Supportability Test and

should identify the planned utili- Evaluation Guide.
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CHAPTER 11

CONDUCTING LOGISTICS TEST AND EVALUATION

11.1 HIGHLIGHTS o To assess the planned support
system's effectiveness in the

o Evaluation of Objectives operational environment and the
readjustment of logistic resources

o Timeliness of Support Package planning as required, based upon
actual experience.

o Importance of Timely and Accurate
Data These objectives are achieved through

the conduct of tests, analyses, audits, and
o Need for Realism Production/Logistics Readiness Reviews

(PRRs/LRRs), which are the primary
vehicles for assessing the adequacy of the

11.2 INTRODUCTION ILS program to support a materiel system's
progress through the acquisition milestones.

11.2.1 Purpose
11.3 MANAGEMENT ISSUES

To provide a managerial overview of
methods for ensuring complete testing of 11.3.1 Background
system design for supportability and ILS
system elements, for accurate recording and The effectiveness of the testing and
evaluation of data, and for effective evaluation of a support system is largely the
utilization of the results to determine the result of the planning effort. Testing and
adequacy of the anticipated logistics evaluation are the logistician's tools to
support. measure the ability of the support concept

to meet the stated system readiness objec-
11.2.2 Objectives tives. Chapter 10 describes the effort

required to plan the evaluation and to
The overall objectives of conducting determine data requirements. This chapter

supportability Test and Evaluation (T&E) are: addresses the evaluation process itself
which consists of collecting the data as

o To provide timely measurement of specified in the T&E plan in order to
system/equipment supportability determine the progress of the system in
throughout the acquisition process. achieving its supportability requirements

and to predict its ability to sustain them. In
o To demonstrate that the integrated the early stages of a program, there is little

support system can achieve the opportunity for test and evaluation of
planned system readiness objectives, system hardware, since the major products

are design and planning; the test and
o To assess the contractor's per- evaluation effort typically build. during the

formance and progress relative to Demonstration and Validation Phase (DVAL)
ILS contractual requirements. and peaks during Full Scale Development

(FSD). In conducting supportability tests,
o To assure that maintenance and special end item equipment tests are seldom

support planning and resources established solely for ILS evaluation; ILS
accurately reflect the design. data is usually collected in conjunction with

performance-oriented tests. Similarly,
o To identify cost effective support- supportability testing of configuration

ability improvements in the sys- changes and modifications are usually
tem's design as test data becomes conducted in conjunction with performance
available. testing.

;1i1-I



11.3.2 Scope of ILS Testing and Evaluation plans, and demonstrating achievement of
fault-isolation, remove and replace re-

Although some testing and evaluation quirements, and supportability design
are conducted during the early acquisition characteristics (e.g., mean-time-between
phases, the major evaluation effort corn- failures). New corrected information is
mences after the FSD contract is awarded, entered into the LSA process to coordinate
and the basic configuration of the selected logistic planning changes and to initiate
materiel system has been established, design changes where required. Where
Generally, evaluations prior to FSD can only changes to previously approved maintenance
be conducted by reviewing contractors' plans result from information developed in
planning and analyses, by monitoring the ILS evaluation, the specific reason for
reliability development tests of major cilange will be cited when the revised
components, and by conducting simulations. maintenance plan is submitted for approval
The ILS T&E program will consist of a series Impact of any changes identified through
of ILS demonstrations and assessments, the ILS evaluation on either the design or
Integrated with hardware performance and approved maintenance plans, must be
T&E progress, that will prove the credibility assessed, documented, and resolved prior to
of the predictions of planned support the next DSARC review.
resources, maintenance procedures, and
design compatibility with supportability 11.3.2.3 Verification of Statistical Data.
requirements. ILS evaluations can be This evaluation verifies statistical ILS data
considered as falling into four phases or in order to assess the supportabitity and
areas with different objectives but over- maintainability characteristics of the
lapping time phasing. system in its operational environment during

initial deployment. This will allow visibility
11.3.2.1 Design Interface. This first of potential opportunities for logistics
evaluation commences with the initial enhancements early in the life cycle, form
Concept Exploration (CE) contract go-ahead the basis for updating the logistics resource
and continues until the end of FSD. The planning and budgeting efforts, and verify
evaluation consists of a continuous assess- contractual compliance with the quantita-
ment of the contractor's development of tive support system performance require-
design ILS interfaces with corrective action ments and warranties.
feed-back. This evaluation is designed to
ensure that the selected maintenance plan is 11.3.2.4 Post Deployment Assessment. This
compatible with design and hardware evaluation consists of a post operational
characteristics. Mock-ups, test installations, maintenance review. It assesses the avail-
and development fixture evaluations are ability and adequacy of the programmed
conducted to provide Logistic Support logistics resources to support the specific
Analysis (LSA) data. Support equipment materiel system. This assessment is usually
functional tests, performed during the conducted a reasonable time after materiel
evaluation, determine compatibility of system introduction, about one year after
equipment with related operating and Initial Operating Capability (IOC). This time
check-out procedures. The LSA projections allows resolution of early supply support
and the maintenance plan are compared to problems, training and familiarization of
results of the evaluatiGn and recommenda- maintenance and operating personnel,
tions for corrective action are provided to phasing out of supplemental contractor
the ILS Manager. support and the achievement of a relatively

stable mode of operations. Post Deployment
11.3.2.2 Hardware Verification. This Assessments consider all ILS elements listed
evaluation verifies the acceptability of the in DoDD 5000.39, "Acquisition and Manage-
hardware and its ability to meet the estab- ment of Integrated Logistic Support for
lished supportability objectives. This is Systems and Equipment", which are appli-
accomplished by verifying selected on-site cable to the materiel system under evalua-
maintenance tasks and related maintenance tion.
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11.3.3 Special Support Requirements include the method for data storage and
extraction. If possible, data should be

In light of the scheduling requirement collected in a format that not only supports
for testing major systems, such as range test goals and LSA needs but is also corn-
availability and support aircraft or ships, it patible with the data collection and ex-
is essential that all special support re- traction systems used by the Service with
quirements are available as a test and operational materiel systems. A system
support package at the test site before the which can effectively accomplish these
testing is scheduled to begin. This test and goals must be in place prior to the start of
support package consists of spares, support the first series of tests and evaluations. The
equipment, publications, and representative data collection and extraction process
personnel as well as necessary peculiar should be as automated as possible, and
support requirements. Delays in availability samples should be of appropriate size to
of essential support items can cause a test confirm or negate projections made on
to experience costly delays, or more previous analyses. The information collected
significantly, cause it to be conducted should be of a type easily fed into the LSA
without proper evaluation of the planned process for use in updating readiness and
support system. During early development supportability projections. The analysis of
and operational testing, the ILS Manager this data provides the basis for logistics
must recognize that prototype test equip- planning for follow on tests by identifying
ment will be used as well as, draft technical areas needing emphasis or modification.
manuals, contractor assistance, and an One example is the failure to meet relia-
artificial supply systtm. During this period, bility growth projections which could cause
simulation will be required to T&E the an increase in spares or manpower re-
adequacy of logistics support. Testing and quirements unless the contractor improves
evaluation conducted during and subsequent the quality or design of the equipment.
to FSD should be supported by the planned Another example is the failure to satisfy the
test and support package, using equipment self test requirements; this shortcoming is
and personnel that are representative of usually software related and unless cor-
anticipated operational resources. The rected before deployment could cause a
effect of any shortcomings should be known significant change in maintenance philos-
well in advance and arrangements for ophy.
work-arounds identified. The test and
support package should be fully committed 11.3.5 Evaluation of Contractor Data
to the test effort until the requirement is
completed. During development testing, any The ILS Manager should expect the
commercial support requirements must be contractor to provide early identification of
covered by an adequately funded contract, causes and impacts of any shortcomings
Contractor support, however, should not be which could affect supportability. Starting
used r operational testing except for areas in DVAL and continuing through production,
where contractor support is planned for data should be available from the contractor
operational u-e. The relationship between to be integrated into the T&E effort for
Government and contractor must be well Servici assessment in all ILS areas.
defined in order to ensure a smooth eval-
uation with no overlaps or gaps in respon- 11.3.6 Use of EResults
sibility.

Unless the results of the test evaluation
11.3.4 Data Recording are properej used, the T&E process itself is

of little value. T&E provides a level of
A properly structured, comprehensive assurance that the system being evaluated

data collection plan is essential in any test can meet its design and support objectives
program. The ILS 'anager coordinates this and identifies potential areas for improve-
requirement with the testing organization ment either tlrough design change or some
and solicits its assiatance to ensure formats change in the support concept. These goals
and priorities are restponsive to the needs of can be accomplished by ensuring that the
the support program. Other issues will test and evaluation will:
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o Demonstrate how well a system system failure could cause excessive delays,
meets its technical and operational which can incur a schedule slippage and
requirement. increased test cost due to on-site support

personnel being unemployed or for the cost
o Provide data to assess develop- of facilities which are not being properly

mental and operational risks for used.
decision making.

11.4.1.2 Risk Handling. Proper planning
o Verify that technical, operational with adequate follow-up will help to ensure

and support problems identified in that the test support package is on site and
previous testing have been cor- on time, that the personnel required are
rected. trained and available, that test facilities are

scheduled with enough leeway to compen-
o Ensure that all critical issues to be sate for normal delays, and any interservice

resolved by testing have been or intraservice support is fully coordinated.
adequately considered. To better assure adequate planning and

follow-up, some type of network sch.dule
o Identify critical design shortcomings (e.g., Program Evaluation Review Tech-

that can affect system support- nique) should be employed. This schedule
ability, will identify critical test paramaters and

annotate the critical path of resources
The emphasis on the use of the results required to meet the test schedule and

of testing changes as the program moves objectives.
from the CE Phase to post deployment. The
ILS Manager must make the Program 11.4.2 Incomplete or Inaccessible Data
Manager (PM) aware of the impact on the
program of logistical shortcomings which 11.4.2.1 Risk Area. Without sufficient data
are identified during the T&E process. The being available from each test, and used
PM in turn must ensure that the solutions to properly for planning subsequent tests, it is
any shortcomings are identified and re- not possible to evaluate the adequacy of the

4 flected in the revised specifications and system to meet all of its readiness re-
that the revised test requirements are quirements. Without accurate failure rates,
included in the updated Test and Evaluation system and component reliability cannot be
Master Plan (TEMP) as the program pro- determined; without cause of failure
ceeds through the various acquisition stages. established, Failure Modes Effects and
During early phases of a program, the Criticality Analysis and Repair of Repair-
evaluation results are used primarily to ables Analysis cannot be accomplished.
verify analysis and develop future projec- Integral to a data management system is the
tions. As the program moves into FSD and retrieval and reduction of data as well as
hardware becomes available, the evaluation the collection and storage. Essential to any
addresses design, particularly the reliability test program is the ability to document and
and maintainability aspects, training collect results so that they are readily
programs., support equipment adequacy, a%!ailable to both the engineer and logis-
personnel skills and availability, and tech- tition for analysis at completion of the test
nical publications, program. Lacking the necessary data,

system design and ILS progress cannot be
11.4 RISK MANAGEMENT established, problems cannot be identified,

and additional testing may be required.
11.4.1 Incomplete or Delayed Support
Package 11.4.2.2 Risk Handling. With the avail-

ability of computers, modern programming
S11.4.1.1 Risk Area. Without an adequate techniques, and advanced instrumentation
test support package on site, ready to and telemetry capabilities, the collection,
support the scheduled test, it may be storage, and retrieval of data are manage-
possible to start testing, but the chances are able tasks if approached knowledgeably.
low of continuing on schedule. A support Most computer programs are flexible enough
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to alow multiple retrieval functions if the which though favorable to the system,
data ananagement system is planned and provides misleading information resulting in
programmed prior to the start of the test. invalid conclusions.
The ILS Manager must work with the
programmers in establishing the data base. 11.4.3.2 Risk Handling. During development
He must ensure that the raw data needed is testing the ILS manager must utilize as
collected and that the output data to meet realistic a testing profile as possible to
ILS requirements can be extracted in an ensure that laboratory conditions for parts
automated manner. The ILS Manager must testing as well as full scale supportability
also investigate the computer resources testing gives a true picture of the perform-
planned to be used by both the contractor ance capability of the hardware being
and the Government to assure their com- tested. Selected pertinent criteria such as
patibility with available systems planned for temperature cycling, water intrusion, high
use at the test site. Any incompatibility humidity testing, and shock exposure should
either for collection, retrieval, or distri- all be part of the development test. In
bution should be identified in the TEMP and operational testing the ILS Manager should
resolved before the testing commences. insist on being able to test the support-

ability of the system in order to ensure its
11.4.3 Unrealistic Scenarios being able to achieve its readiness objective

when deployed. To accomplish this, it is
11.4.3.1 Risk Area3. A subtle risk, partic- necessary to use representative personnel
ularly during development testing, and one who have received training through repre-
which can have lasting impact on the sentative maintenance courses and draft
viability of a program, is testing to an technical manuals, not highly skilled
unrealistic scenario. Realism does not technicians. It is also highly desirable to use
necessarily mean that the stresses put on standard support and test equipment planned
the system under test must duplicate those to be used with the system, and a spares
of actual service, since in most cases this is methodology which can simulate anticipated
impractical; it does mean however that the standard delay times. These restrictions on
test is planned to simulate the conditions as operational testing should establish a
closely as possible and differences are realistic sense of readiness capability,
carefully documented. Perhaps more adequate spares provisioning, identification
significant in ILS testing than stresses of training and publication deficiencies, and
applied, Is the quality and skill level of the surfacing of support and tes' ,pment
personnel maintaining and operating equip- problems.
ment. It is expected during development
testing, that highly skilled personnel will be 11.5 SUMMARY
operating and maintaining the equipment,
since the main purpose of development o T&E of ILS measures the ability of
testing is to evaluate the hardware itself the support concept to achieve the
and t6 see if it demonstrates the required readiness objective of a materiel
performance. During operational testing, system.
however, the purpose of the test is to see
how the system operates under actual o An adequate test and support
conditions and useful data can only be package should be available at the
obtained if it is maintained and operated by start of a test effort to enhance the
personnel having the same skill levels and probability that all ILS issues will be
training as the personnel planned to operate fully addressed and that the test
and maintain the system when deployed in will be completed on schedule and
the field. If operational testing is staffed within the programmed budget.
with military personnel having much more
experience and skill than can be expected o The ability to collect and manage
when deployed, the operational testing will the test data is critical to a suc-
give an unrealistically favorable evaluation, cessful test.
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o The successful T&E of any system
depends on thorough and timely
planning being completed well in
advance of the test.

11.6 REFERENCES

1. DoDD 5000.3, Test and Evaluation.

2. Dept of Army Pamphlet 700-50,
Integrated Logistic Support:
Developmental Supportability Test
and Evaluation Guide.
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MODULE V

PROVIDING THE SUPPORT

CHAPTER PAGE

12 SUPPORTABILITY ISSUES IN TRANSITION TO 12-1

PRODUCTION.

13 DEPLOYMENT 13-1
14 OPERATIONAL AND POST-PRODUCTION SUPPORT 14-1

The goal of the ILS Manager's efforts is the successful deployment of a materiel system

and its support and the achievement of readiness, supportability ad life cycle cost
objectives. This module focuses on the ILS role in planning for and accomplishing the

transition to production and operational and post-production support.
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CHAPTER 12

SUPPORTABILITY ISSUES IN TRANSITION TO PRODUCTION

12.1 HIGHLIGHTS are not "designed-in" cannot be "tested-in"
or "produced-in". In the test program, there

o Validation of Reliability and may be unexpected failures that require
Maintainability Goals With Early design changes. The introduction of these
Production Hardware During the changes can impact quality, producibility,
Transition to Production supportability, and can result in program

schedule slippage. The ILS Manager must
o Interrelationship of Production and exercise strong change management disci-

Supportability pline during this transition period to ensure
that the changes incorporated in the

o Template Discipline of DoD materiel system are properly reflected in
4245.7-M. the support system deliverables.

12.2 INTRODUCTION The transition process is impacted by:

12.2.1 Purpose o Design maturity - a qualitative
assessment of the implementation

To provide a managerial overview of of contractor design policy.
the key activities required to achieve an
effective transition from development to o Test stability - the absence or near
production in terms of supportability, absence of anomalies in the failure

data from development testing.
12.2.2 Objective

o Certification of the manufacturing
The supportability objective during the processes - includes both design for

transition to production is to assure that production and proof of process.
earlier predictions and assumptions of Proof of process occurs during pilot
support requirements and system perform- production or low rate initial
ance are verified and validated in the early production or other "proof of f
production articles. Among the evidence concept" methods used prior to rate
that the ILS Manager should insist on are: buildup.
demonstrated reliability, a producible
design, proven repeatability of manufac- 12.3.2 Support Readiness Reviews
turing procedures and processes, certified
hardware and software, and verified support Support readiness reviews should be
equipment. initiated and scheduled by the Program

Manager or ILS Manager. The number and
12.3 MANAGEMENT ISSUES topic sequence shall depend on the nature of

the program and address all ILS elements
12.3.1 General listed in DoDD 5000.39, "Acquisition and

Management of Integrated Logistic Support
In the acqusition process, evidence of for Systems and Equipment" at some time

materiel system problems usually becomes during the transition. Depending on the
apparent when a program transitions from systeto under consideration and the phase of
Full Scale Development (FSD) into produc- the pr3gram, some elements will be more
tion. This transition is not a discrete event critical than others during particular
in time; it occurs over months or even reviews. The emphasis on key prugram
years. Some programs may not succeed in issues will, th, refore, have to be tailored
production despite the fact that they have accordingly. To be most effective, su.port
passed the required milestone reviews, readiness reviews should preceed Prelinii-
Reliability and support characteristics that nary Design Reviews (PDR) and Critical
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Design Reviews (CDR), wherein the ILS tnat can be applied prior to de-
Manager has an active role (see Figure 4.3). ployment?
Logistics related issues from earlier PDRs
and CDRs should be prime considerations o Have ILS elements (support equip-
during later support readiness reviews. The ment, technical manuals etc.) been
ILS Manager should maintain and track fully evaluated in a representative
support related action items. The Integrated operational environment? Have
Logistic Support Management Team, deficiencies been corrected or can
discused in paragraph 2.3.2 should be they be corrected prior to deploy-
employed to conduct these reviews. ment?

12.3.3 Tasks Activities, and Deliverables o Have quantitative requirements for
ILS elements (e.g., maintenance

The quality and validity of many of the manpower, and initial provisioning)
products of the Logistic Support Analysis been determined?
(LSA) process surface in the transition to
production. Earlier validation of LSA o Is sufficient funding included in the
outputs gives confidence in the quality of Program Objectives Memorandum
the analytical side of the process. As the (POM)?
hardware and attendant validation results
transition to production, a lengthy list of o Can the manpower required to
problems may surface which the ILS Man- support the system be satisfied by
ager must resolve e.g., inadequate support the Services manpower projections?
equipment; late ordering of spares; inade-
quate training; documentation that is not to o Will production leadtimes for the
the latest configuration; unproven facilities; ILS elements support the planned
one set of check out equipment needed production and deployment sched-
simultaneously for production testing, ules?
quality assurance standards, and deploy-
ment, and any attendant procedures and o Have simulations confirmed the
processes. attainability of system readiness

thresholds within the target levels
12.3.3.1 Support Requirements Review for operating and support costs?
During The Transition Phase. The ILS
Manager should take stock of the lessons o Have plans for interim contractor
learned from the results of the development support, if applicable, and transition
program phase by conducting a support to organic support been prepared?
requirements review prior to recommending
that the program proceed to the production If these issues have not been resolved,
phase. Some of the review considerations then the ILS Manager should develop a
are: recovery plan and/or recommend further

system development.
o Have the supportability parameters

required to satisfy the operational 12.3.3.2 ILS Manager's Priority Tasks
requirement of readiness, mission During The Transition Phase. The primary
duration, turn-around-times and purpose of the acquisition process is to field
support base interface goals been materiel systems that tiot only perform
identified, tracked and verified in their intended functions but are ready to
the proceeding phases? perform these functions repeatedly without

burdensome maintenance and logistics
o Have critical supportability design efforts. The successful deployment of a

deficiencies identified during reliable and supportable systenm requires
Development Test & Evaluation that the ILS Manager provide strict watch
(DT&E) and Operational Test & dog management during the transition phase
Evaluation (01xE) been corrected to ensure that adequate technical engi-
or have solutions been identified neering, manufacturing disciplines, and
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management systems are applied to the ILS ance techniques. Figure 12-2 illustrates the
elements and supportability features of the level of detail of risk management provided
system. Transition phase ILS priority item in this document. Other templates related
are: to logistic support are included for LSA;

manpower and personnel; training; packag-
o Providing timely funding for all ILS ing, handling, storage, and transportation;

elements. support equipment; and support facilities.

o Involving ILS specialists in the 12.3.6 Management of Changes
preparation of comprehensive
hardware and software specifica- Even with a good configuration man-
tions and data description. agement system, the impact of DT&E/OT&E

changes can overwhelm the best logistics
o Continuing an active LSA process. support planning in the transition to pro-

duction unless: (1) the guidance and intent
o Establishing adequate funding for of DoD 4245.7 and 4245.7-M on disciplining

initial spares and support equipment. the engineering process have been em-
ployed, (2) an effective Government/con-

o Ensuiring ILS inputs to configuration tractor/subcontractor team is implemented
control and the comprehensive to handle the changes on a total systems
assessment of the impact of changes basis, and (3) the Government is prepared to
on all support elements. respond with funding and direction to other

Government agencies whose support tasks
o Establishing a technical manage- on the program are affected by the changes.

ment system for tracking support
equipment reliability, configuration Figure 12-3 diagrams the traditional
control, and compatibility with end approach to ILS management and review.
item hardware/firmware/software. Due to the "reality" of professional spe-

cialization and organizational compart-
o Funding and scheduling of technical mentalization in both Government and

manuals and other support docu- industry, each support discipline is con-
mentation. sidered a specialty unto itself and is often

isolated at the expense of coordination and
12.3.4 The Transition Plan integration (e.g., spares were dealt with in

isolation between industry and Government
Transition plans, which are detailed provisioning specialists). Experience has

accounting of t he items and issues to amply demonstrated that the traditional
checkoff in "readiness" reviews, are pri- approach results in an inability to obtain
marily a management cool for ensuring that optimum support in the field following
adequate risk handling measures have been delivery of a materiel system. Ideally and
taken. Figure 12-1 provides a list of con- properly implemented, the systems engi-
tents for a transition plan and production neering and LSA processes would cure the
readiness review. They must be initiated and lack of adequate integration between design
tailored to the need of the program by the engineering and logistics elements.
Program and ILS Managers.

An example of an effective contractor
12.3.5 DoD 4245.7-M, "Transition From team which precludes the "isolation" of
Development to Production" specialities described above by forcing

in-house coordination is the support inte-
This documentation is an aid in struc- gration review team concept shown in

turing technically sound programs during the Figure 12-4. This team parallels the intent
transition from development to production. of DoDD 5000.39 and related directives in
The manual includes a series of risk man- the integration of ILS with the design effort.
agement templates keyed to specific
technical issues. The templates in turn Before the contractor initiates fabri-
provide a program relationship and identify cation of production parts, the discipline of
the potential risks and outline risk avoid- identifying program peculiar issues and
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TRANSITION PLAN OUTLINE PRODUCTION READINESS REVIEW

- Purpose of the Transition Plan - Production Management

- Manufacturing Organization - Engineering Design

- Program Schedules - Production Design

- Make or Buy Decisions - Production Engineering

- Producibility Engineering - Industrial Resources

Role & Responsibilities - Mat-rials and Purchased Parts

Facility Required - Make or buy

Manufacturing Technology - Subcontract Management

- Material Procurement - Manufacturing Planning

- Assembly Planning - Quality Assurance

- Methods - Cost

- Processing Engineering - Risk

- Assembly Tooling - Logistics

- Packaging Engineering - Contract Administration

- Fabrication

- Production Engineering

- Production Control

- Manpower Plan

- Manufacturing Financial Plan

- Product Assurance Plan

Figure 12-1 Sample Transition Plan and Production Readiness Review Contents
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TEMPLATE

/

AREA OF RISK

~Spares are a troublesome area in the production and deployment of weapon systems.
-t Spares and repair parts often do not meet the same quality and reliability levels as the
~pnime hardware. Full spares provisioning too early in the development cycle, when there
, are large uncertainties in the predicted failure rates and design stability, results in the

procurement of unneeded or unusable spares. Inadequate technical and reprocurement
data frequently limits competition, acquisition flexibility, and spares manufacturing
throughout the life cycle of the prime systems. Spares thus present a major risk of
increased acquisition and support costs, and reduced readiness of fielded systems.

OUTLINE FOR REDUCING RISK

* A spares acquisition strategy is developed early in FSD to identify least cost options,
including combining spares procurement with production. This strategy addresses
spares requirements to meet FSD testing as well as production and deployment.

* The same quality manufacturing standards and risk reduction techniques used for
the prme hardware are used in the spares manufacturing and repair process.

* Transition from contractor to government spares support is planned on a phased
subsystem by subsystem basis.

, * Initial spares demand factors are based on conservative engineering reliability
' estimates of failure rates (derived from comparability analysis), and sparing to
~availability analytical models. These factors are checked for rasonableness at the
~system or major subsystem level against laboratory and field test results and
~documented in the logistics support analysis data base,

'1 S0UROE: DOD 4245.7-M

~Figure 12-2 Sample Logistics Template
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TRA DITIONAL SPECIALIST TO SPECIALIST APPROACH

TRAIG ' OTHER
SPARES SUPPORT TRAIN°G SUPP.TE LS EQUIP. EUPMANUEQUIP. ELEMENTS

GOVERNMENT

C ONTRACTOR [I TRAIN G/ I '! S
TSUPPORT TRAIN'G SUPP'TIMANUS EQUIP. E ELEMENTS

* DIFFICULT TO MANAGE - BOTH FOR GOV'T AND CONTRACTOR
* SUPPORT ELEMENTS DEVELOPED IN ISOLATION
" INFORMAL INTEGRATION EFFORTS, IF ANY, ARE SUBORDINATE TO PRIMARY

RESPONSIBILITY - TO DEVELOP ELEMENTS
C SUPPORT CONCcPT(S) NOT COORDINATED

Figure 12-3 Traditional ILS Management and Review Approach

applying appropriate risk management and o Determining the impact of the ECP
risk hedges should have been employed to on affected ILS elements.
ensure:

o Developing requirements and
o Design maturity schedules for required changes to

affected ILS elements.
o Repeatability of test results

o Participating in engineering review
o Certification of manufacturing board and change review board

processes. meetings.

This will minimize the quantity and The Government ILS Manager must be
scope of follow-on changes required to involved in the Government review and
correct or improve the production of end approval process. He must ensure that:
items.

o The impact on ILS elements has
When changes do occur, the ILS Man- been fully evaluated.

ager's task becomes a vital one to the
eventual success of the program in view of o ECPs for associated changes to
the fact that the changes to the materiel support equipment and training
system will generally require changes in all devices are available for con-
or most of the logistic support resources, current review and approval.

12.3.6.1 Change Proposal Preparation. The o Lead times for changes to ILS
starting point in change preparation is elements are compatible with
recognition of a deficiency ad a decision to the planned implementation of
employ a design solution. As shown in Figure the ECP on the production line.
12-5, the request to change production - and
possibly retrofit fielded equipment - may be o Changes to ILS elements are
originated by the Government or the funded.
contractor. The top half of Figure 12-5
illustrates one approach to contractor 12.3.6.2 Change Implementation. After
preparation of an Engineering Change Government approval, the contractor
Proposal (ECP). The contractor ILS Manager initiates action to finalize the change for
must be actively involved in: production and or retrofit and the concur-
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Figure 12-4~ Flow of Contractor Support Integration Team Actions
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Figure 12-5 One Variation of ECP Preparation/Implementation by a System Contractor
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rent modification of the affected ILS to manage changes during the transition
elements (bottom half of Figure 12-5). The period. Integration of Computer Aided
Government accepts the modified systems. Design (CAD), Computer Aided
The Government ILS Manager normally is Manufacturing (CAM), and Computer Aided
responsible for the application of retrofit Logistics (CAL) has been implemented on
kits and must assure that the required past programs and is a very effective means
changes to logistics support of fielded of managing changes.
systems are applied or are available con-
current with the application of retrofit kits 12.4 RISK MANAGEMENT
to the systems, This latter requirement can
be facilitated by grouping retrofit kits into 12.4.1 Risk Areas
block modifications and applying them to
complete production lots. Prior to entering the FSD phase, the

ILS Manager should try to identify unique
system/equipment risk areas which might

12.3.7 The Support Management Informa- impact a smooth transition from FSD to
tion System production and highlight the techniques

which might avoid these risks as tasks to be
Support management information performe(I during FSD. Some examples of

systems are common on most major pro- risk areas to be considered are identified in
grams and they greatly facilitate the ability Figure 12-6.

Risk Area Impact

o Inadequate transition o FSD phase does not effectively validate
planning. support item risk areas; increase in

production change traffic; extended
contractor support period.

o Extensive engineering o O&S cost thresholds exceeded; configura-
change traffic. tion of deployed support systems not

compatible with fielded system.

o Organic support o O&S cost thresholds can be exceeded;
implementation delayed. this could stem from contractor support

tasks being priced in a non-competitive
environment.

o Delayed completion of o Changing product baseline with expensive
DT&E and OT&E effort. post delivery retrofit in lieu of

production incorporation.

o Product not adequately o High unit manufacturing cost; produci-
engineered for bility improvement changes; configura-
producibility. tion management problems with delivered

support items.

Figure 12-6 Transition Risk Areas
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Technique Risk Handling Techniques

o Assessing transition o The transition from FSD to production
planning* should be documented with a transition

plan that includes as a milestone the
validation of a system support package
covering and integrating all support
elements.

o This plan should be available prior to
the start of FSD and updated and
ratified early in the FSD phase.

o Timely and cost effective o The program and ILS Managers must
planning of contractor and actively coordinate the development
affected Government agency of the transition plan with contractor
support tasks, and other Government agencies and use

MIL-STD-480, "Configuration Control
Engineering chenges, Deviations, and
Waivers", as an effective ILS change
management tool.

o Timely inclusion of o Include user and depot representation
Government organic support in the planning process.
considerations in planning.

Figure 12-7 Transition Risk Handling

12.462 Risk HanOng o Major support problems first
become evident when the system is

The risk areas identified in Figure 12-6 transitioned to production.
can all be minimized by following the
guidelines for the LSA process discussed in o Transition planning should be
Chapter 5, and the planning and manage- completed before entering the
ment visibility and control techniques initial production phase so that the
discussed as part of the ILSP in Chapter 2. system support package can be
Some specific techniques applicable to the validated prior to the production
example risk areas are discussed in Figure decision.
12-7.

o Intensive ILS management is
12.5 SUMMARY required to ensure that support

items remain compatible with late
o Major ILS management risks in the changes to the materiel system.

transition to the production process
are- 12.6 REFERENCES

- Inadequate planning 1. DoD 4245.7, Transition From Develop-
- Extensive changes inent to Production and Companion
- Delayed organic support Manual, DoD 4245.7-M.
- Delayed completion of testing

phase 2. DoDI 5000.38, Production Readiness
- Inadequate producibility in design Reviews
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CHAPTER 13

DEPLOYMENT

13.1 HIGHLIGHTS Service logistic organization of being
capable of providing adequate support to a

o Deployment Planning Requirements materiel system when custody of that
and Schedules system shifts to a user or operating com-

mand. The Service logistic capability at that
o Deployment Coordination and point in time may be augmented for various

Negotiation Requirements periods by a range of contractor provided
services. First unit Initial Operational

o The Deployment Plan; Agreement Capability (IOC) may range from the first
and Certification day of custody of the system hardware to

I some later date when unit training has been
o Managing the Deployment Process. completed and a readiness inspection is

satisfactorily passed. Initial deployment
13.2 INTRODUCTION may range from one or two systems being

transitioned to the user over a period of
13.2.1 Purpose several weeks and then growing significantly

in numbers to the staged transition of a
To provide a managerial overview of single large system, such &s an aircraft

the actions required to successfully deploy a carrier. Regardless of the deployment
new or modified materiel system, The term schedule, the system must have a compre-
deployment includes fielding, turnover, hensive, coordinated deployment plan
handoff, fleet-introduction, and other terms containing realistic lead times, supported
used by the Services. Included are deploy- by adequate funds and staff, and having the
ment planning, execution, and follow-up potential for rigorous execution. Applicable
requirements covceing the period from elements among those identified in Figure
Concept Exploration (CE) until the last unit 13-1 must be available on schedule or the
is operational system will not be operational.

13.2.2 Objective Although a deployment schedule may be
established at Milestone I, subsequent

The deployment process is designed to adjustments are possible and should be
successfully turn over newly acquired or considered, particularly in the early stages
modified systems to users who have been of a program when a greater range of
trained and equipped to operate and main- flexibility exists. In later stages of the
tain the equipment. Every element of ILS acquisition process, the failure to meet a
must be in place at deployment with the logistic milestone can translate into a costly
exception of those for which interim deployment delay, or deployment of a
contractor support is available. Although system that cannot meet readiness goals;
seemingly a straightforward process, both of which will result in reduced military
deployment is complex and can be costly if capability.
not properly managed. Properly planned and
executed deplojments can result in high unit 13.3.2 Planning
readiness, reduced cost, less logistics
turmoil, and can establish a favorable Deployment should not be thought of as
reputation for the new system. simply delivering equipment. There is a need

for consideration of manpower, personnel,
13.3 MANAGEMENT ISSUES and training requirements; establishment of

facilities; placement of system support; use
13.3.1 Scope of contractor support; data collection and

feedback; and identification of funds.
Deployment poses the challenge t0 the Planning for deployment begins in the CE
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Figure 13-1 Deployment Requirements

Phase. By Milestone I, the draft Integrated on deployment. These range from the very
Logistics Support Plan (ILSP) must be obvious, such as production schedule
prepared and address the long te[m de- changes, to a less obvious change in unit
ployment considerations. Deployment manning requirements. Figure 13-2 shows
planning intensifies through the Demon- the relationship between deployment
stration/ Validation (DVAL) Phase so that by activities and major ILS activities. Figure
Full Scale Development (FSD), a detailed 13-3 provides suggested topics for inclusion
plan for deployment can be prepared. This in the plan. The Integrated Logistics Support
plan must be continually updated and Management Team (ILSMT) must be actively
coov'dinated to reflect program changes and involved in deployment planning. See
disseminated to all participants. Chapter 2 for additional material on

planning.
Coordination (or dissemination) is very

important. Each change must be passed on 13.3.2.1 Test and Evaluation. Supportability
to every organization involved in the of a system should be demonstrated before
deployment process. Changes in almost any deployment and the ILS manager must
aspect of the program can have an impact ensure that the Test and Evaluation Master
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Purpose

B. Limitation of Data

C. Logistics Support Concept

D. Deployment Agreement and Certification (LOA, MOU)*

II. SYSTEM/END ITEM DESCRIPTION

A. Functional Configuration

B. Organizational and Operational Concepts

C. Deployment Schedules

Ill. LOGISTICS SUPPORT AND COMMAND AND CONTROL

A. Command and Control Procedures

B. Logistics Assistance

C. Materiel Defects

D. Coordination

IV. SYSTEM SUPPORT DETAILS

(Discuss each ILS Element)

V. THE PROGRAM MANAGERS COMMITMENT

VI. SUPPORT REQUIRED FROM USING COMMAND

VII. SUMMARY

APPENDIX

A. Key Correspondence

B. Plans and Agreements

C. Developers Checklist

D. User Command Checklist

E. Classified Information

*Letters of Agreement, Memorandum of Understaading

SOURCE: DARCOM CIR 700-9-4

Figure 13-3 Suggested Contents of a Plan for Deployment
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Plan (TEMP) includes supportability objec- 13.3.2.4 Warranties. When a warranty is to
tives, issues and criteria. Development and be used, the user must be involved in the
operational testing during FSD provides planning and the warranty's impact must be
information for the Milestone III production accommodated in the deployment plan. The
and deployment decision, and provides input deployment plan should state which com-
to follow-on testing requirements. These ponents are under warranty, by whom and
tests should provide assurance that the for how long, and the starting date or event
proposed logistics concepts and planned of the warranty. Generally, it will be
resources will be sufficient to support the necessary to describe warranty provisions by
system once deployed. This testing may also equipment serial numbers. The interface
suggest changes to planned deployment between the user and the contractor should
actions. In addition, the Follow-On Test and also be explained in the plan. Warranty
Evaluation (FOT&E) may use the first unit coverage should normally begin at the time
equipped as the test unit; therefore, FOT&E the components are placed in service rather
planning must be closely coordinated with than at initial delivery. This will avoid
deployment planning. components remaining in transit and storage

during a substantial portion of the warranty
13.3.2.2 Logistics Support Analysis (LSA). period.
LSA task results have a significant impact
on deployment planning and execution. Early 13.3.2.5 Management Information System
Fielding Analysis (LSA Task 402) should be (MIS). The ILS manager should establish a
conducted during FSD. This task should be MI-to assist the deployment planning and
repeated as input data changes. Typical implementation. The number of logistics
input data changes result from Evaluation of elements, the varied disciplines involved in
Alternatives and Tradeoff Analyses (Task planning for deployment, the numerous
303), changes in deployment quantities and funding sources for support, and the multi-
schedules, and changes in manpower and tude of data that are interrelated make the
personnel availability or requirements. Early deployment status difficult to track and
Fielding Analysis provides data to ILS update unless it is managed systematically.
management by assessing many elements For example, a slippage in parts delivery for
including: the impact of the introduction of a simulator could mean that more training
new systems on existing materiel systems, time is needed on the prime system. This
identification of sources of personnel to would increase demands on maintenance
meet the requirements of the new systems, (during a training period), and increase the
determining the impact of a program's demand for replenishment spares, This
failure to obtain the logistic support re- increased demand for spares could impact
sources, and determining essential logistic the availability of components for the
support resource requirements for a combat production line or the initial support
environment. The final subtask for the Early package for following deployments, causing
Fielding Analysis requires the development a slippage in the deployment schedule.
of plans to alleviate potential fielding Slippage in the deployment schedule would
problems. increase the demand for support to the

system being phased out - all due to slippage
13.3.2.3 Funding. Although ILS funding is in parts for the simulator. Further, failure
discussed in Chapter 8, it is important to rates and operating problems could differ
reiterate here that specific funding re- significantly from those encountered in the
quirements for deployment require ear'y testing environment. These difficulties
identification in terms of programming and must be fed back to the ILS manager so that
budgeting. Deployment-related funding the support deficiencies can be corrected
requirements may include military con- before future deployments are made. As a
struction, training, travel, transportation of minimum, on-site data collection, reports of
materiel, contractor support, and can trade-off analyses, status of support
involve both Program Management Office activities, and costs and funding reports
(PMO) and user funds. shoald be included in this MIS.
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13.3.3 Coordination and Negotiation staffs. System deployment teams at each
deployment site can assist in the checkout

A deployment working group, which of equipment, perform tba hand-off, train
involves the ILSMT, should be established by unit personnel, and assure that support
the Program Manager. The group should, at capabilities are in place. The assistance of
a minimum, have members from the using contractor personnel may also be desirable
and supporting commands. Figure 13-4 lists at this time and should be considered in the
those staffs, commands and functions that planning.
must be included in deployment planning and
shows their major responsibilities. 13.3.5 Materiel Release Review

The major negotiation requirement is The release of the first system to each
on the agreement or certification by the major user activity follows a period of
Program Manager to deliver the system and extensive planning and coordination. The
its support end by the user to prepare for its materiel release review is a control mecha-
receipt. The agreement may be an integral nism to verify that all materiel and logistics
part of the plan for deployment; negotiated deficiencies identified in Operational Test
between the two principals and coordinated and Evaluation have been corrected and that
among the many other participants. Nego- all logistics resources required to support
tiations should commence prior to the the initial deployment will be available
production decision and should be docu- concurrent with the release of the system
mented as required by each Service, e.g., in (see Figure 13-1). The materiel release Is in
the case of the USAF, the Turnover Agree- essence a certification by the materiel
ment is documented in the Programr: Man- system developing/p ocuring activity that
agement Plan (PMP). The coordination may all conditions required to achieve initial
involve on-site meetings prior to deploy- readiness have been met.
ment which coordinate the details of
transfer, site planning and inspection, 13.3.6 Lemons Learned from Previous
equipment on-site checkout, and similar Deployments
activities. Frequently, the initial units to
receive a new system find that they are Figure 13-5 summarizes problem areas
competing for replacement spares with the associated with previous deployments, and
ongoing production line and the build-up to suggested corrective actions.
support subsequent deployments. Depot
level component repair also may compete 13.4 RISK MANAGEMENT
with the production line for resources, (test
equipment, bits and pieces, skilled man- 13.4.1 Accelerated Programs
power, etc.) These problems are com-
pounded when the fielded reliability does 13.4.1.1 Risk Area. Compressed schedules
not meet the planned reliability. These increase the demand for critical assets
potential problems and the priorities estab- during the time of normal asset shortages.
lished for satisfying requirements during
this time of support and production build-up 13.4.1.2 Risk Hand"lin . Knowing that the
should be included in the agreement. acquisition strategy calls for an accelerated

schedule, the ILS manager must assess the
13.3.4 Organization risks associated with acceleration, identify

support concept alternatives that will
As the planning for deployment in- minimize the risk, and develop ILS program

tensifies, the Program Manager should guidelines and techniques that will assure its
establish an organization within the PMO to proper execution. Interim contractor
assist the user, interact with the working support is a feasible alternative that should
groups, and resolve problems that arise be considered, and if accepted, planning
during deployment. Deployment personnel should be initiated as early as possible in the
should be considered for both PMO and program. The using command, as well as all
on-site assignments. Teams may be required of the other participants, must be informed
for briefing user commanders and their and involved in the planning.
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COMMAND/STAFF FUNCTION

PROGRAM MANAGER o Establishes Working Group
(MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT OR
IMPLEMENTING COMMAND) o Develops Supportability Testing

Assessment

o Provides Input to Training Plans

o Prepares Deployment Plan

o Coordinates Plan

o Prepares Deployment Agreement/
Certi fi cati on

o Negotiates Agreement/Certi fication
with Using Command(s)

USER (OPERATING) COMMANDS o Prepares Operational Support Plan

o PrevIdes Input to Deployment Plan

o Negotiates Agreement/Certification
with Program Manager

TEST & EVALUATION ORGANIZATION o Performs Operational Test and
Evaluation

TRAINING COMMAND o Provides Input to Deployment Plan

o Prepares Training Plans/System
Training Requi rements

SERVICE STAFF o Provides Deployment Allocztions,
Manpower Changes, Training Facil-
ities, and Logistics Inputs to the
Deployment Plan

o Reviews Plans and Agreements

CONTRACTOR o Provides Support/Warranty

o May Provide Plan for Interim or
Life Cycle Maintenance and Supply
Support

Figure 13-4 Deployment Planning, Negotiation, and Coordination Requirements
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PROBLEM AREA ACTIONS

Personnel Turnover Document all plans, agreements and changes

Conduct new equipment training close to date
unit will be equipped.

Conditional Materiel Release User must understand and agree to the teris of
a conditional materiel release

Training of Operators and Software training required aefore ATE delivery
Maintenance Personnel so that unit will be better prepared to par-

ticipate in the acceptance testing.

New equipment training plans must include
provisions for the maintenance of equipment
used in training. Contractor personnel may be
considered for this task.

Anticipate the need to brief commanders and
their staffs prior to deployment.

Developer must ensure that all required sup-
port equipment is available prior to new
equipment training.

Personnel should be scheduled for new equip-
ment trairing. They should have the correct
skills, sufficient time remaining in the unit,
and meet all other training prerequisites.

The use of Video Tapes and other media should
be considered for new equipment training teams.

Establishing a PMO Deployment Need experienced fielding personnel, who are
Team (Field Support) logisticians familiar with the system. Have

to start looking for these people early-on.

Warranties Establish simple procedures for returning
failed parts to the manufacture for analysis.

Deployment Plan for a Non- Plan may not be necessary but user must concur
Logistics Significant Item with decision to eliminate the plan.

Failure to include contractor Keep contractors informed of requirements so
in deployment planning that they can assess their tasks.

Contracts must be negotiated to assure that
support items are delivered concurrently with
the end item.

Hardware problems during user Establish a staging area (may be at contrac-
hand-off period tor's facility) where maintenance personnel

can check out all equipment.

Figure 13-5 Lessons Learned from Previous Deployments
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13.4.2 Schedule Slippage 13.4.5 Managing Problems in the Deploy-
ment Process

13.4.2.1 Risk Area. Failure to understand
how a schedule slippage in one functional 13.4.5.1 Risk Area. Unreported and uncor-
element impacts the other elements and rected deployment problems can seriously
milestone events, disrupt the process.

13.4.2.2 Risk Handing The Program 13.4.5.2 Risk Handling. Problems need to be
Manager should employ a network schedule quickly identified, reported, and solved. The
which identifies all deployment activities deployment plan should provide a process
and annotates the critical path of those that will lead to the rapid correction of
activities which would delay deployment if deployment problems and deficiencies.
not accomplished on schedule. On-site program management and contrac-

tor personnel can facilitate the identifi-
13.4.3 Delayed Facilities Planning cation and reporting of problems. In addi-

tion, for the benefit of future deployments,
13.4.3.1 Risk Area. Failure to perform lessons learned reports based on the prob-
timely facility planning can result in lems and their solutions should be submitted
substantial deployment delays. as required by each Service.

13.4.3.2 Risk Handling. Facility require-
ments which are included in the Military 13.5 SUMMARY
Construction Program normally have a1planning and funding cycle of five years, and

up to seven years for NATO requirements. o Deployment is a key event in the
Therefore, early identification of require- acquisition life cycle. Its success
ments and coordination with the military can be evaluated in terms of how
construction proponent is necessary. A quickly and smoothly it is achieved,
facilities support plan is desirable. and how easily the user establishes

the ability to meet and sustain the
13.4.4 Updating the Deployment Plan system readiness objective.

13.4.4.1 Risk Area. Failure to keep the o The success of the process is
deployment plan updated, complete, and directly related to how well it is
coordinated with all concerned, planned, coordinated, negotiated,

and executed. Major points are:
13.4.4.2 Risk Handling. The Program
Manager should ensure that fielding per- Deployment planning starts early
sonnel in his organization recognize the in the CE Phase. It intensifies
need to promptly update the plan as re- during FSD, reaching a peak
quirements, schedules, and responsibilities during the Production Phase as
change. In addition, he must also ensure that the deployment approaches
the plan and its changes are fully coordi-
nated with the user, and that the ILSMT or
working group provides the vehicle for its Deployment is characterized by
coordination and distribution. Finally, the extensive coordination and
user should be required to prepare a plan for negotiation. It deals with many
the receipt of the new system, and should long lead time tasks - facilities,
have established policy and procedures personnel, provisioning, and
regarding the preparations for receipt of procurement of training devices,
new system by its subordinate units. spares and repair parts.
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CHAPTER 14

OPERATIONAL AND POST-PRODUCTION SUPPORT

14.1 HIGHLIGHTS production support planning are performed
early in the acquisition cycle and serve a

o Assessing Operational Performance two-fold purpose: (1) to ensure that readi-
ness objectives are met and sustained and

o Maintaining Readiness (2) to provide advance planning for correc-
tive actions if required.

o Planning Post-Production Support
About 60 percent of the total DoD

o Funding Engineering and Publica- budget is dedicated to support of opera-
tions Support tional systems, the majority of which are no

longer in production. Logistic support
14.2 INTRODUCTION problems increase with the age of the

system and the rate of obsolescence of the
14.2.1 Purpose technology employed in its manufacture.

While problems may be encountered in a
To provide an overview of ILS planning number of support elements (such as

and management activities associated with retaining manpower skills and replacing
operational support and post-production support equipment), 'ihe loss of production
support. sources for spares and repair parts has

presented the greatest difficulties. Each
14.2.2 Objective materiel system has unique post-production

support problems, and the success of
The overall objective of operational and post-production support will depend on the

post-production support is to maintain the manager's ability to anticipate problems and
materiel system in a ready condition fihd cost-effective solutions before they
throughout its operational phase within the reduce readiness and/or increase support
Operating and Support (O&S) cost program costs.
levels established in the P,0ogram Objectives
Memoranda (POM) and Budget. System 14.3.2 Maintaining Readiness
readiness objectives established early in
development constitute the baseline for 14.3.2.1 Assessing Performance. Although
planning operational and post-production adequate development testing and opera-
support and supportability assessments tional testing, with their inherent data
during the operational phase. feedback, are critical to the success of a

materiel system, they do not fully measure
14.3 MANAGEMENT ISSUES the experiences which occur once that

system has been fielded. Existing data
14.3.1 Background collection systems, such as VAMOSC,

O&SCMIS, 3M, and Maintenance Data
Figure 14-1 is a notional display of Collection (MDC) provide coverage for

system readiness levels across a system's many general applications; however, their
life. Prior to deployment, success in output may not be sufficiently timely or
achieving system readiness objectives is detailed to support the Reliability and
evaluated by modeling or other estimation Maintainability (R&M) analysis needed while
techniqus employing input data obtained in the system is still in production. Supple-
development and operational testing. The mental data collection may be necessary
first opportunity to directly measure and should be considered to provide timely
readiness occurs when the system is initially corrections to design and quality assurance
deployed in its operational environment with deficiencies which would be reflected in
its planned logistics support structure. high failure rates- poor training which would
Operational support planning and post- be reflected in a high false removal rate; or
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Figure 14-1 Readiness in the Acquisition Life Cycle

poor technical data which would be re- 14.3.2.3 Correcting The Design and _pei-
flected in a high depot test "OK" rate. The fications. There are two basic reasons to
earlier these problems are detected in the modify the manufacturing drawings of an
operational environment the less costly the operation! system: (1) to correct per-
retrofit and the more effective the opera- formance and operational R&M deficiencies
tional system will be. and (2) to improve and maintain the pro-

ducibility of major components and spares
14.3.2.2 Adjusting the Suaort. The initial to reflect changes in specifications and
corrective reaction to a readiness shortfall standard components that evolve over time.
is to draw more extensively on existing Relative to the first issue, it is important to
logistic support resources. Responsive detect design deficiencies as early as
actions might include accelerating delivery possible while the system is still in produc-
of critical parts, raising stockage levels, tion. Procurement and application of field
modifying training procedures and technical modifications are much more expensive than
manuals, changing operational or mainte- a production engineering change. Drawing
nance procedures or concepts, and in- obsolescence, the second issue, occurs
creasing technical assistance to user primarily in the post-production period and
personnel. becomes apparent when components can no

longer be procured with the outdated
As stated in Chapter 7, initial esti- drawing. Inability to obtain components

mates of requirements for ILS elements incorporated in the original design can also
(manpower, supply support, etc.) are based necessitate modifications to the deployed
upon anticipated failure rates, maintenance system (e.g., change a bracket to accept a
times, and other input factors. Logistic new commercial component).
support resources must be recomputed as
required based upon updated values of R&M 14.3.2.4 Updating the Software. Electronic
and other parameters measured during the circuitry is finding increased use in a
operational phase. variety of commodity groups. This growth
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has brought with it increased requirements and responsibilities in the post-production
to develop, test, and maintain the software time frame; (3) modifications to the ILSP to
used to control the mission and operation of accommodate the needs of PPS planning- (4)
the materiel system and the software resources and management actions required
employed with Automatic Test Equipment to meet PPS objectives; (5) assessment of
(ATE) to test replaceable units. Rapid the impact of technological change and
growth and expanding technology have obsolescences; (6) evaluatior of alternative
brought two problem areas: PPS strategies to accommodate production

phase-out (second sourcing, pre-planned
(1) Software programs exhibit a product improvement, standardization with

greater tendency for latent existing hardware, engineering level of
defects than hardware design. effort contracts in the postproduction time

frame, life-of-type buys, contract logistics
(2) System developers have encoun- support vs. organic support, etc.); (7)

tered difficulties developing and consideration of support to the materiel
maintaining ATE software system if the life of the materiel system is
compatible with system design extended past the original forecast date; (8)
during Full Scale Development data collection efforts in the early deploy-
(FSD) and Production phases. ment phase to provide the feedback neces-

sary to update logistics and suppot con-
Responsibility for initial establishment cepts; (9) potential for Foreign Military

of a complete and tested software capa- Sales (FMS) and its impact on the production
bility remains with the system developer, run; and (10) provisions for utilization,
However, it must also be recognized that disposition and storage of Government tools
there will be a continuing need for software and contractor developed factory test
maintenance during the operational phase equipment, tools, and dies. Figure 14-5, at
and the post-production period. ILS Man- the end of the chapter, lists additional
agers and the Services must establish the issues that should be addressed in post-
funding and the organization required to production support planning.
update the software to correct deficiencies
and reflect design changes. 14.3.3.2 Establishing a Competitive Envi-

ronment. Relying on a single industrial
14.3.3 Post-Production Support source for critical support entails risks in

the areas of cost and availability of needed
Sources of post-production problems spares and repair parts during the opera-

are displayed in Figure 14-2. Each materiel tional phase and particularly after termi-
system will have support problems that are nation of end item production. The ILS
unique to that system and many of these Manager should consider obtaining technical
will be unanticipated. The ILS Manager data, drawings, tooling, etc., to enable the
should include post-production support as a Service to compete follow-on logistics
line item in the budget to accommodate the support. The cost of obtaining this capa-
resultant changes. bility must be weighed against the potential

benefits of competition particularly during
14.3.3.1 Providing The Plan. Task 403, an extended post-production period. Federal
Post-Production Support Analysis, of Acquisition Regulatn,, (FAR), Part 7
IOIL-STD-1388-1A, "Lr(gistic Support requires the inclusion of detailed component
Analysis" should be performed during FSD. breakout plans in the acquisition strategy
The Post-Production Support Plan (PPSP) initially prepared during the Concept
should be completed prior to Milestone Ill Exploration Phase. (Note: History has
and updated with the Integrated Logistic shown that the Government does a poor' job
Support Plan (ILSP). The PPSP should be at keeping good configuration control after
maintained current as long as the system is the loss of production experience, equip-
in the active inventory and should focus on ment, and drawings. It has purchased
issues such as: (1) system and subsystem inadequate technical documentaticn to
readiness objectives in the post-production enable the breakout and competition of
time frame; (2) organizational structures equipment, spares and repair parts. Good
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Figure 14-2 Problems of Post-Production Support

documentation and configuration control is 14.3.4 Funding of Engineering and Publi-
essential if the Government is to success- cations Support
fully compete follow on support. It may be
advisable to have the major manufacturer As stated in paragraphs 14.3.2.3 and
continue a level of effort in documentation 14.3.2.4, there is generally a continuing
after the production line closes), need to correct hardware design, specifi-

cations, and software after the completion
14.3.3.3 Post-Production Support (PPS) of system development. Changes to tech-
Decision Meeting. The Program Manager nical manuals/ technical orders are also
should conduct a PPS decision meeting prior needed to reflect the system and software
to the final production order to avoid major changes and to correct other deficiencies
non-recurring charges if follow-on produc- reported by operator and maintenance
tion is later required. This meeting should personnel. While the materiel system (end
consider the advisability of purchasing item) is still in production, the procurement
major items from the manufacturer, such appropriation bears the major burden of
as, (1) major manufacturing structures (2) these costs.
forgings and castings, (3) insurance items to
cover crash/battle damage or fatigue, (4) Figure 14-4 is a notional display of the
proprietary data, and (5) raw material, and continued funding requirement for the above
updating the PPSP based on the latest data costs extending into the operational phase.
available. However, an abrupt change in funding

responsibility occurs at the beginning of the
14.3.3.4 Other Remedies. When faced with first post-production fiscal year. While the
the imminent loss of production sources for total requirement for engineering and
unique spares and repair parts, there are publication support should decrease as
two basic options available to logistic initial problems are detected and corrected,
managers: (1) increase the supply or (2) the total burden for s,,-h costs shifts to the
decrease the demand. A combination of Operation and Maintenance (O&M) appro-
actions listed in Figure 14-3 is often the priation after the termination of system
most practical approach. These remedies production. Early recognition of the need
are generally less effective and more costly for post-production support and the pro-
than actions taken earlier in the production gramming and budgeting of O&M funds is
cycle, required to obtain a continuity of effort.
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SPARE AND REPAIR PARTS ACTIONS

INCREASE SUPPLY DECREASE DEMAND

o Develop , rep, curement technical o Restrict the issue to

data package and alternate production critical applications in

sources support of combat essen-

o Withdraw from disposal tial items

o Procure Life-of-Type Buy o Phase out less essential

o Seek substitute (interchangeable) systems employing the

parts same parts.

o Redesign system to accept o Restrict issue to system

standard component if not interchangeable applications where no

o Purchase plant equipment; establish an substitute is available.

organic depot capability o Accelerate replacement

o Subsidize continuing manufacture of the system.

o Draw (cannibalize) from

marginal, low priority systems.

NOTE: For additional actions, see DODD 4005.16, Diminishing Manufacturing

Sources and Material Shortages Program.

Figure 14-3 Logistic Actions to Reduce Impact of Loss of Parts Production Sources
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Figure 14-4 Source of Engineering and Publication Funding'
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The increase in fund requirements shown in employed to adjust the logistic
the late post-production phase is attributed support resources programmed
to growing design obsolescence. The ILS during the FSD and Production
Manager sh.;uld work directly with his phases (manpower requirements,
supporting O&M appropriation manager to supply support, etc).
develop valid requirements estimates -
usually derived from experience with prior o Performance and R&M defi-
similar systems - and program/budget ciencies must be detected and
accordingly. corrected as early as possible in

the Operational Phase of the
14.4 RISK MANAGEMENT system.

14.4.1 Delayed PPS Planning o The objective of planning per-
formed during system develop-

14.4.1.1 Risk Area. Continued support of ment is to ensure that readiness
the materiel system by the industrial base objectives are met and sustained
existing in the post-production time frame through the Operationa Phase
may not be economically feasible. including the post-pr, iduction

period. Planning deferred until
14.4.1.2 Risk Handling. PPS planning must the problems are encountered will
be performed when acquisition strategy, be limited in effectiveness.
design, and documentation options are still
available for incorporation into an effective
PPSP. This includes both engineering and
financial issues. The PPSP, if not incor- 14.6 REFERENCES
porated in the ILSP, must be maintained and
tied to each ILSP update. While the ILSP is
essential to establishing the supportability 1. DoDD 4005.16, Diminishing Manufac-
and readiness of the materiel system, the turing Sources and Material Shortages
PPSP is just as crucial to maintaining that Program.
supportability and readiness throughout the
system's life. A deficiency in either will 2. DoDD 4151.1, Use of Contractor and
adversely impact systam effectiveness and DoD Resources for Maintenance of
mission readiness. Material.

14.5 SUMMARY 3. DoDD 5000.39, Acquisition and Man-
agement of ILS for Systems and

o The first empirical measure of Equipment.
system readiness occurs when the
materiel system is deployed in the 4. MIL-STD 1388-lA, Logistic Support
operational phase. Analysis.

o Readiness and R&M experience 5. DoDI 4000-XX, Post Production Support
during the operational phase is (Draft).
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1. Supply Support

a. Continued producibility and availability of Components and Parts.

(Every peculiar item within the system should be reviewed down to the

subcomponent level and national stock number (See DoDD 4005.16)

(1) Is technical data available at a reasonable cost?

(2) Is stability of design a concern?

(3) Is competitive procurement appropriate?

(4) Is the production base adequate?

(5) What proprietary rights, if any, have been declared by the

prime, subcontractors?

(6) Are rights in data procurable at a reasonable cost?

(7) What is life-of-type buy potential?

(8) Are repair facilities available?

(9) Is component critical to system performance?

(10) What is the expected life of the system/subsystem?

(11) Is there FMS support potential?

(12) Are workaround alternatives available?

(13) Are quality assurance requirements unique, difficult to

duplicate?

(14) Is contract logistics support feasible?

(15) Will failure rates be high enough to sustain organic capability?

(16) Technology obsolescence. Is system replaceable with new

technology?

(17) Will potential design changes eliminate the need for the part?

(18) Is engineering level-of-effort contract appropriate to ensure

continued supportability?

b. What support equipment is required?

co Will support of support equipment be available at a reasonable cost?

d. Is there an adequate organization to focus on and resolve post

production problems?

Figure 14-5. PPS Checklist
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2. Engineering

a. Who has been designated to perform acceptance inspection QA on tech

data?

b. Will there be adequate field engineering support, configuration

management, and ECP 3upport? Will there be adequate support to

update:

(1) Technical Manuals

(2) Production drawings

(3) Technical reports

(4) Logistics support data

(5) Operational and maintenance data

(6) User's manuals

(7) Data requirements

c. Will operational experience be considered in changes to the materiel

system?

3. Competitive Procurement

a. Is production rate tooling complex/cost significant; is it readily

available or long lead to procure?

b. Are all cost factors associated with a breakout/competitive

procurement decision considered? Cost elements should encompass

added tooling, special test equipment, qualification testing, quality

control considerations, rights in data procurement, etc. If

performance specifications are applicable, the following additional

costs pertain: cataloging, bin opening, item management, te~hnical

data, production and distribution variables, rate and ATP

hardware/software augment costs, configuration control and

engineering requirement costs, etc.

*1

Figure 14-5 PPS Checklist (Continued)
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c. Are all potential customers included in the production requirements

computations?

d. Does ship set resource cover installs, 9 ?ares, rejects repairs, and

FI4S as applicable?

4. ATE Support

a. Hardware

(1) Will hardware be supportable?

(2) Will mission, ECP changes be compatible?

(3) Will modifications be possible, supportable?

(4) Is system expandable?

b. Software

(1) Will diagnostic software changes be possible?

(2) Will the organizacional structure allow for continuing software

update?

(3) Will software changes caused by ECP/mission changes be

incorporated?

5. Storage and Handling

a. Will shelf life items be replaceable when they expire?

b. Will special shipping containers be replaceable/repairable?

C. Will peculiar manufacturing tools and dies be procured and stored?

6. Technical Data

a. Will manufacturing shop standards and procedures be retained?

b. Will all changes which occur during the production phase be

incorporated in the manufacturing shop drawings?

Figure 14-5 PPS Checklist (Continued)
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7. Training

a. Will simulators and maintenance trainers be supportable in the out

year.

b. Will follow-on factory training be required?

8. Maintenance

a. Will depot overhaul be required in the out-years? Organic - Contract.

b. Will provisions be made in the front end to accommodate a service

life extension program if required? (Most recent materiel systems

have been extended well past their original forecasted disposal date).

c. Will components be available to support the depot overhaul program in

the out-years?

d. Is it realistic to co-mingle manufacturing with repair on a single

production line?

Figure 14-5 PPS Checklist (Continued)
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MODULE VI

INTERNATIONAL, NON-MAJOR AND JOINT PROGRAMS

CHAPTER PAGE

15 INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS 15-1

16 NON-MAJOR SYSTEMS 16-1

17 JOINT SERVICE PROGRAMS 17-1

Although the earlier modules in this handbook address the requirements of

single-service major programs, all programs require an ILS effort. This module presents

the difference in ILS management for international and joint service programs and for

non-major systems.
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CHAPTER 15

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

15.1 HIGHLIGHTS relates to the coordination of U.S. logistics
systems or procedures with those of foreign

o Security Assistance Program countries, and the provisioning and receipt
Management Structure of logistic support among friendly Govern-

ments (JCS Pub. , "Dictionary of Military
o ILS Issues for Security Assistance and Associated Terms"). Two aspects of

Programs international log!stics, security assistance
and co-production, are the subject of this

o Integrated Logistic Support Plans chapter.
(ILSPs) for Security Assistance
Programs 15.3.1.1 Security Assistance. Security

assistance concerns the transfer of military
o ILS Issues for Co-production and economic assistance through sale, grant,

Programs lease, or loan to friendly foreign Govern-
ments. The two major laws which apply to

15.2 INTRODUCTION Security Assistance programs are the
Foreign Assistance Act (FAA) of 1961, as

15.2.1 Purpose amended, and the Arms Export Control Act
(AECA) of 1976, as amended.

To provide a managerial overview of
ILS issues unique to international programs, Security assistance consists of the
with a focus on security assistance and following major programs:
co-production programs.

o Programs administered by the
15.2.2 Objectives Department cf State:

15.2.2.1 Security Assistance. Support - Economic Support Fund
objectives in a security assistance program - Peacekeeping Operations
are: (1) assist non-U.S. users of U.S- - Commercial Export Sales
equipment to achieve readiness objectives, Licensed Under the Arms Export
(2) increase standardization and triter- Control Act
operability in a combined military structure
(e.g., NATO). o Programs administered by the DoD:

15.2.2.2 Co-production. The support -, The Internat!onal Military
objectives in a co-production program are: Education and Training (IMET)
(1) increase standardization and inter- Program:
operability in a combined military structure, - Foreign Military Sales (FMS)
(2) increase production and repair sources, Financing
(3) interchangeability of spares and repair
parts on components manufactured by both The State Department i responsible for
co-producing countries. cortinuous supervision and G :eral direction

of the Security Assistance Program. This
15.3 MANAGEMENT ISSUES includes determining whether there will be a

program for a particular country or activity
15.3.1 Background and, if so, its size and scope. It also includes

the determination of whether a particular
International logistics is the negotia- sale will be made ani when.

tion, planning, and Implementation of
supporting logistics arrangements among DoD administers and manages all
nations, their forces and agencies. It also transactions that involve ..c transfer of
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defense materiel and services and the for performing case planning and imple-
provision of military training for interna- menting the sales and lease agreements that
tional students. To the extent practical, are documented in the Letter of Offer and
security assistance requirements are Acceptance (LOA), DD-1513. The case
integrated with other DoD requirements and manager ensures that the case objectives
implemented through the same DoD sys- are established between the foreign country
tems, facilities, and procedures. and the U.S. Government and are achteved

within applicable laws and regulations.
The Defense Security Assistance These objectives are: (1) to accomplish the

Agency (DSAA) Is the DoD focal point for case on schedule, (2) to accomplish the case
tracking arms transfers, and budgetary, within cost constraints, and (3) to close the
legislative, and other security assistance case as planned. In some FMS cases, there
matters. may be a separate ILS Manager designated

to support the case manager. For the
The military department logistic program managed system, this responsibility

organizations manage security assistance as should be with the ILS Manager of the
an integral part of their overall mission, program office. Specific responsibilities for
They procure and provide Defense articlesp a case manager can be found in DoD
services, and training to meet security 5105.38-M.
assistance requirement& They also are
responsible for providing information 15.3..2 Co-production. Co-production of
necessary to ensure that proper security systems, subsystems, and components is the
assistance planning can be accomplished. In suaring of product manufacture and assem-
general, Security Assistance procurements bly among the U.S. and foreign producers.
are conducted in accordance with the ILS issues for the U.S. program office result
existing Federal Acquisition Rtegulations from foreign production of components for
(FAR). Additional information on Security use in U.S. military systems. In these cases,
Assistance responsibilities is contained in a U.S. source should be capable of producing
DoD 5105.38-M, "Security Assistance every part of the system to prevent a
Management Marual';. situation where the U.S. becomes totally

dependent on the foreign source for one or
Security assistance programs have a more system components.

unique financial management system. DSAA
established policy and procedures are A co-production project may be limited
contained in DoD 7290.3-M, "FMS Financial to the assembly of a few end items with a
Management Manual". A basic principle of small input of local country parts, or it may
FMS financial management, required by the extend to a major manufacturing effort
AECA is that the FMS program will result in requiring the buildup of capital industries.
no cost or profit to the U.S. Government, Co-production programs are defined in

DoDD 2000.9, "International Co-production
The Security Assistance Accounting Projects and Agreements Between the

Center (SAAC) performs FMS accounting United States and Other Countries or
and billing, collections, trust fund manage- International Organizations".
ment, and administrative fee accounting for
all security assistance programs. Each From a political and military viewpoint,
department interfaces with the DSAA the programs strengthen alliances with
financial system through an International other nations through standardization and
Logistic Control Office (ILCO). Procedures interoperability of military hardware. From
for interface between SAAC and each an industrial viewpoint, each nation's
Service are unique and require a variety of industrial technological capability is
planning, obligating, and expending proce- upgraded and high technology employment is
dures that are delineated in Service direc- created.
tives.

Co-production is a program imple-
An FMS case manager is designated mented either by a Government-to-Govern-

within a DoD compoiient and is responsible men* arrangement or through specific
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licensing arrangements by designated is requested by the purchasing country. In
commercial firms. Co-production enables an this instance, it is also appropriate to
eligible foreign Government, international document ILS planning in a special ILS Plan.
organization, or designated foreign corn- Joint ILS planning conferences, or in-
mercial producer to acquire the "know-how" country site surveys, or both may be used to
to manufacture or assemble, repair, main- develop the plan.
tai, and operate a specific defense item or
support system. Co-production programs 15.3.2.1 ILS Planning Conference/In-
normally are initiated by a properly au- Country Site Survey. When considering the
thorized DoD component and by authorized choice of the ILS planning conference versus
representatives of foreign Governments and the in-country site survey method, the
international organizations. Program Manager (PM) decides which

process will provide adequate information to
Offset arrangements are anotheL tool effectively plan logistics. The choice of a

used to promote cooperation in acquisition, planning conference or an In-country survey
(DoDD 2000.9) Offset arrangements provide is influenced by a number of factors, such as:
procedures fcr the co-producing country to
balance trade and expenditures through the o The attitude of the foreign country
seller agreeing to make offsetting purchases toward a U.S, team evaluating their
from the country. Under current DoD capabilities.
policy, it is not standard procedure to enter
into co-production agreements that obligate o The technological and logistical
the DoD and other U.S. Government agen- competence of the foreign country.
cies to place orders for systems or compo-
nents in foreign countries. DoD policy also o The experience of the foreign
does not require U.S. contractors to place country in introducing similar
subcontracts in foreign countries as a systems.
condition for the sale of U.S. defense
articles to those countries. o The avaUability of sufficient data.

15.3.2 Integrated Logistics Support Issues in
Security Assistance Programs If the in-country survey is desired,

representatives of the foreign country and a
When a foreign country decides to team of U.S. personnel work together to

procure a U.S. system, there are a variety conduct the survey. The specific goals of
of ways in which the U.S. and the customer the site survey team generally arm:
can interact to support the system over its
life cycle. Effective and efficient integra- o To provide the customer country
tion of a materiel system into a foreign with an assessment of support
Government's military structure may requirements.
include developing the foreign country's
logistics support processes, procedures, and o To assist the country in identifying
re- quirements for the new system. U.S. required levels of support and to
support for the system will vary depending assessing their capabilities to
upon the nature of the sale (commercial or provide the support.
FMS) and the existing logistic capabilities
of the foreign country. A detailed discussion o To develop and document a plan for
of logistics in Security Assistance programs, introducing and supporting the
and other international logistics issues, is system.
contained in the Joint Logistic Commanders
Guide, "Management of MultinatioLal Careful planning and preparation are
Programs". necessary for a successful site survey. As

part of the planning process, a pre-site
Detailed ILS planning must be per- survey may be required to collect prelimi-

formed to develop tailored or modified nary data prior to the formal site survey.
support for the system when this assistance The pre-site survey team generally consists
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of a small group of highly trained experts utilization rates and support concepts. This
who lay the groundwork for the full site core can be us6d to derive LSA and LSAR
survey and prepare a preliminary program information needed to compute the foreign
and support plan. This document should country's requirements for logistic support
include a plan of action and milestones for resources (maintenance manpower, supply
the formal site survey, support, provisioning quantities, etc.). If

desired by the foreign country, the U.S.
A logistics planning conference gener- military Service can assist the foreign

ally is chosen when the foreign country has Government with the analysis, documenta-
an existing logistics system that can support tion, and resource computations or perform
the equipment without a survey. If the these tasks for the foreign country.
planning conference option is chosen, the
foreign country participants should include 15.3.2.3 Maintenance Planning. Mainte-
representatives of the relevant logistics nance planning may require an in-depth
spe'.ialties. They should have the necessary study of the foreign customer's ability to
information to complete the planning support the system. The results of the
exercises which are described In the fol- examination will assist in tailoring mainte-
lowing paragraphs. Consultation between nance recommendations to correspond to
the countries prior to the actual convening the customer's current maintenance phi-
of the meeting Is helpful to insure that the losophy and practices. Logistics support will
required information is developed, be analyzed and unique requirements will be

identified. The analysis should result in
A detailed understanding of how the recommendations on how best to use the

U.S. FMS system works and an appreciation country's maintenance capabilities and how
for how their requirements relate to U.S. DoD can interface and assist in executing
requirements will help the foreign country the overall maintenance program.
make decisions on those items they wish to
procure via FMSo The item delivery lead 15.3.2.4. Facilities. The country's existing
time and FMS processing time will have to facilities should be analyzed to determine
be considered when defining system re- their capability to support operation and
quirements and item need dates. Recom- maintenance of the new system. Analysis of
mendations will indicate when FMS cus- the adequacy of structures, property, and
tomers should submit Letters of Request permanently Installed support equipment
(LOR) for a Letter of Offer and Acceptance should be performed. The analysis should
(LOA) to activate the U.S. procurement result in recommendations on cost effective
system. The agreement should address the methods to adapt existing facilities to
extent of logistics support the U.S. will support requirements of the new system.
provide after we stop using the system.

15.3.2.5 Supply Support. The country's
The basic structure for an ILSP for a supply system should be analyzed to deter-

U.S. system is described in Chapter 2, and mine how best to integrate supply support of
can be used as a baseline for the special the new system. A basic understanding of
ILSP. The structure for this ILSP can be how the foreign customer's supply system
tailored to the needs of the foreign country. works, ADP interfaces, and required new
The schedule and the logistics element methods to support the system should be
sections especially will require modification analyzed and addressed. A Repair of
to reflect support of the foreign country's Repairables (ROR) program can be designed
logistics system. and offered using either customer or U.S.

sources for repair of repairable items. A
15.3.2.2 Logistics Support Analysis (LSA). working knowledge of the country's in-
The LSA performed to support U.S. forces is dustrial capabilities Is necessary to properly
based upon the U.S. operational role, address ROll programs. If the decision is
utilization rates, and support concepts. made to use U.S. maintenance facilities to
However, there is a core of data within the support R OR, an FMS case will have to be
LSA and LSA records prepared for U.S. established. This FMS case is separate from
forces that is independent of the role, the case which covered the sale of the
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system, because separate organizations are ration has many advantages, particularly if
responsible for providing supply support. the customer is going to rely on the U.S.

supply system and technical documentation
15.3.2.6 Support Equipment. An analysis program. If the customer's configuration
should be performed of the country's ability differs from the U.S. configuration, then
to satisfy requirements for support equip- supply support, software development, and
ment with their existing equipment or support equipment development will be
support equipment producible by the foreign costly and adversely affect Interoperability
country. The analysis should identify and standardization objectives.
requirements to procure support equipment
from the U.S. Government where applicable. 15.3.2.10 Contractor Engineering and

Technical Services (CETS). CETS can be a
15.3.2.7 Training and Training Support. vital element in any foreign acquisition of a
Operational and maintenance training U.S. materiel system. The technical exper-
requirements are 'normally established by tise available to the customer in all phases
the U.S. and will be the baseline for a of the program can assist the customer in
foreign training program. The analysis can performing maintenance, conducting
assess existing training facilities, level of training, purchasing support equipment, test
English language proficiency, level of core and evaluation, follow-on provisioning,
technical training, level of operational inspections, and essentially all aspects of
proficiency, and the foreign skill specialty the program. The customer country can
structure. Once an assessment is made in contract through the U.S. military Service
these areas, recommendations on training using an F MS case separate from the
devices, training courses, required software, materiel system sale case, or contract
and operator and maintenance training directly with a commercial firm for CETS.
requirements can be incorporated into a The requirements for CETS will depend
training plan. The training plan will identify largely on the time it takes the foreign
sources for accomplishing the training and country to attain full operational and
purchasing the training devices, available maintenance capability.
contractor support, and applicable software.
Generally, the U.S. military Service supplies 15.3.2.11 Sae The analysis will identify
a majority of the support in this area. potential safety hazards resulting from

unique operations and maintenance proce-
15.3.2.8 Technical Data. The analysis dures used by the foreign country. U.S.
should establish requirements for the military instructions, guidance, and re-
country's technical data, publications and porting procedures are normally used as a
documentation library to support the basis for this evaluation. If safety hazards
purchased system. The applicable U.S. do exist, the analysis should result in
Service will have established the documerr- recommendations for engineering change
tation required to support U.S. forces and proposals, revised operation and mainte-
the analysis can compare the custoer's nance procedures, and other corrective
documentation needs with this U.S. docu- actions.
mentation. As a follow-on, an information
exchange agreement between the purchasing 15.3.3 Integrated Logistics Support Issues in
country and the U.S. is desirable in order to Co-production Programs
efficiently transfer data in a mutually
agreeable and timely basis. Another re- This section will address ILS issues
quirement for the customer would be to related to co-production of a U.S.-developed
establish a separate FMS case that would materiel system with logistic support
provide automatic updates and revisions of provided to U.S. forces by the co-producing
publicat!ons and documentation. nation. The major issues that must be

addressed in the ILS planning are:
15.3.2.9 Configuration Management. A
method to share the costs of the continuing o Foreign Industrial Base Survey
engineering support should be established.
Continued adherence to the U.S. configu- o Offset Agreements
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o Configuration Management U.S. configuration manager. The objectives
of this control should be to retain inter-

15.3.3.1 Foreign Industrial Base Survey. An changeability of line replaceable units with
industrial base survey must be conducted by no impact on maintenance procedures
the U.S. military Service, prime contractor, performed at the organizational level and
and their foreign counterparts to ensure minimal impact on maintenance performed
that the foreign production facilities are at the intermediate and depot levels.
contractually required to satisfy U.S.
military specifications and quality assurance 15.4 SUMMARY
acceptance standards at a reasonable cost
and on an achievable schedule. In particular, o Security assistance and co-produc-
the existing tooling must be evaluated and tion programs are major parts of
any deficient capability obtained from international logistics.
either the U.S. or abroad. The foreign
capacity to produce spares on a surge basis o The DSAA is the DoD focal point
in peacetime and wartime must be ad- for security assistance.
dressed because of its readiness implica-
tions. To ensure that these logistics re- o Depending on the logistic capa-
quirements are met, a pilot preproduction or bilities of the foreign country, an
low rate initial production program should in-country site survey or a confer-
be undertaken before the final production ence can be conducted to plan
program commitments are made. logistics for the Security Assistance

Program.
15.3.3.2 Offset A-reements. The PM must
also require that offset agreements be o Logistic support analyses for the
analyzed carefully to ensure that logistic Security Assistance Program should
support provided by the foreign country result in recommendations tailored
contributes to system readiness and is cost in the areas of: maintenance
effective. The offset agreement should planning; facilities; supply support;address several issues: wqillingess to support equipment; training and
provide the support on a continuing basis, training support; data; configuration

the ability to substitute other equipment or management; contractor engineer-
services for those in the agreement because ing and technical services; and
of inability to provide a previously agreed safety.
equipment or service, and inclusion of depot
maintenance. The cost analysis must seek to o Planning of co-production programs
define a set of hardware or services to should address the qualitative and
satisfy the offset commitment, which has a quantitative adequacy of all logistic
reasonably competitive cosc compared to support to be provided by the
domestic production and is feasible for the foreign country to U.S. forces.
foreign country to produce. Offset agree-
ments providing for equipment maintenance o Effective configuration manage-
can have a positive readiness impact by ment is needed in co-production to
using facilities at locations closer to the enable common support of each
operating sites. nation's equipment.

15.3.3.3 Configuration Management.
Manufacture of any item by a second source 15.5 REFERENCES
generally requires changes to manufacturing
drawings to enable production by that 1. DoDD 2000.8, Cooperative Logistic
source. The need to develop and approve Supply Support Arrangements.
engineering change proposals will be
encountered more frequently when the 2. DoDD 2000.9, International Co-Pro-
second source is in a foreign nation and uses duction Projects and Agreements
different manufacturing processes. Config- Between the U.S. and other Countries
uration control must be exercised by the or International Organizations.
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9. DoDD 4005.16, Diminishing Manufac- Defense Science Board Task Force on

turing Sources and Material Shortages Industry to Industry International
Program. Armaments Cooperation", June 1983.
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CHAPTER 16

NON-MAJOR SYSTEMS

16.1 HIGHLIGHTS Systems not designated as major systems
are generally single-Service systems, less

o Management of Non-Major Systems costly, and by themselves less critical to
by the Military Services national defense. However, non-major

systems may have a large aggregate impact
o Integrated Logistic Support of upon the capabilities of combat units and

Non-Major Systems their logistic burdens.

o ILS Risk Considerations in Non-Ma- 16.3.2 Service Management Procedures
jor System Acquisition

The military Services have delegated
16.2 INTRODUCTION management responsibility for non-major

systems "to the lowest levels of the compo-
16.2.1 Purpose nent at which a comprehensive view of the

program exists". Materiel systems are
To provide an overview of the manage- assigned to program categories based upon

ment of ILS for non-major systems by the criteria such as combat role and program
military Services. cost. The decision authority, funding

criteria, and examples of programs in each
16.2.2 Objective category are listed in Figure 16-1. Non-ma-

jor systems may also be categorized as
The objectives of the ILS activities developmental or non-developmental.

described in this chapter. are identical to
those applicable to major systems, i.e., 16.3.2.1 Developmental Systems. Develop-
deployment of ready and sustainable mental programs for non-major systems
materiel systems within cost and schedule eange from full development to ruggediza-
targets. tion of commercial items prior to deploy-

ment, as depicted in Figure 16-2. Specific
16.3 MANAGEMENT ISSUES ILS procedures for influencing the design

and defining and acquiring the support
16.3.1 Background parallel those for major systems but are

generally characterized by a reduced scope,
DoD Directive 5000.1, "Major System fewer iterations, fewer personnel, and

Acquisitions", establishes acquisition smaller budgets. The Integrated Logistic
management principles and objectives Support Plan (ILSP), for example, may be
applicable to major and non-major systems. part of the Program Management Plan
DoD Directive 5000.39, "Acquisition and rather than a separate document. Logistic
Management of Integrated Logistic Support Support Analysis (LSA) requirements for
for Systems and Equipment", sets general non-major systems, particularly those
policy for the acquisition and management requiring only minor development, are often
of ILS for all systems, while delegating significantly reduced by tailoring.
responsibility for application of ILS policies
for non-major systems to the military Non-major systems do not have the
Services. Guidelines in DoD Directive intense management and detailed reviews
5000.1 for designation as a major system enjoyed by major systems. Managers and
include program cost thresholds ($200 their staffs may be assigned several non-
million-tDT&E, $1 billion procurement), major systems and handle a variety of
risk, urgency of need, joint acquisition actions covering a wide spectrum of acqui-
(multi-Service and other nation), and Con- sition functions. Les- supervision and the
gressional interest. The ultimate criterion is requirement to deal with many areas can
selection by the Secretary of Defense. result in some actions being overlooked.
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NON-
DEVELOPMENTAL

DEVELOPMENTAL SYSTEMS SYSTEMS

FULL DEVELOPMENT OFF-THE-SHELF
DEGREE OF DEVELOPMENT W/STANDARD MILITARIZATION RUGGEDIZATION OUT-OF-THE
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM SUBSYSTEMS CATALOG

FIELD ARTILLERY GBU-15 C-9 MICROFIX PORTABLE
EXAMPLE BATTERY GLIDE MEDICAL (RUGGEDIZED GENERATOR

COMPUTER GLIDE TRANSPORT APPLE
SYSTEM (BCS) sOMa AICRAFT COMPUTER)

DURATION* 4 TO8 2 TO5 1 TO3 1 YEAR 4 MONTHSYEARS YEARS YEARS

* Nominal values, wide variances possible

Figure 16-2 Acquisition Spectrum

Logistics personnel will have to assert (a) Design Influence- Design influence is
themselves to ensure that ILS receives the generally limited to the selection process.
resourees and attention required. In fact, Source selection criteria should therefore
the impetus is on the staff to be sure that include:
the required planning, coordination, and

-= programiing are accomplished. o Utility of available operation and
support manuals

Small programs have a small logistics
burden, however; as was pointed out above, o Similarity of current and intended
they have a large aggregate impact. The use, support environment, and duty
Army, for instance, has approximately cycles
thirty major systems and in excess of 300
non--major systems currently under devel- o Supportability-related design factors
opment. It is important that ILS is applied
as necessary tc each non-major system o Compatibility with current support
develome,,t. equipment

16.3.2.2 Non-Developmental Systems. o Compatibility of design with
Non-developmental systems (Figure 16-2) existing manpower skill categories
include commercial items and materiel and training programs
developed by another U.S. military Service
or Government agency or country. Purchase o Availability of suppoitability data S
of non-developmental items offers the and experience.
benefits of shortened acquisition time and
reduced cost. The logistic support chal- (b) ILS Resources - Funds must be pro-
lenges of purchasing non-developmental grammed and budgeted for the performance
items include: of ILS tests and analyses normally con-

.1.
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ducted during development, and for ac- cations. If commercial manuals are used, a
quiring the ILS elements (see Chapter 8). management surveillance system is required

to make sure that the contractor updates
(c) ILS Planning - The planning require- the manuals when the equipment is changed.
ments in Chapter 2 are also applicable to The decision to use contractor support
non-developmental systems. ILS plans may facilitates the use of commercial manuals.
be prepared to cover individual items or
categories of items (e.g., commercial test 16.4 RISK MANAGEMENT
equipment). In either case, the contractor's
data and field experience will be helpful in 16.4.1 Accelerated Acquisitions
structuring the plans.

16.4.1.1 Risk Area. Lead times for delivery
(d) Maintenance Planning - The choice of non-developmental items can be ex-
between contractor and organic support is tremely short, particularly for in-stock
based on operational constraints, schedules, commercial items. This poses a substantial
resources, and the mission of the user. When risk of deployment with incomplete or
the non-developmental system is "off the inadequate logistic support and attendant
shelf" and commercial/contractor support is degraded readiness.
chosen, minimal LSA and documenthtion is
required. In fact, use of the contractor's 16.4.1.2 Risk Handling. Applicable manage-
support philosphy and support structure, ment approaches include:
e.g., skills, facilities, equipment, technical
documentation, and training may be a o Perform detailed logistics planning
feasible alternative. If not, the support concurrently with development of
should be tailored to the user's require- the acquisition strategy.
ments. When organic support is preferred,
but lead times are insufficient, interim o Determine the need and extent of
contractor support may be necessary during contractor support required and
the period required to establish an organic include appropriate logistic support
support capability. requirements in the solicitation.

(e) Supply Support - Non-developmental o Employ existing commercial or
items pose the problem of securing a long other developmental data to
term source of spares and repair parts. compute supply support stockage
Several alternatives are available. One, levels.
procure a life-time supply prior to termi-
nating the contract with the source, or two, o Consider use of reliability im-
give selection preference to the commercial provement warranties to ennance
product having the greatest likelihood of reliability.
having a long term supply.

o Schedule the time and budget the
(f) Test and Evaluation - An evaluation of funds required for a supportability
the military suitability and supportability of evaluation.
non-developmental items is required if
marketplace testing or other developmental 16.4.2 Configuration Control of Commer-
data is inadequate or fails to address the cial Items
intended military environment.

16.4.2.1 Risk Area. The Government does
(g) Technical Manuals - Commercial not control the configuration of items
manuals should be used if feasible and if procured from the commercial marketplace.
they satisfy the requirements of the in- This presents two potential risks:
tended user. The alternative jq the commit-
ment of 2onsiderable time and money to o Subsequent competitive repro-
convert the manuals to military specifi- curement of the end item may lead
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to a totally different internal o Procurement of non-developmental
configuration with different sup- items may offer substantial reduc-
port requirements. tions in total program cost and

acquisition time; however, the
o There is no automatic guarantee reduction in time requires that

that original commercial suppliers logistics planning be performed
will continue to manufacture spares concurrent with development of the
and repair parts to fit the Govern- acquisition strategy.
ment's configuration.

o Acquisition of non-major develop-
16.4.2.2 Risk Handling. These configuration mental items poses special con-
risks may be reduced by the following: siderations because of the more

general management and review
o Post-production support planning procedures employed by the Serv-

should be performed to determine ices. Logistics personnel have less
viable alternatives such as buyouts, program supervision and broader
modifications, and Government responsibilities for each system.
manufacture (refer to Chapter 14
for additional information). o Viable mechanisms are available to

attain readiness objectives for
o Multi-year procurement from the non-developmental items. These

same source at agreed upon prices include incorporation of support-
should be considered in order to ability issues in the source selection
decrease the impact of configura- process and use of existing LSA
tion changes in follow-on procure- documentation.
ment.

16.6 REFERENCES
o 're-solicitation market surveys

should be performed to determine 1. AR 70-1, System Acquisition
the probable availability of a Policies and Procedures.
civilian after-market that will
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that major components would System Acquisition.
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16.5 SUMMARY
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o The military Services employ Non-Development Item Acquisition
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major items. 6. AFR 800-2, Acquisition Program
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CHAPTER 17

JOINT SERVICE PROGRAMS

17.1 HIGHLIGHT8 management requires the accommodation of
each participating Service's unique re-

o Roles of Lead and Participating quirements resulting from differences in
Services equipment deployment, mode cf employ-

ment, and support concepts.
o ILS Funding for Joint Programs

17.3.2 Joint Management Structure
o Performance of Joint Integrated

Logistic Support (ILS) Activities Although there is no overall single
structure for the management of joint

o Inter-Service Coordination and programs, the OSD and the Joint Logistics
Communication. Commanders have identified required

management relatia ships. The Program
17.2 INTRODUCTION Manager and military Services must build a

detailed structure which responds rapidly to
17.2.1 Purpose decisions of the Joint Program Manager and

ILS Manager and provides a direct infor-
To present an overview of ILS planning mation path conveying the requirements of

and management responsibilities for joint each military Service to the Program
programs. Manager. Figure 17-1 identifies the required

joint program staff relationships. Typical
17.2.2 Objective staffing of a joint program office includes

the following considerations:
Logistics management objectives of

joint programs are: to realize economies by o The lead Service establishes a
joint performance of ILS planning, analysis, manning document for the program
and documentation; to satisfy essential office with positions to De filled by
logistic support needs of each Service; and representatives of the participating
to attain established readiness and sup- Services. The manning document
portability objectives, also designates key positions for the

senior representative of each
17.3 MANAGEMENT ISSUES participating Service.

17.3.1 Background o The participating Services assign
personnel to fill identified positions

Joint acquisition programs are encour- in the jointly staffed program
aged by the Office of the Secretary of office. The senior representative
Defense (OSD) and Congress. They provide assigned to the program office
opportunities to reduce acquisition and reports directly to, or has direct
logistic support costs and to improve access to, the Program Manager,
interoperability of equipment in joint and also functions as the partici-
operations. Major joint programs in 1985 pating Service's representative on
include the Airborne Self-Protection all issues pertaining to that Service.
Jammer (ASPJ), the Joint Tactical Infor-
mation Distribution System (JTIDS), the o Each participating Service desig-
Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air Missile nates an ILS Manager to support the
(AMRAAM), and the Joint Cruise Missile. Joint Project Manager.

ILS management of joint programs is 17.3.3 Documentation of Joint Programs

similar to that of single Service programs,
with one major exception - joint program The basic requirements document for a
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program. A typical arrangement is discussed
below for each appropriation category.

OSD
a. Research, Development, Test and

Evaluation (RDT&E) - The RDT&E funding
of requirements common to all participants
is either provided entirely by the lead
Service or split among participants in

LEAD SERVICE accordance with an agreed-upon formula
(such as proration by planned procurement

JOINT PROGRAM densities). Each Service usually funds its
OFFICE own unique ILS activities.
PROGRAM MANAGER
LS MANAGER b. Procurement - Each Service funds
OTHER SEPVICE procurement of ILS assets (support equip-
PARTICIPANTS ment, technical data, etc.) to support its

deployed systems.

c. Operation and Maintenance - Each
Service provides separate funds for opera-
tion and maintenance requirements to

PARTICIPATING tPARTICIPATING support its deployed systems.
SERVICEj SERVICE

ILS MANAGER ILS MANAGER d. Military Construction - New or
modified facilities may be required to
support development testing and operational

17-1 Joint Program Chain of Corn- deployment. Funds for common facilities
Figuren required during development are either

mand programmed by the lead Service or shared
by agreement. Funds for post-deployment

major joint acquisition program, the Justi- operational facilities are provided by each
fication of Major Systems New Starts Service to support individual requirements.
(JMSNS), identifies specific military
deficiencies common to two or more Each participating military Service uses
Services. The JMSNS states technical its own Srvice channels to identify program
objectives of the progran. that in turn are requirements to OSD. However, the Joint
translated into system performance goals. Program Manager maintains overall re-

sponsibility for identification of total
The Joint Integrated Logistics Support funding requirements and their inclusion in a

Plan (JILSP) parallels the content and Joint Program Funding Plan. The Joint
purpose of ILSPs of single Service programs. Program Manager also consolidates con-
Briefly, the JILSP documents specific ILS tracting requirements and contract award
tasks to be performed, the activity assigned for the entire development and production
responsibility for performance, and th3 task program. The participating Services transfer
schedule. The Joint Logistics Commanders the required obligational authority to the
Guide for the Management of Joint Service joint Program Office or that office's
Programs provides instructions for prepa- supporting command for this purpose.
ration of JILSPs.

17.3.5 Unique ILS Requirements
17.3.4 ILS Funding For Joint Programs

Given identical matei~el systems, which
Funding responsibilities for most joint is not always the case, the military Services

programs are shAred among the lead and will often operate the systems with dif-
participating Services, and are defined in a fering supply and maintenance support
Joint Memorandum of Agreement. The concepts and with unique support equip-
sharing arrangements vary from program to ment. Techniques to accommodate essential
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Service-unique requirements within the ence. The Services generally have been
framework of common approaches are successful in accommodating those differ-
discussed below. ences in joint-use technical orders and

technical manuals, especially when the joint
17.3.5.1 Logistic Support Analyses. MIL- approach begins at program initiation.
STD-1388-1A, "Logistic Support Analysis", Reading comprehension levels occupy a
provides a common structure, time table, range rather than a precise point value; the
and objectives for a large body of analyses. Services seek a single target level that
Some analyses are standard; for example, satisfies the needs of each Service. Other
Failure Modes Effects and Criticality differences are covered in the body of the
Analysis (FMECA), reliability predictions specific publication or in Service supple-
and modeling, and maintainability predic- ments.
tions and modeling are each documented in
joint-use military standards. On the other 17.3.5.4 Training. Training requirements
hand, the services employ different models vary. The Services employ different skill
for Repair Level Analysis (RLA), Reliability specialty code systems as well as different
Centered Maintenance (RCM), and supply maintenance concepts. Single location
stockage computations. There are also training for a jointly-used system can still
variations employed within the Services. ILS be cost effective and should be considered
Managers of a Joint Service Program should early in the planning cycle. As one example,
endeavor to agree on common models for Air Force and Army personnel receive
each analytic technique applied to the joint common maintenance training on the TSC
system. Use of common models will reduce 94 and TSC 100 satellite terminals at the
the total analytical effort and also reduce Army's Ft. Gordoi training facilit,
differences in the results obtained. Some
differences will remain due to service 1'.3.5.5 Depot Maintenance Interservicing
variations in logistic parameters (order and (DMI). DMI studies seek to avoid unneces-
ship time, for example) and maintenance sary duplication of facilities and equipment
concepts. among the Services. The studies have been

performed effectively for both single
17.3.5.2 Logistic Support Analysis Record Service and multi-Service new ,tarts.
(LSAR). The developers of MIL-STD-1388- Interservicing plans for joint programs
2A, "DoD requirements for a Logistic should be addressed in the JILSP. This
Support Analysis Record", have incorporated approach has been applied very effectively
mechanisms to accommodate Service on joint programs. The TRI-TAC Program
variations in materiel configuration, supply develops tactical communications systems
and maintenance concepts, and operational used by the Army, Navy, Air Force, and
roles. As an example, Service variations in Marine Corps. The Program Manager has
maintenance task levels and replacement identified TRI-TAC items to be managed by
rates for the same component can be individual services. The designated Service
entered with alternate LSAR cards at the then provides depot support for all users of
component level of detail. The Joint Service that system.
LSAR ADP system will then print separate
LSAR output reports for each Service; for 17.4 RISK MANAGEMENT
example, separate Service summaries of
direct annual maintenance man-hours for 17.4.1 Inadequate Coordination
the total system.

17.4.1.1 Risk Area. Logistics planning
17.3.5.3 Technical Publications. The tasks for joint programs require more
Services have different requirements for coordination than that required for single
technical orders or technical manuals. As service programs. No other aspect of joint
well as the variations in support concept, program management will confront the
operational role, and materiel configuration manager with as many interservice differ-
mentioned in the previous paragraph, there ences as lo.istics. Differences can occur in
can also be differences in the reading all of the ILS elements. The lack of exteti-comprehension levels of the target audi- sive coordination can lead to:
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o Incomplete or inac'equate logistic and functional working groups may be
support at the time of initial established to provide oversight and rapid
deployment, decisions that meet each Service's needs.

Refer to the Joint Logistics Commanders
o A decision by one or more Services Guide for the Management of Joint Service

to go it alone with ILS planning and Programs for additional information.
development of Service-unique
logistics support. 17.5 SUMMARY

o Loss of the economies that can be o Joint implementation of ILS plan-
gained by joint ILS performance. ning, analyses, and documentation

ean reduce total logistic support
17.4.1.2 Risk Handling. Success in joint costs and meet essential needs of
program management comes from facili- each Service.
tating and expediting the required coordi-
nation, not from eliminating coordination o As with single-Service programs,
and fragmenting the program. Methods that effective joint ILS programs require
have been employed include: early planning starting prior to

program initiation and continuing
a. Early Recognition of Joint Require- during Concept Exploration and

ments - A vital first step is early recogni- beyond.
tion during mission area apalyses that a
joint program is needed. The joint JMSNS o Joint ILS planning and implementa-
may be initiated by OSD, JCS, or two or tion are facilitated by DoD military
more services in unison. When this occurs, a standards on logistic support
joint program structure is recommended in analysis and continuing development
the JMSNS, funding requirements for each of other joint-use standards and
Service are identified in each Service's specifications.
initial Program Objectives Memorandum,
and common and unique requirements of the o Jointly staffed program offices end
services are documented in the initial JILSP effective inter-Service communica-
prepared durhiK Concept Exploration. tion have been major contributors to

joint program management.
b. Staffing of the Joint Program Office

- Senior representatives and other partic- 17.6 REFERENCES
ipating service personnel serve two vital
functions. First, they work as part of a team 1. MIL-STD-1388-IA, Logistic Support
committed to objectives of the joint Analysis.
program. Second, they are conduits for rapid
two-way communications and decisions on 2. MIL-STD-1388-2A, DoD Requirements
methods to implement joint planning and for a Logistic Support Analysis Record.
satisfy unique needs of each Service.

3. AFSC/AFLC Regulation 800-2, AMC
c. Effective Communication - Imple- Regulation 70-59, NAVIMATINST

mentation of joint ILS planning by the 5000.10A, Management of MultiService
Services requires participation by their Systems, Programs, and Projects.
subordinate activities. Effective communi-
cations must be carried out among the 4. AFLG/AFSCR 800-24, DARCOM-R
provisioners, maintenance engineers, 700-97, NAVIvIATINST 4000-38, MCO
publications managers, trainers, and other P41 10.1A, Acquisition Management,
logisticians who support the program within Standard Integrated Support Manage-
the Servl-es. The lead ILS Manager must ment System.
ensure that key logistics personnel from
each Service are identified and jointly 5. Joint Logistic Commanders Guide for
participate in planning and establishing the the Management of Joint Service
program. A hierarchy consisting of a high Programs. (Defense Systems Manage-
level review team. a joint ILS committee, ment Collige).
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APPENDIX A
GLOSSARY

AFFORDABILITY - The demonstration that a system can be procured, operated and
supported efficiently and effectively for the programmed and budgeted resources (DoDD
5000.1).

ALLOCATED BASELINE - Development specifications (type B) that define the perfor-
mance requirements for each configuration item of the system (DSMC).

AVAILABILITY - A measure of the degree to which an item is in an operable and com-
mittable state at the start of a mission when the mission is called for at an unknown
(random) time (MIL-STD-1388-1 A).

BASELINE COMPARISON SYSTEM (BCS) - A current operational system, or a composite
of current operational subsystems, which most closely represents the design, operational,
and support characteristics of the new system under development (MIL-STU-1388-1A).

COMPARABILITY ANALYSIS - An examination of two or more systems and their rela-
tionships to discover resemblances or differences (MIL-STD-1388-lA).

COMPUTER RESOURCES SUPPORT - The facilities, hardware, software, documentation,
manpower, and personnel needed to operate and support embedded computer systems
(DoDD 5000.39), one of the principal ILS elements.

CONCEPT EXPLORATION (CE) PHASE - The identification and exploration of alter-
native solutions or solution concepts to satisfy a validated need (lIL-STD-1388-1A).

CONFIGURATION ITEM (CO - An aggregation of hardware/computer programs or any of

its discrete portions which satisfies an end item use function and is designated by the
Government for configuration (DSMC).

CONFIGURATION MAN4ACEMENT (CM) - The process that identifies functional and
physical characteristics of an item during its life cycle, controls changes to those char-
acteristics, provides information on status of change actions, and audits the conformance
of configuration items to approved configurations (DSMC).

CONSTRAINTS - Restrictions or boundary conditions that impact overall capability,
priority, and resources in system acquisition (MIL-STD-1388-IA).

CONTRACT DATA REQUIREMENTS LIST (CDRL), DD Form 1423 - A form used as the
sole list of data and information which the contractor will be obligated to deliver under
the contract, with the exception of that data specifically required by standard Federal
Acquisition Regulation (FAR) clauses (MIL-STD-1388-IA).

COPRODUCTION (INTERNATIONAL) - Method by which items intended for military
application are produced and/or assembled under the provisions of a cooperative agree-
ment that requires the transfer of technical information and know how from one nation to
another (DoD-5105.38M)

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE - All actions performed, as a result of failure, to restore
an item to a specified condition. Corrective maintenance can include ally or all of the
following steps: Localization, Isolation, Disassembly, Interchange, Reassembly, Align-
ment, and Checkout (MIL-STD-l388-1A).

CGOST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIP (CER) - A statistically derived equation which
relates Life Cycle Cost or some portions thereof directly to parameters that describe the
performance, operating, or logistics environment of system (MIL-STD-1388-l A).
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CRITICAL DESIGN REVIEW (CDR) - Determines that the detail design satisfies the
performance and engineering specialty requirements of the development program. The
CDR is performed late in the prototype subphase when the design detail is essentially
complete but prior to drawing release and fabrication of formal test articles (adapted
from NAVMATP 9494).

DATA ITEM DESCRIPTION (DID); DD FORM 1664 - A form used to define and describe
the data required to be furnished by the contractor. Completed forms are provided to
contractors in support of and for identification of each data item listed on the CDRL
(MIL-STD-1388-1A).

DEFENSE SYSTEMS ACQUISITION REVIEW COUNCIL (DSARC) - The top level DoD
corporate body for system acquisition. Provides advice and assistance to the Secretary of
Defense (DODI 5000.2).

DEMONSTRATION AND VALIDATION (DVAL) PHASE - The period when selected
candidate solutions are refined through extensive study analyses; hardware dcvelopment,
if appropriate; test, and evaluations (MIL-6TD-1388-1A).

1W

DEPLOYMENT - The process of planning, coordinating, and executing the deployment of a
materiel system and its support (AR 700-127).

DESIGN INTERFACE - The relationship of logistics-.elated design parameters, such as
R&M, to readiness and support resource requirements. These logistics-related design
parameters are expressed in operational terms rather than as inherent values and spe-
cifically relate to system readiness objectives and support costs of the materiel system
(DoDD 5000.39), one of the principal elements of ILS.

DESIGN PARAMETERS - Qualitative, quantitative, physical, and functional value char-
acteristics that are inputs to the design process, for use in design tradeoffs, risk analyses,
and development of a system that is responsive to system requirements (MIL-STD-1388-
IA).

DESIGN TO COST (DTC) - An acquisition management technique to achieve Defense
system designs that meet stated cost requirements. Cost is addressed on a continuing
basis as part of a system's development and production process. The technique embodies
early establishment of realistic but rigorous cost objectives, goals and thresholds and a
determined effort to achieve them (DoDD 4245.3).

DEVELOPMENT TEST AND EVALUATION (DT&E) - Test and Evaluation conducted to
assist the engineering design and development process and to verify attainment of tech-
nical performance specifications and objectives (DoDD 5000.3).

END ITEM - A final combination of end products, component parts, and/or materials
which is ready for its intended use; e.g., ship, tank, mobile machine shop, aircraft
(MIL-STD-1388-lA).

FACILITIES - The permanent or semipermanent real property assets required to support
the materiel system, including conducing studies to define types of facilities or facility
improvements, locations, space needs, environmental requirements, and equipment (DoDD
5000.39), one of the principal elements of ILS.

FAILURE MODE, EFFECTS, AND CRITICALITY ANALYSIS (FMECA) - An analysis to
identify potztial design weaknesses thr-uigh systematic, documented consideratio, of the
following: all likely ways in which a component or equipment can fail; causes for each
mode; and the effects of each failure (which may be different for each mission phase)
(MIL-STD-1388-IA).
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FAST TIACK PROGRAM - An acquisition program in which time constraints require the
design, development, production, testing, and support acquisition processes to be com-
pressed or overlapped (MIL-STD-1 388-1 A).

FIRST UNIT EQUIPPED (FUE) - The scheduled oate a system or end item, and its agreed
upon support elements, are issued to the designated IOC unit and training specified in the
NET Plan has been accomplished. Support elements to be issued with system or end items
will be specified in the Materiel Fielding Plan or other gaining command-detrloper
agreement documents (AR 700-127).

FOLLOW-ON TEST AND EVALUATION (FOT&E) - That tost and evaluation which is
conducted after the production decision to continue and refine the estimates made during
previous operational test and evaluation, to evaluate changes, and to evaluate the system
to insure that it continues to meet operational needs and retain its effectiveness in a new
environment or against a new threat (MIL-STD-1388-1 A).

FOREIGN MILITARY SALES (FMS) - That portion of United States security assistance
authorized by the Arms Export Control Act (AECA), as amended (Section 21 and 22,
AECA).

FULL-SCALE DEVELOPMENT (FSD) PHASE - The period when the system ..J the
principal items necessary for its support are designed, fabricated, tested, and evaluated
(MIL-STD-I 388-1A).

FUNCTIONAL BASELINE - The technical portion of the program requirements (type A
specifications); provides the basis for contracting and controlling system design (DSMC).

FUNCTIONAL CONFIGURATION AUDIT (FCA) - Verifies that the actual item which
represents the production configuration complies with the development specification
(DSMC).

FUNCTIONAL SUPPORT REQUIREMENT (FSR) - A function (transport, repair, resupply,
recover, calibrate, overhaul, etc.) that the support system must perform for the end item
to be maintained in or restored to a satisfactory operational condition in its operational
environment (MIL-STD-1388-lA).

GOALS - Values, or a range of values, apportioned to the various design, operational, and
support elements of a system which are established to optimize the system requirements
(MIL-STD-1 388-1 A).

GOVERNMENT FURNISHED MATERIAL (GFM) - Material provided by the Government to
a contractor or comparable Government production facility to be incorporated in, at-
tached to, used with or in support of an end item to be delivered to the Government or
ordering activity, or which may be consumed or expended in the performance of a con-
tract. It includes, but is not limited to, raw and procerzsed materials, parts, components,
assemblies, tools and supplies. Material categorized as Government Furnished Equipment
(GFE) and Government Furnished Aeronautical Equipment (GFAE) are included (MIL-bTD-
1388-LA).

ILS ALTERNATIVE/TRADE-OFFS - Supporting dat ,omes from "Lessons Learned" files,
comparative analysis, technological ,pportunities, use studies, fitld visits, standardization
re( ements, functional and military requirements, constraints, maintenance and oper-
atkial adproaches. This information is used in analyscs and assessments of support for
tne identified alternatives system designs, using established lists of design criteria, utility
curves, and criteria weights (DSMC).
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INHERENT R&M VALUE - Any measure of reliability or maintainability that includes only
the effects of item design and installation, and assumes an ideal operating and support
environment (DoDD 5000.40).

INITIAL OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY (IOC) - The initial operational capability is the
firt attainment of the capability by a unit and its support elements to operate and
maintain effectively a production item or system 1,AR 700-127).

INTEGRATED LOGISTICS SUPPORT (ILS) - A disciplined, unified, and iterative approach
to the management and technical activities necessary to: (a) Integrate support consi-
derations into system and equipment design (b) Develop support requirements that are
related consistently to readiness objectives, to design, and to each other (c) Acquire the
required support, (d) Provide the required support during the operational phase at mini-
mum cost (DoDD 5000.39).

INTEGRATED LOGISTICS SUPPORT MANAGEMENT TEAM (ILSMT) - A team of Gov-
ernment and industry lunctional and management personnel formed to advise and assist
the ILS Manager with planning, coordinating, monitoring schedules and contractor per-
formance, ensuring accuracy and timeliness of Government inputs, and compliance with
applicable requirements, regulations, specifications, standards, etc., (Adapted from AR
700-127).

INTEGRATED LOGISTICS SUPPORT PLAN (ILSP) - The formal planning document for
logistics support. It is kept current through the program life. It sets forth the plan for
operational support, provides a detailed ILS program to fit with the overall program,
provides decision-making bodies with necessary ILS information to make sound decisions
in system development and production and provides the basis for the ILS portion of
procurement packages (DSMC.

INTEGRATED SUPPORT PLAN (ISP) - A comprehensive plan to demonstrate how a
contractor intends to manage and execute his ILS program (DI-L-6138).

INTEROPERABILITY - The ability of systems, units. or forces to provide services to and
accept services from other systems, units, or forces and to use the services so exchanged
to enable them to operate effectively together (MIL-STD-1388-1A).

JUSTIFICATION OF MAJOR SYSTEM NEW STARTS (JMSNS) - The military component's
submission upon which the mission need determination is accomplished. The JMSNS is
submitted with the Program Objectives Memorandum (POM) in which funds for the
budget year of the POM are requested. The Secretary of Defense will provide appropriate
program guidance in the Program Decision Memorandum. This action provides official
sanction for a new program start and authorizes the Military Service, when funds are '!.

available, to initiate Concept Exploration phase (Adapted from DoDD 5000.1).

LIFE CYCLE COST (LCC) - The total cost to the Government of acquisition and owner-
shiip of the system over its full life. It includes the cost of development, acquisition,
operation, support, and where ap iicable, disposal (Joint Design to Cost Guide).

LIFE UNITS - A measure of use duration applicable to the item (such as, operating hours,
cycles, distance, rounds fired, attempts to operate) (DoDD 5000.40).

LINE REPLACEABLE UNIT (LRU) - An LRU is an essential support item which is re-
moved and replaced at field level to restore the end item to an operationally ready
condition (MIL-STD-1388-2A).
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LOGISTIC SUPPORT ANALYSIS (LSA) - The selective application of scientific and
engineering efforts undertaken during the acquisition process, as part of the systems "1"
engineering process, to assist in: (a) Causing support considerations to influence design (b)
Defining support requirements that are related optimally to design and to each other (e)
Acquiring the required support (d) Providing the required support during the operational U
phase at minimum cost (nDD 5000.39).

LOGISTIC SUPPORT ANALYSIS DOCUMENTATION - All data resulting from perfor-
mance of LSA tasks pertaining to an acquisition program (MIL-STD-1388-1A).

LOGISTIC SUPPORT ANALYSIS RECORD (LSAR) - That portion of LSA documentation B
consisting of detailed data pertaining to the identification of logistic support resource

requirements of a system/equipment. See MIL-STD-1388-2A for LSAR data element
definitions (MIL-STD-1388-1A).

LOGISTIC SUPPORTABILITY - The degree to which the planned logistics (including test
equipment, spares and repair parts, technical data, support facilities, and training) and
manpower meet system availability and wartime usage requirements (DoDD 5000.3).

LOGISTICS R&D - Technology programs funded outside the weapon system development
programs that may result in improved subsystem R&M, improved support elements needed
in the operation and maintenance of weapon systems, and improved logistics infra-

structure elements (DoDD 5000.39).

MAINTAINABILITY - The measure of the ability of an item to be retained in or restored
to specified condition when maintenance is performed by personnel having specified skill
levels, using prescribed procedures and resources, at each prescribed level of maintenance
and repair MIL-6TD-1388-1A).

MAINTENANCE CONCEPT - A narrative description identifying the broad, planned

approach to be employed in sustaining the system/equipment at a defined level of readi-
ness or in a specified condition in support of the operational requirement. Provides the

basis for the maintenance plan.

MAINTENANCE PLANNING - The process conducted to evolve and establish maintenance

concepts and requirements for the lifetime of a materiel system (DoDD 5000.39), one of
the principal elements of ILS.

MANPOWER - The total demand, expressed in terms of the number of individuals, asso-
ciated with a system. Manpower is indexed by manpower requirements, which consist of
quantified lists of jobs, slots, or billets tl0at are characterized by the descriptions of the

required number of individuals who fill J ob, slots, or billets (MIL-6TD-1388-1A).

MANPOWER AND PERSONNEL - The identification and acquisition of military and
civilian personnel with the skills and grades required to operate and support a materiel

system over its lifetime at peacetime and wartime rates (DoDD 5000.39), one of the
principal elements of ILS.

MATERIEL FIELDING PLAN (MFP) - The plan to ensure smooth transition of the system

from the developer to the user (DSMC).

MATERIEL SYSTEM - A final combination of subsystems, components, parts, and ma-
teriels that make up an entity for use in combat or in support thereof, either offensively
or defensively, to destroy, injure, defeat, or threaten fhe enemy. It includes the basic
materiel items and all related equipment, supporting facilities, and services required for

operating and maintaining the system.
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MISSION AREA ANALYSIS - Continuing analyses of assigned mission areas by DoD
Cnomponents, OSD and OJCS to identify deficiencies or to determine more effective
means of performing assigned tasks. From these mission analyses, a deficiency or oppor-
tunity may be identified that could lead to initiation of a major system acquisition
program (DoDD 5000.1).

MISSION RELIABILITY - The ability of an item to perform its required functions ior the
duration of a specified mission profile (DoDD 5000.40).

MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURES (MTBF) - For a particular interval, the total functional
life of a population of an item divided by the total number of failures within the popu-
lation. The definition holds for time, rounds, miles, events, or other measures of life units
(MIL-STD-1388-2A), a basic technical measure of reliability.

MEAN-TIME-TO-REPAIR (MTTR) - The total elapsed time (clock hours) for corrective
maintenance divided by tMe tot number of corrective maintenance actions during a given
period of time (MIL-STD-1388-2A), a basic technical measure of maintainability.

OBJECTIVES - Qualitative or quantitative values, or range of values, apportioned to the
various design, operational, and support elements of a system which represent the de-
sirable levels of performance. Objectives are subject to tradeoffs to optimize system
requirements (MIL-STD-1 388-1 A).

OPERATING AND SUPPORT (O&S) COSTS - The cost of operation, maintenance, and
follow-on logistics support of the end item and its associated support systems. This term
and "ownership cost" are synonymous (MIL-STD-1388-1 A).

OPERATIONAL AVAILABILITY (Ao) - The probability that, when used under stated
conditions, a system will operate satisfactorily at any time. Ao includes standby time and
administrative and logistic delay time (MIL-STD-1388-2A).

OPERATIONAL R&M VALUE - Any measure of reliability or maintainability that includes
the combined effects of item design, quality, installation, environment, operation,
maintenance and repair (DoDD 5000.40).

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENT - An established need justifying the timely allocation of
re sources to achieve a capability to accomplish military objectives, missions, or tasks
(JWS Pub 1).

OPERATIONAL SUITABILITY - The degree to which a system can be satisfactorily placed
in field use, with consideration being given to availability, compatability, transportability,
interoperability, reliability, wartime usage rates, maintainability, safety, human factors,
manpower supportability, logistic supportability, and training raquirements (DoDD 5000.1).

OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION (OT&E) - Test and evaluation conducted to
estimate a system's operational effectiveness and suitabilityp identify needed modifica-
tions, and provide information on tactics, doctrine, organization, and personnel require-
ments (DoDD 5000.3).

OPTIMIZATION MODELS - Models which accurately describe a given system and which
can be used, through sensitivity analysis, to determine the best operation of the system
being modeled (MIL-6TD-l 388-1 A).

PACKAGING, HANDLING, STORAGE, AND TRANSPORTATION (PIIS&T) - The re-
sources, processes, procedures, design considerations, and methods to ensure that all
system, equipment, and support items are preserved, packaged, handled, and transported
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properly including: environmental considerations, equipment preservation requirements
for short- and long-term storage, and transportability (DoDD 5000.39), one of the
principal elements of ILS.

PARAMETRIC ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIP (PER) - A statistical parametric analysis
that involves development and application of mathematical expressions commonly called
"cost estimating relationships" (CER's). CER's are developed by statistically analyzing
past history to correlate cost with significant physical and functional parameters (MIL-
STD-1388-1A).

PERSONNEL - The supply of individuals, identified by specialty or classification, skill,
skill level, and rate or rank, required to satisfy the manpower demand associated with a
system. This supply includes both those individuals who support the system directly (i.e.,
operate and maintain the system), and those individuals who support the system indirectly
by performing those functions necessary to produce and maintain the personnel required
to support the system directly. Indirect support functions include recruitment, training,
retention, and development (MIL-STD-1388-IA).

PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION AUDIT (PCA) - A technical examination of a designated
configuration item to verify that the item "as built" conforms to the technical documen-
tation which defines the item (DSMC)o

PLANNING, PROGRAMMING9 BUDGETING SYSTEM (PPBS) - An integrated system for
the establishment maintenance, and revisioning of the FYDP and the DoD budget (DSMC).

POST-PRODUCTION SUPPORT (PPS) - Systems .'-=eement and support activities
necessary to ensure continued attainment of system readiness objectives with economical
logistic support after cessation of production of the end item (weapon system or equip-
ment) (DoDD 5000.39).

PRELIMINARY DESIGN REVIEW (PDR) - Conducted on each configuration item to
evaluate the progress, technical adequacy and risk resolution of the selected design
approach, determine its compatability with performance and engineering speciality
requirements of the development specification and establish the existence and compat-
ability of the physical and functional interfaces among the item and other items of
equipment, facilities, computer programs and personnel (DSMC).

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE - All actions performed in an attempt to retain an item in
specified condition by providing systematic inspection, detection, and prevention of
incipient failures (MIL-STD-1 388-1 A).

PRODUCIBILITY - The relative ease of producing an item or system which is governed by
the characteristics and features of a design that enable economical fabrication, assembly,
inspection, and testing using available production technology (DSMC).

PRODUCT BASELINE - Specifications (type C) that establish the detailed design doc-
umentation for each configuration item. Normally also includes Process Baseline (type D)
and Material Baseline (type E) (DSMC) 0

PRODUCT DEFINITION - The definition of the product (or system) at each stage in the system
life cycle. For example: Engineering must know what to design, test and evaluation must know
what to test, manufacturing must know what to produce, and logistic support must know what
to operate and support at each stage of the system life cycle. Product definition includes the
generation of operational requirements, technical requirements, specifications, configurations,

etc i
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PRODUCTION ACCEPTANCE TEST AND EVALUATION (PAT&E) - Test and evaluetion
conducted on production items to demonstrate that procured items fulfill the require-
ments and specifications of the procuring contracts and agreements (DoDD 5000.3).

PRODUCTION AND DEPLOYMENT PHASE - The period from production approval until
the last system is delivered and accepted (MIL-6TD-1388-1A).

PRODUCTION READINESS REVIEW (PRR) - A formal examination of a program to
determine whether the design is ready for ptoduction, production engineering problems
have been resolved, and the producer has accomplished adequate planning for the pro-
duction phase (DoDD 4245.6).

PROVISIONING - The process of determining and acquiring the range and quantity (depth)
of spares and repair parts, and support and test equipment required to operate and
maintain an end item of materiel for an initial period of service (MIL-STD-1388-1A).

READINESS DRIVERS - Those system characteristics which have the largest effect on a
system's readiness values. These may be design (hardware or software), support, or
operational characteristics (MIL-STD-1388-1A).

RELIABILITY - (a) The duration or probability of failure-free performance under stated
conditions (b) The probability that an item can perform its intended function for a spec-
ified interval under stated conditions (For nonredundant items this is equivalent to
definition (a). For redundant items this is equivalent to mission reliability, (MIL-STD
1388-1A).

RELIABILITY CENTERED MAINTENANCE (RCM) - A systematic approach for identi-
fying preventive maintenance tasks for an end item in accordance with a specified set of
procedures and for establishing intervals between maintenance tasks (DoDD 5000.39).

REPAIR LEVEL ANALYSIS (RLA) - The Repair Level Analysis limits the depth of main-
tenance task analysis in the LE7"process by distinguishing between repairable and non-
repairable components and by selecting the most cost-effective repair level An RLA is
normally conducted on all Line Replaceable Units.

REPAIR PARTS - Those support items that are an integral part of the end item or system
which are coded as nonrepairable (MIL-STD-1388-1 A).

RISK - The opposite of confidence or assurance; the probability that the conclusion
reached as to the contents of a lot (number of defects or defective range) is incorrect
(MIL-STD-1388-lA).

SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE - Preventive maintenance performed at prescribed points
in the item's life (MIL-STD-1388-1A).

SPARES - Those support items that are an integral part of the end item or system which
are coded as repairable (MIL-6TD-1388-1A).

STANDARDIZATION - The process by which member nations achieve the closest prac-
ticable cooperation among forces; the most efficient use of research, development, and
production resources; and agree to adopt on the broadest possible basis the use of: (a)
common or compatible operational, administrative, and logistics procedures; (b) common
or compatible technical procedures and criteria; (c) common, compatible, or inter-
changeable supplies, components, weapons, or equipment; and (d) common or compatible
tactical doctrine with corresponding organizational compatability (MIL-6TD-1388-1 A).

SUPPLY SUPPORT - All management actions, procedures, and techniques used to determine
requirements to acquire, catalog, receive, store, transfer, issue, and dispose of secondary items.
.this includes provisioning for initial support as well as replenishment supply support (DoDD
5000.39), one to the principal elements of ILS.
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SUPPORT CONCEPT - A complete system level description of a support system, consis-
ting of an integratef set of ILS element concepts, which meets the functional support
requirements and is in harmony with the design and operational concepts (MIL-STD-
1388-lA).

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT - All equipment (mobile or fixed) required to support the oper-
ation and maintenance of a materiel system. This includes associated multiuse end items,
ground-handling and maintenance equipment, tools metrology and calibration equipment,
test equipment and automatic test equipment. It includes the acquisition of logistics
support for the support and test equipment itself (DoDD 5000.39), one of the principal
elements of ILS.

SUPPORT RESOURCES - The materiel and personnel elements required to operate and
maintain a system to meet readiness and sustainability requirements. New support
resources are those which require development. Critical support resources are those
which are not new but require special management attention due to schedule require-
ments, cost implications, known scarcities, or foreign markets (MIL-STD-1386-IA).

SUPPORTABILITY - The degree to which system design characteristics and planned
logistics resources, including manpower, meet system peacetime readiness and wartime
utilization requirements (DoDD 5000.39).

SUPPORTABILITY ASSESSMENT - An evaluation of how well the composite of support
considerations necessary to achieve the effective and economical support of a system for
its life cycle meets stated quantitative and qualitative requirements. This includes
integrated logistic support and logistic support resource related O&S cost considerations
(MIL-STD-1388-lA).

SUPPORTABILITY FACTORS - Qualitative and quantitative indicators of supportability
(MIL-UTD-1388-1A).

SUPPORTABILITY-RELATED DESIGN FACTORS - Those supportability factors which
include only the effects of an item's design. samples include inherent reliability and
mainta-nability values, testability values, transportability characteristics etc (,VIIL-STD
1388-1 A1

SUS, :JNABILITY - The "staying power" of our forces, units, weapon systems, and equip-
rrnm,-t often measured in numbers of days (JCS Pub 1, subset of Military Capability).

SYSTEM - (See iMAT'ERIEL SYSTEM).

SYSTEM DESIGN REVIEW - Reviews Uae conceptual design of the system and establishes
its capability to satisfy requirements (DSMC).

SYSTEM ENGINEERING - System Engineering is the application of scientific and engi-
neering efforts to (a) transform an operational need into a description of system per--
formance parameters and a system configuration through the use of an iterative process
of definition, synthesis, analysis, design, test, and evaluation; (b) integrate related
technical parameters and ensure compatability of all physical, functional, and program

'p interfaces in a manner that optimizes the total system definition and design; (c) integrate
reliability, maintainability, safety, survivability, human, and other such factors into the
total engineering effort to ,neet cost, schedule, and technical performance objectives
(MIL-6TD-499).
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SYSTEM READINESS OBJECTIVE - A criterion for assessing the ability of a system to
undertake and sustain a specified set of missions at planned peacetime and wartime
utilization rates. System readiness measures take explicit account of the effects of
system design R&M, the characteristics and performance of the support qystem, and the
quantity and location of support resources. Examples of system readiness measures are
combat sortie rate over time, peacetime mission capable rate, operational availability,
and asset ready rate (DoDD 5000.39).

TAILORING - The process by which the individual requirements (sections, paragraphs, or
sentences) of the selected specifications and standards are evaluated to determine the
extent to which each requirement is most suitable for a specific materiel acquisition and
the modification of these requirements, where necessary, to assure that each tailored
document invoked states only the minimum needs of the Government (MIL-STD-1388-1A).

TECHNICAL DATA - Recorded information regardless of form or character (such as
manuals, and drawings) of a scientific or technical nature. Computer programs and
related software are not technical data; documentation of computer programs and related
software are. Also excluded are financial data or other information related to contract
administration (DoDD 5000.39), one of the principal elements of ILS.

TEST AND EVALUATION MASTER PLAN (TEMP) - A broad plan that relates test objec-
tives to required system characteristics and critical issues, and integrates objectives,
responsibilities, resources, and schedules for all T&E to be accomplished (DoDD 5000.3).

TESTABILITY - A design characteristic which allows the status (operable, inoperable, or
degraded) of an item and the location of any faults within the item to be confidently
determined in a timely fashion (NIL-STD-l388-lA).

THRESHOLD - A quantitative requirement, documented in the DCP and Secretary of
Defense Decisioe Memorandum, against which acquisition program achievements are
measured. Breach of a threshold (actual or projected) requires notification of the Defense
Acquisition Executive (DODD 5000.39).

TRADEOFF - The determination of the optimum balance t' ween system characteristics
(cost, schedule, performance, and supportability) (MIL-STD-l '68-1A).

TRAINING AND TRAINING SUPPORT - The proesses, procedures techniques, training
devices, and equipment used to train civilian and active duty and reserve military per-
sonnel to operate and support a materiel system. This includes individual and crew
training; new equipment training; initial, formal, and on-the-jobtraining; and logistic
support planning for training equipment and training device acquisitions and installations
(DoDD 5000.39), one of the principle elements of ILS.

TURN-AROUND TIME ('rAT) - The time required to return an item to use between
missions (MIL-STD-1388-2A).

UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE - Corrective maintenance required by item conditions
TMIL-STD-i388-AA),
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APPENDIX B
LOGISTICS MODELS

A large number of models have been developed to support quantitative determination

of requirements for logistics support and related disciplines.

Model Categories

Availability Maintainability

Budgeting Manpower

Design Interface Provisioning

Facilities Reliability

Life Cycle Cost Training

Catalogs of Logistics Models

The following documents provide a structured format which summarizes each model

with a narrative description, model applications, capabilities, compatible software,

custodian, and other useful information which can be used to obtain documentation and

conduct a preliminary evaluation for applicability to a pat ticular program need.

Title: Department of Defense Catalog of Logistics Models

Point of Contact: Defense Logistics Studies Information Exchange

U.S. Army Logistics Management Center

Fort Lee, Virginia 23801

AUTOVON 687-4255/4546/3570; Commercial
(804) 734-4255/4546/3570

Title: Logistics Support Analysis Techniquos Guide (AMC-P 700-4)
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Point of Contact: Headquarters

U.S. Army Materiel Command

Alexandria, Virginia 22333

Attn: AMCSM-PLE

AUTOVON 284-8497; Commercial (202) 274-8497

Title: Selected Logistics Models and Techniques

Contact: HQ AFSC/AL
DCS Acquisition Logistics

Andrews AFB,, DC 20334

AUTOVON 858-3915; Commercial (301) 981-3915

a
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APPENDIX C
LOGISTICS COURSES

This appendix contains information on the Government courses currently of icred on
Integrated Logistics Support (ILS). The courses are arranged by the offering command or
school. General information is provided on course content, along with course length and
location. The courses listed cover all aspects of ILS. The schools may be contacted directly for
information on additional courses that cover specific ILS aspects (such as materiel manage-
ment).

SCHOOL: Air Force Institute of Technology
LOCATION: Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio
POINT OF CONTACT: AFIT/LSA, WPAFB Ohio 45433

AUTOVON 785-6335/6336/3532;
Commercial (513) 255-6335/6336/3532

Course: Acquisition Logistics (Integrated Logistics Support)
Le 2-W eeks
Content This course helps students recognize the necessary interface between support
planning and the systems engineering process, exposes them to some of the tools and
techniques available to them, and shows them that acquisition logistics is a multidiscipline
management challenge rather than a lockstep process. The course addresses the elements
of ILS with the emphasis upon techniques as aids to decision making.

Course: Combat Logistics
-thi 2 Weeks

Content: This course provides an overview of the wartime roles and responsibilities of the
logistics manager and provides an introduction to combat logistics planning, strategies,
and contingency procedures that will likely be implemented in a wartime scenario. The
course is designed to create an understanding of how logistics contributes to the overall
war effort and wartime requirement, and serves as an anchor to which subsequent
on-the-job training and formal development can be i-eyed.

Cotwst Logistics Management
Length: 4Weeks
Content This course broadens and enhances the understanding of logistics management
at various levels throughout the Air Force and is directed to the critical examination of
interrelationships and interdependencies that prevail in strategic, support, and operational
logistics. In these contexts, strategic logistics entails the interrelationships of strategy
and logistics and the influence they exert upon each other at the national level; suppol I
logistics is concerned largely with the acquisition of systems and their contingent supply,
equipment, and allied support functions; operational logistics relates to the drect
functional support of the Air Force in the operational environment.

The course design enables the students to comprehend the rationale behind the
logistics decisions that they may be called upon to make. Heavy emphasis is placed on the
applied management techniques used in the acquisition, distribution and support of
weapon systems. Specific attention is given to line and staff management and the forces
that drive the logistics systems at all levels. A major share of the course is devoted to
direct student involvement in practical exercises, examples, cases, workshops, and
simulations. These exercises enable the student to apply the theory given during the
lecture and seminar sessions. Management tools and analytical techniques including ADP,
simulation, forecasting, and performance measurement evaluation are used by the student
In achieving the goals and objectives of the exercises.
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Cowm Weapon System Logistics Management For Senior System Managers
T WeekS

Contemb This course provides an overview of the roles and responsibilities of the logistics
manager within the complex and dynamic weapon system logistics management
environment. The instruction is aimed at senior level system manager pereonnel as a core
course to which subsequent on-the-job training and formal development can be keyed.
The course addresses the organization, stritcture, and functions of the Air Force Logistics
Command, the role of the system manager within the organization, including the
manager's interaction with maintenance, item management, distribution, contracting,
programming and budgeting, financial management and system integration. The course
ends with a synthesis of the various logistics disciplines and a cross disciplinary
application exercise.

SCHOOL: Army Logisics Management Center
LOCATION: Fort Lee, Virginia 23801
POINT OF CONTACT: Commandant, ALMC, ATTN: AMXMC-A-R. Fort Lee,

Virginia 23801

Coures Integrated Logistics Support Execuiive
t. ii 1 Week

Contest: This course is designed to provide senior managers of ILS or ILS related
disciplines with an opportunity to exchange ideas, viewpoints, problems, and management
approaches under strict rules of nonattribution. Policy and procedures updates and
concepts are also provided. Policy updates regarding materiel acquisition and ILS, as well
as managerial and technical ILS procedures ard concepts are presented. Ranking guest
speak6rs address ILS topics of greatest durrent interest.

Coume: Logistics Executive Development (LEDC)
I-engou 19 Weeks Resident or 600 Hours Correspondence

Content: This course provides in-depth logistics education for selected managers,
prepares them for positions of responsibility in logistics management, and develops their
intellectual depth and analytical ability. LEDC serves as the Army's senior logistics
course to prepare civilian/military managers for key executive positions with the Army
and DoD logistics systems; to broaden the individual's logistics foundation developed by
earlier logistics functional courses and personal experience; to provide insights into the
multifunctional areas of logistics and their integration into the overall DoD logistics
system; to expand and enhance the fundamental management skills of the individual; to
provide an understanding of the interface between the Army in the field, the logistics
structure, and industry. The course of instruction includes: development of strategy,
force structure; equipment and logistical support; acquisition management and ILS;
inventory; distribut!on and maintenance of equipment; logistical support to the Army in
the field; organization and personnel management; DoD resource management; managerial
economics (Macro); analytical techniques; automated information technology; force
modernization, and an electives program.

Course: Logistics Management Development
Length 4 Weeks Resident, 18 Class Days On Site
Content: The course is designed to develop the managerial skills of selected military and
civilian personnel assigned to, or anticipating assignment to, the Army wholesale logistics
system by providing a broad knowledge of the Army wholesale logistics system. he
ipstruction enhances understanding of the interrelationships and interdependence among
logistics functions and the organizational struct.tre for logistics management, and
provides insights into the impact of a functional management decision on other logistics
functions and on the logistics system as a whole. The course ptovides an overview of the
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Army logistics system. The life cycle management model is the common thread of the
course. It is used to highlight the more significant considerations of RDT&E,
procurement, inventory manEgement, maintenance, and. disposal of Army materiel.
Management skills instruction includes basic statistical and probability techniques, as well
as aspects of interpersonal behavior. This instruction is oriented toward improving the
decision making abilities of the students by providing knowledge of the techniques and
consideration involved in logistics management.

Course: Logistics Support Analysis
Length: 2 Weeks
Content: This course acquaints the student with MIL-STD 1388-iA, Logistics Support
Analysis (LSA), and the techniques and tasks necessary to accomplish the LSA process.
This course provides the student with an understanding of the purpose and objectives of
the LSA proces% It provides an overview of MIL-STD 1388-1A and MIL-STD 1388-2A
tasks, techniques for accomplishing the tasks, an examination of the use of Logistics
Support Analysis Record (LSAR) data records in the generation and recording of logistics
support data, the use of the LSA/LSAR as a management tool and as a force to integrate
all ILS elements for an item/system. Specific instructional topics included in the course
are an overview of the Materiel Acquisition Process; an introduction to ILS and its
relationship to LSA/LSAR; requirements generation; trade-offs; supportability testing;
developing comparative analysis; identification of manpower, support, cost and readne s
drivers; life cycle costing; support modeling and simulation; risk analysis; a discussion of
terms needed to describe maintenance tasks; detailed review and explanation of the LSAR
data records and output summaries; a discussion of LSAR data utilization; contracting for
LSA/LSAR; and review and validation of LSA data.

Course: Associate o~sties Executive Development (ALEDC)
Length: 0 Weeks (5 Phases, 2 Weeks Active Duty Training Each or a
Combination of Active Duty and Correspondence)
Content: This course provides, over a period of three years, five Ohases of advanced
broad logistics management education for Reserve Component officers. This course
prepares these officers for executive and policy-making mobilization assignments in
logistics.

ALEDC serves as the Army's seudor logistics course for the Reserve Components
(RC) officers, and prepares them for executive and policy-making mobilization
assignments. The course provides insights into the multifunctional areas of logistics and
their integration within the DoD. Students gain a fuller understanding of the interface
between the Army in the field, DoD's logistics structure, and industry. The course
expands and enhances fundamental management skills. Course completion qualifies an RC
officer for promotion through 0-5. ALEDC consists of five phases:

1. Management Systems: This phase offers specific instruction in the use of
human, financial, and mechanical (computer) resources in order that the goal of
effective logistics management might be accomplished. It do~s this through an
in-depth study of the various management systems applicable to logistics and
identifies their applications, limitations and values in various management
situations.

2. The Acquisition Process: This phase provides an insight into the total DoD
and Department of the Army logistics systems. It also provides a general
knowledge of the management process for the acquisition of Army materiel to
include research, development, test, evaluation, and contracting.
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3. Materiel Readiness: This phase provides an understanding of requirements,
determination for, and management of, major and secondary items and the
relationship and significance of maintenance, transportation, distribution, and
disposal.

4. Scientific Techniques: This phase provides a general knowledge of the
application of mathematics, economics, computer technology, and systems
analysis in the formulation and solution of complex logistics problems.

5. logistics Support Concepts: This phase provides an interface between the
logistics base and the Army in the field through application of current doctrine
for logistics support. It also serves as a vehicle for recognition, analyAs, and
solution of logistics support problems within the Army in the field, It includes
command and control problems enconntered in contingency planning, and combat
service support force planning. This phase also includes a familiarization with
the Security Assistance Program.

SCHOOL: Defense Systems Management College
.OCATION: Fort elvoir, Virginia 22060

POINT OF CONTACT: Registrar, Defense System3 Management College
Fort IWtvoir, Virginia 22060
AUTOVON 34-2152; Commercial (703) 664-2152

Course: Business Management
3gh:' Weeks

Contents: This course provides fundamental education and skill building on Business
Management aspects of program management. It serves as one of three foundation
courses to prepare inexperienced program management personnel for more advanced
program office assignments and/or course work at DSMC.

The Business Management Course acquaints system acquisition personnel with
business functions of the Government program office as well as that of the contractor. it
presents an overview of the systems management function oriented to business issues.
Discussion of such Government topics as basic funds management concepts, cost
estimating, program budgets, types of contracts and incentive arrangements, preparation
of requests for proposals and source selection planning is included. Contractor topics
covered include basic financial concepts, annual operating plans, and proposal
preparation. Basic cost control functiorg, including the cost/schedule control systems
criteria, from both the Government and contractor perspective, are discussed.

This course includes lectures and discussions associated with the program business
functions and responsibilities end is designed to involve student participation.

Course: Management of Acquisition Logistics (MALC)
Ingtb I Week
Contents This course provides program management personnel and other middle managers
with an understanding of the nature of logistics in the acquisition process, and how to
manage in order to achieve improved logiritics support objectives of the defense systems
acquisition procesa.

The MALC provides participants with an understanding of Integrated Logistic Support
(ILS) procedures and practices as exercised during the defense systems acquisition life
cycle. Logistics elements such as maintenance planning; supply support; manpower and
personnel; support and test equipment; computer resourqes support; packaging, handling,
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storage, and transportation; training and training devices; facilities; and technical data
are integrated into an acquisition support pattern. Students learn the techniques and
importance of defining the logistics support needed, influencing the basic system design,
designing and acquiring the support for the system, and providirg and sustaining logistics
support during deployment and operation. Special emphasis is placed on logistics related
support techniques - life cycle costing, readiness, reliability and maintainability, logistics
support analysis, ILS planning, logistics support resource funding, and post production
support planning.

Specific "real-world" examples of DoD programs are presented by both faculty and
guest lecturers from within Government and industry. Special experience-based case
studies offer the student an opportunity to experience weapons logistics problems and
devise both theoretical and pragmatic solutions.

The student learns to appreciate the importance of integrating the functional
logistics elements into a support pattern set against a life cycle background in a manner
that will maximize the avoidance of logistics related problems. Via this course, each
student develops an appreciation and understanding of integrated logistics techniques and
tools that can be used in decision making, designing for support, and making ILS an
integral part of the systems acquisition process.

The students enhance their ability to analyze logistics situations and problem areas,
to develop alternatives, to prepare solutions, and to properly articulatc logistics
approaches to higher authorities.

Course: Policy and Organization Management (POMC)
UeEg 3 Weeks
Contentst The POMC provides an introduction to the concepts, scope, and application of
program management practices within DoD. Attending the course: (1) equips the student
to function in a program management office, or to effectively interface with the
acquisition policies, tasks, problems, and issues confronting the PM; (2) provides an
understanding of the roles, activities and integration of functions and relationships of
Government and inoustry organizations that participate in, and affect the acquisition
process; and (3) provides an understanding of the importance of interpersonal relations and
communication skills in the development of an effective acquisition team. This course
allows middle managers to develop sound management abilities and to experience the
practices and problems of program management operations. This course emphasizes the
principles of program management, defense acquisition policy, human behavior, and
effective communications.

Course: Program Managers Workshop (PMW)
-e--iF-: 4 Weeks

Content: The PMW provides an educational opportunity for selected program manager
4 designees and deputies to enhance their performance in managing DoD acquisition

programs. It focuses on practical, current management issues at the service, OSD, and
congressional levels of interest.

The workshop concept includes identifying current management issues, determining
managemein t-issue relevancy to each participant'.s future program, and scheduling each
participant to develop a plan to resolve i&3ues relevant to his or her program.

Three offerings per year are ultimately planned to satisfy service
assignments-offerings in March and Ma, and one offering in August or Septe-iber. The
course has achieved its desired four week length in 1985.
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The PMW begins with an intern phase of two months. The internship consists of
service screening and eligibility, and nomination to DSMC for attendance. Once
approved, the participant receives selected skills diagnostics to be completed and
returned. These diagnostics are used to individually tailor a read-ahead package
consisting of selected articles and instructional materials, The participant must also
complete a visit to his or her gaining program office and that office's principal support
industry or laboratory prior to attending the course. These visits are a prerequisite to the
subsequent course phases.

The selected PM designees and deputy program managers then attend the four week
residency phase at DSMC. The curriculum is centered around the workshop concept to
facilitate the enrichment of acquisition management experiences, to enhance the
participant's exposure to multiservice perspectives, and to encourage experimentation
with new concepts and ideas on program management. Visiting program managers serve
as workshop hosts. Selected workshop modules on cost control, complex problem solving,
and long-range planning also are used to achieve these objectives. Special attendance at
(S)SARCs and DSARCs, as well as service seminars, round out the participant's exposure
and orientation.

Six months after the residency phase on-campus, a three day transition applications
workshop is planned. This workshop is based on the participant's need for an opportunity
to develop and resolve current issues in their programs.

Course: Technical Management
UVi&X 3 Weeks
Content: The Technical M.1anagement Course (TMC) provides an introduction to the
concepts, scope, and application of technical management disciplines (system engineering,
integrated logistic support, test and evaluation, production) to the systems acquisition
process. Attending the course: (1) enhancas the ability of staff or functional managers to
interface with program, management office technical efforts through development of a
better understand~rig ,of the technical man#gement process; (2) provides an understanding
of the activities; and int..'ation of technical disciplines necessary in the acquisition life
cycle; anid (3) provides an understanding of the roles of Government and industry
organizationis in the technical management efforts. This course allows junior level
managers to develop a sound understanding of the technical management process through
emphasis oii the technical disciplines of systems engineering, logistics support, test and
evaluation, ard production.

Cours-e: Technieal Managers Advanced Workshop
VEFQM I Week-____ _ ___

Contents The Technical Managers Advanced Workshop is designed for senior engineers
and technical directors and stresses the more complex and difficult issues associated with
the technical. management of a defense systems acquisition.

This workshop eahances the ability of technical managers to plan and implement a
technical Drograin strategy, and to recognize and structure solutions to management
related problems and issues often encountered by the technical manager, The course is
founded on examination of a broad set of issue3 developed by the Technical Management
Department of DSMCt then refined and supplemented through feedback from the system
acquisition community. These issues are tailored for each class in order to maintain
currency, utilize class expertise, and enhance interest. The course configuration offers a
forum for facing eurrent Issues to improve technical management. Experts discuss
background and current observations on critical issues Participants are provided with an
environment for individual and group development of issues and solations to contribute
improvement for the system acquisition process. The output is an attributable report for
retention and potential publication,
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The goal of the workshop is to sharpen the judgement of technical managers to ensure
that the appropriate balance among performance, supportability, testability, and
producibility is "designed in" to a cost-effective defense system that will meet a realistic
schedule.

SCHOOL: Navy US Tralning Program
LOCATION: Career Development Irititute, Ansostia, Buildng 150, U.S. Naval

Station (Anacosta), Waliagton D.C.
POINT OF CONTACTs ILS Training Spom,

Commander, Naval Ar Systems Command
(AIR-400)
Waiulgto, D.C. 20360
AUTOVON U8-3384; Commercial (703) 433-3384

Cours ILS Overview
1 FwIeek

Content This course provides the framework for the other courses in this program. It
discusses the management tools available to logistics managers and places ILS in
perspective in the weapon system acquisition process. This course is a prerequisite for
other courses in the program.

ILS Overview covers the following areas:

o Weapon System Acquisition Process
o Logistic Support Analysis
o Reliability Centered Maintenance
o ILS Elements
o Configuration Management
o Program Planning and Control Techniques.
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